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Forward 

March, 2018 

 

By now, the world knows about the war in Syria. Destruction, atrocity, 

refugees, despair and all different facets of evil are there on display. The 

Syrian crisis began in March 2011, it has been described as a civil war, a 

proxy war and a sectarian war. However you frame it, the war is a 

humanitarian crisis; hundreds of thousands killed, and much more wounded 

or missing, roughly the same number in detention, millions refugees in the 

region and all over the world, and millions more internally displaced.  

The war has partitioned the country into different controlled areas. The 

Regime put its weight, from day one, on large cities especially Damascus 

where it kept the fighting mostly on the rim of the city. Up till now, the 

quarter where this research has its cases studies is still intact, since it is 

under the control of the Authority and its proximity to the Presidential 

Palace and many security apparatuses. The status of the other 24 similar old 

quarters in Damascus is unknown by the author except for Jobar, Barzeh 

and Kaboun Quarters at the eastern side of Damascus (dots numbers 1, 2, 3 

from Figure 3-2). Those Quarters are the frontline between the Capital 

which is under the control of the Authority and the Eastern suburbs were the 

rebels are.  

 

In late 2012 when I started my Ph.D. research, the Syrian conflict was in the 

beginning of its second year and the expectation was that it would end soon. 

But the situation, now, is worse with no end in sight. The involvement of 

both international and regional forces makes it even harder to predict the 

future of Syria if it will stay as a single state or will be divided into several 

states.  

 

The destruction to the physical built environment in Damascus is 

insignificant comparing with its suburbs and other cities. While the 

devastation to the social structure is tremendous everywhere. Especially 

when we see the compulsory change of the demography of certain cities and 

quarters on top of the huge number of death, arrest and migration. Many 

opponents of the Authority have escaped detention by leaving Damascus to 

http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2015/10/syrian-civil-war-guide-isis/410746/
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external or local destinations which are not under the control of the 

Authority, while others, some of them loyal to the Authority, found shelter in 

Damascus escaping from hotly contested areas. On the top of that, the 

Authority is confiscating the properties of whoever challenges it or shows no 

allegiance.1 This punishment quite often spreads to the property of the 

relatives too.  

 

It is highly uncertain if or when the war will eventually break. Ultimately, 

the winner of this war will leave its marks on the new built environment and 

the social structure of its people. The rational embraced in this research to 

develop new planning guidelines will expose the essence of the new 

Authority and its vision of the urban physical shape and social order. 

 

This research shows how the Authority intervenes directly and deprives 

individual of his/her role and responsibility in shaping the built 

environment. When the Authority seizes the rights and responsibilities of 

local community, a deliberate violation of the principle of subsidiarity has 

occurred.2 If upper class bureaucrats operate in a top-down manner and 

deny any flexibility to their subordinates, the effectiveness of this department 

will be diminished. Many thinkers attribute the failure of the Soviet system 

and other Communist regimes to the top-down centralized planning. Such 

systems kept the citizens in perpetual dependency.  

 

The traditional built environment was the product of a local community and 

its needs, belief, customary law (Urf), building materials, available 

technology and self-reliance. The mechanism of rebuilding traditional 

neighborhoods as well as the other neighborhoods must take into 

consideration the needs, affordability, belief of the uses. 

 

Sooner or later the rebuilding process will take place. Past experiences have 

demonstrated clearly that the Authority is incapable of embarking on such a 

humongous task from master planning to laying down infrastructure and 

setting up the rules for small details. The Authority is to do only those things 

which the individuals and local communities could not effectively do for 

                                                 
1 Decree 10, 4/3/2018. 
2 Subsidiarity is a key principle of Catholic social thought. This tenet holds that nothing 

should be done by a larger and more complex organization which can be done as well by 

a smaller and simpler organization. https://acton.org/pub/religion-liberty/volume-6-

number-4/principle-subsidiarity. 4/6/2018. 

https://acton.org/pub/religion-liberty/volume-6-number-4/principle-subsidiarity
https://acton.org/pub/religion-liberty/volume-6-number-4/principle-subsidiarity
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themselves. This is more economical and faster since people are desperate 

for shelters and can’t wait the bureaucratic process of rebuilding. 

 

Ironically, ruining most of the country’s built environment gives the 

Authority another chance to correct its past planning mistakes. The principle 

of “no harm and no reciprocal harm” is still applicable. The user 

participation in decision making was practiced widely in the past and it is 

still welcomed by individuals and communities. Eliminating or reducing 

externality is one facet of the Authority’ obligation of providing fairness and 

justice. Planning and building at such large scale is extremely costly, even 

for rich countries, thus an incremental progress approach is considered at 

all levels; Authority, community and individual. 

 

This study will aid in the vital period of reconstruction.  It offers a survey of 

the rules that exist and where adjustment is needed for people to contribute. 

It is critical and urgent in the rebuilding, and it will continue to provide a 

direction for development in the future. 
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Abstract 

 

 

The Authority, through its planners, implements its housing and urbanizing 

policy at the macro level by preparing the master plan and zoning processes. 

How far can the Authority intervene and limit the bundle of rights of the 

private ownership tenure? And how can externalities be minimized in the 

process of transformation from the traditional quarter to the new settlement? 

Political values, whether tacit or explicit, are manifested in the resultant 

designs. A theoretical base for new urban planning guidelines involving a 

comprehensive study of housing in Damascus with emphasis on social and 

cultural factors is the ultimate aim of this research. 

 

The research starts with a historical review of the Muslim City in general 

and distinguishes between cities that existed before Islam then conquered 

and modified by Muslims and cities established by Muslim Authority. The 

focus is only on the residential quarters in the city and the local market, 

mosque and etc. (outside the old walled city of Damascus). Other Muslim 

city’ urban elements such as Grand mosque, caliph’s residency, Citadel and 

etc. are not in the scope of this study. A brief historical review of Damascus 

before and during Islam and the development of residential quarters are 

illustrated. 

 

Later, the study analyzes the traditional residential quarter and explores the 

building guidelines that governed the evolution of the built form of the 

quarter. (Literature reviews based mainly on researches conducted by 

others).  

 

Then, the study explores the multi facets changes (economic, social and 

political) that the Middle Eastern region went through, in the last century, in 

general and the effect of those changes on the city form, case of Damascus. 

The effect will be traced through examining the decrees that the Authority 

issued in order to govern land reform and manage public and private 

domains. Then, looks at the ramifications of those decrees on the urban form 



 xiv 

of Damascus. Also, investigating the decrees that were the guide for 

producing new planning and organizing developments. 

 

The study inspects the end products of the planning and organizing process 

by studying several cases of building permits. Then, provides morphology of 

the new residential sub-quarter and its urban form. 

 

Based on lessons learned from the previous decades of housing policy, the 

study will recommend foundation for governmental norms to produce 

responsive physical and social urban forms.   
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 1 

ESTABLISHING NEW GOVERNMENT NORMS 

CONCERNING NEW URBAN PLANS REPLACING THE 

TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENTS IN DAMASCUS 

 
The Authority (Housing Ministry and Damascus municipality) 

through its planners, implements its housing and urbanizing policy at the 

macro level by preparing the master plan and zoning processes. On the other 

hand, through the Building Code, the Authority enforces its housing policy 

at the micro level. Thus, there is a great deal of dialogue between the 

Building Code and the planning and zoning processes. From the point of my 

concern, my thesis subject1, I found that there are several sections and sub-

sections in the Building Code that refer to and are governed by the 

Authority’s approved plan. Hence, while I extensively studied the Building 

Code’s sections that affect the building process, I believe that the macro 

level’s portion of the Building process still needs a specialized study.  

 

One objective of this study will explore the motives that drive the new 

urban plan, macro level. Though, in the academic years, many urban 

designers and architects often seem to regard "good design" as somehow 

independent from political factors affecting its production and use, design 

efforts are influenced by politics in several ways. For example, an urban 

design proposal is subject to challenges by a variety of groups (of conflicting 

interests) during the planning process. Also, political value, whether tacit or 

explicit, is manifested in the resultant designs. 

 

I believe that the study I am proposing will complement my Master’s 

thesis research. This thorough study of the Authority’s housing policy will 

provide a useful reference for re-establishing new governmental norms 

concerning building law.  

 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND & CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH  

 

I spent my childhood in al-Mazzeh traditional neighborhood, west of 

Damascus, where the social relationship between neighbors was strong, akin 

to family ties, especially on occasions like weddings, the birth of children or 

deaths. At the age of 12, my family moved to a unit on the fourth floor of a 

walk-up building, about 200 meters away. This relocation did not alter my 

                                                 
1 “Decoding the Building Code in Damascus” (Thesis, McGill University, Montreal, 1995). 
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relationship with friends and relatives I had left behind in the old 

neighborhood. 

 

I received my B.S. degree of Architecture from Damascus University, 

Syria, in 1981. Afterwards, I worked for seven years as an inspecting 

architect in the Permits and Control of Construction Office with the 

Municipality of Damascus. There I learned and implemented the Authority’s 

policy and strategy on housing. Simultaneously, at a second job, I worked 

with several private architectural firms, where I confronted the limited 

freedom that architects possessed when it comes to designing under the 

Building Code requirements and the Authority’s other regulations. In 

acquiring work experience, both in the public and private sectors, I realized 

the effect political and economic factors have on the built environment and 

consequently the resulting effect the built environment has in shaping 

people’s behavior and social interactions. 

 

The Municipality of Damascus issued its redevelopment plan in 1986 

for al-Mazzeh old quarter, where I used to live. The residents, both owners 

and tenants, as well as developers, started to explore their options. For two 

years, I was involved in many cases either explaining the rights and duties of 

unacquainted partners or clarifying ambiguous city requirements. The 

experience I accumulated over those seven years (1981-1988), seeing the 

housing policy and challenges from different point of views, encouraged me 

to write about this subject in depth in order to address the shortcomings and 

suggest alternatives.  

 

Between 1988 and 1993 I had attended several housing courses and 

participated in several biennial, seminar and housing workshops at MIT, 

Cambridge, MA. In 1995, I received my Master Degree of Architecture, 

minimum cost housing, from McGill University, Canada. My thesis for the 

Master Degree in 1995 was my first take at the subject of housing in 

Damascus. 

 

After I had left Syria for more than two decades, I returned back in 

2009 to leave again in 2012 because of the civil war. During that time and in 

the previous several quick visits to Syria, I always tried to update myself 

about the situation in the old neighborhood by observing the changes in the 

built environment and visiting the relatives and friends there. Also, I touched 

bases with my old connections in the Municipality and collected data 

whenever I could. My familiarity with the neighborhood, its residents and 
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their social life as well as my experience with the professional and legal 

sides of the building process in Damascus helped me immensely in 

understanding the legal part concerning the housing policy, analyzing the 

new physical forms and the social reactions. In late 2012 when I started my 

Ph.D. research, the Syrian uprising was in the beginning of its second year 

and the expectation was that it would succeed soon. By early 2017, the 

situation is now worse with no end in sight. The involvement of both 

international and regional forces makes it even harder to predict the future of 

Syria if it will stay as a single state or will be divided into several states.  

 

Up till now, the quarter where this research has its cases studies is still 

intact, since it is under the control of the Authority and its proximity to the 

Presidential Palace and many security apparatuses. The status of the other 24 

similar old quarters in Damascus is unknown by the author except for Jobar, 

Barzeh and Kaboun Quarters at the eastern side of Damascus (dot number 1, 

2 and 3 from Figure 3-2). They are the gate between the Capital which is 

under the control of the regime and the Eastern suburbs were the rebels are. 

Being the front line, the destruction in those quarters is tremendous but there 

is no way to verify or quantify the physical damages to the built 

environment. Same goes for the social life in those quarters. The author’s 

sister used to live in Jobar with her husband and three children. Like many 

of the residents of Jobar, in early 2012 she had to leave her house and settle 

in another quarter. She does not know when and if she can go back to her 

house or for that matter if her house is still exist.  

 

Having spent my childhood in the traditional quarter in addition to 

having relatives and friends still living in the same quarter, some of them in 

the same old houses and other in the new buildings that replaced their old 

houses, had gave me a deep knowledge of the physical arrangement of the 

houses, the residents and their social life. Had worked for seven years at the 

Municipality of Damascus, and as a second job, worked in several private 

architectural offices, most of my work in both sectors was residential. I have 

dealt with several projects in the traditional quarter in different capacities, as 

a designer or consultant or a building inspector. 

 

Like I stated earlier, during my several short frequent visits, in the 

past, I stayed up to date on the housing situation in Damascus through 

relatives in the neighborhood and contacts at the Municipality. In this 

regards today, the war had a dull effects; on one hand, it is very hard to go 
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back and collect more information, and on the other, one can be sure that 

there is no new building development taking place in such a deplorable time. 

 

1- INTRODUCTION 

 

Many people have admired traditional houses in Damascus, where a 

distinctive arrangement between the lots and streets, or between two lots, 

was created as a response to users’ needs. Almost every house has a unique 

correlation with at least one of the surrounding houses or the street abutting 

it. An example to illustrate one of the arrangements is a two-story house in 

al-Qimarieh quarter in the Old City of Damascus.2 The house consists of 

two rooms on the ground floor and three rooms on the first floor (Fig. 1-1).  

 
The house is located closed to location number 2 Bab Jayrun 

(Nasser Rabbat, the Development of the Suq in Damascus, 2012)3 

Figure 1-1 

 

The room on the northern side of the first floor is supported by the exterior, 

load-bearing wall. This room projects half way onto the street and half way 

into the courtyard. The room on the western side of the first floor was part of 

the neighboring house. The family needed an extra room for their newly wed 

son. The next-door neighbor, a wealthy man, offered a room from his house 

for free as a wedding gift. The family sealed the old opening and carved new 

windows and a door from their own house, so that the room became part of 

their own house. Through these acts, the family fulfilled its housing 

                                                 
2 The house is located close to the intersection of al-Qimarieh Street and Qimarieh Bath Lane. 
3 Burkhardt  Von Rabenau, the Bazaar in the Islamic City, Design, Culture, and History, (the American 

University in Cairo Press: Cairo New York, 2012). 
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requirements. The physical form of the settlement and the social life that 

exist within it helped the family to respond effectively to their new needs. 

Today, this close arrangement is particularly unique because local planners, 

designers and builders no longer consider these spatial flexibilities in their 

design and/or works. Users, as well, are deprived from using this kind of 

adjustable configuration in their houses (Fig. 1-2, 1-3).  

 

 
 

 
  Ground floor  First floor before modification 

(1995, by the author) 

Figure 1-2 

 

 

 
First floor after modification, (1995, by the author) 

Figure 1-3 
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The traditional code produced densely built environment. As seen above, houses touch 

each other on the first floor level. (1995, by the author) 

Figure 1-4 

Architectural schools in Syria, established in the 1950s, have adopted 

a western style curriculum.4 They have dedicated neither enough time nor 

sufficient teaching material to explore the principles that produced the 

traditional built environment in Syria. In addition, the Damascus 

Municipality and other Syrian city and town municipalities inherited the 

French Building Code after independence from the French colony in 1946. 

The first post-French colonial building code for Damascus city was 

established in 1948 and used till 1978 when it was altered. It retained, 

however, its European spirit (extroverted building typology and geometrical 

built environments). 

 

Today, new houses in Damascus as well as in the rest of Syria, for that 

matter, are the product of rigid building codes, switching from the 

introverted to the extroverted house system, at the unit scale. From the 
                                                 
4 The curriculum was modeled on modern western schools of thought such as: the Organic and Functional 

Schools of Architecture, the Bauhaus in Germany, the Cubist and the Impressionist art movements. 

Meanwhile, in the traditional Islamic architecture curriculum, the focus was on monumental public 

buildings such as Maddrasas, baths, Khans, Caravansaries etc. See Edward W. Said, Orientalism (N.Y.: 

Vintage Books, a division of Random House, 1978) pp. 322-323. 
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moment people move into their apartment, they do any action possible to 

adapt their unit to their needs. For example: for the sake of privacy, people 

adopt several solutions that protect them from being overlooked. The 

solution varies from adding curtain wall with reflective glass as well as a 

shutter in addition to fancy curtains behind it, for wealthy people, to 

installing an owning or simply covering the opening with a tarp and almost 

blocking the light and air, for poor people. Those adaptations not only 

provide privacy but also reduce the noise and pollution coming from the 

street. (Figure 1-5).  

 

 

 
 
Caging windows at the first floor level for security reason on the right side by the 

A.C. and across the street next to the opened store (2010, by the author) 

Figure 1-5 

 

Security factor is a paramount issue especially for residents of ground 

floor units. The most popular solution for protection is caging the openings 

with iron bars. Switching from the introverted to the extroverted house 
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system as well as many other new regulations and building guides resulted 

in dissatisfying built environments. (Figure 1-5 & 1-6). 

 

 
 

Closing windows and adding tarps at balconies for privacy (2010, by the author) 

Figure 1-6 

 

 

2- RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

 

One might question if living in the traditional quarter in Damascus 

(outside the old walled city) was really good or it was just a nostalgia, 

especially by the elderly. No doubt that the homogenous social structure of 

the quarter was a huge factor in addition to the adaptive built environment 

that accommodated the ever changing needs. The pace of changes in the 

socio-economic structure in the second half of the last century had exceeded 

by far the response ability of that organic body. The Authority implemented 

its housing policy as well as its social structure order in the process of 

replacing those traditional quarters. Observing and analyzing the new 

settlements exhibited that the residents are not satisfied with the physical 

output. Moreover, dividing the space, to either private or public, with a bold 
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border made social life limited within the private realm. The gray area 

between private and public where social interaction took place in the 

traditional quarter disappeared. Physical transaction and flexibility among 

private properties are not allowed anymore. The physical elements of the 

traditional built environment promoted positive social interaction among 

neighbors. Hence, the vital objective of this research is answering the 

following question: How can the Authority through its housing policy‘s tools 

(legislation, planning, Building code and etc.) create a harmonious built 

environment which will stimulate a good social life? In the process of trying 

to answer this question there are two more question must be addressed; how 

far can the Authority intervene and limit the bundle of rights of the private 

ownership tenure? And how can externality be minimized in the process of 

transformation from the housing policy‘s tools (legislation, planning, 

Building code and etc.)? 

 

3- METHODOLOGY OF THIS RESEARCH 
 

This research is primarily an exposition of current housing conditions 

in Damascus and an illustration of the reciprocal effect between the built 

environment and the social life of both the traditional quarter on one hand 

and the contemporary neighborhood on the other.  

 

This study will compare between the forces behind the evolution of 

the traditional built environment and the social life present within it on one 

hand, and the housing policies which created the new settlement, replacing 

the traditional, as well as the social life existed within it on the other. The 

reciprocal effect among the building guidelines (legislations), the built 

environment and the social life are paramount indicators for proposing new 

urban planning guidelines, which will thereby produce a more harmonious 

built environment and social life. 

 

Relaying on my experience as a former resident of traditional quarter 

and an ex-employee of Damascus Municipality, I had sensed the disharmony 

in the process of replacing the traditional quarter with new settlement. Many 

conflicts rose up among family members, neighbors, owners/tenants before 

the Building Permits was issued. The dissatisfaction in the new building was 

illustrated on the elevations. Initially, I started by taking photos of the new 

buildings focusing on the additions and alterations to the buildings. Then, I 

tried to analyze the reasons behind such action, be it preventing harm, 

responding to some need and etc. My familiarity with the social life in the 
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quarter did not stop me from asking the residents, in some cases, to confirm 

my conclusion. I searched the source of the problem be it legislative, 

planning, coding. Later, I illustrated few cases by studying the effects of the 

Municipality’ requirement plan on the physical environment as well as the 

social relationship among the residents. Finally, in my proposal I tried to 

empower the users by giving them the right to participate in shaping their 

living environment. 

 

4- THE STRUCTURE OF THIS RESEARCH 
 

A historical background of the Islamic city in general and an 

extensive historical study of Damascus and its evolution will be the starting 

point followed by analysis of a chosen traditional residential quarter from an 

urban planning point of view and the reciprocal effect between the physical 

form and the social life present within it. Then, I will analyze the 

contemporary housing settlement that is replacing the traditional quarter and 

compare the relation between the physical form and the social life in the 

traditional quarter on the one hand and the same relation in the 

contemporary settlement on the other. During this part, a thorough study will 

be conducted on the regulations and urban planning process that produces 

the new urban form. A theoretical base for new urban planning guidelines 

involving a comprehensive study of housing in Damascus with emphasis on 

social and cultural factors is the ultimate aim of this research. A schematic 

design will be used to illustrate the effects of the proposed new urban 

planning norms opening the door for a user responsive architecture and built 

environment.  

 

5- STATE OF RESEARCH AND THEMATIC CLASSIFICATION 
 

Many studies have been conducted on the traditional and modern 

settlements of the Middle Eastern region. Some of these studies focused on 

the technical, economic, climatic and social aspects of the house. Others 

have discussed urban settlements in terms of public space, traditional 

building guidelines and legal tenure.  

 

In the last few decades, several symposia and workshops were held in 

Damascus and around the world with the objective of preserving or reviving 

the old city of Damascus and other similar cities in the Islamic World. 

Several symposiums were held in Damascus, the main concern was of an 

archaeological and tourist nature and not of an architectural and urban 
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settlement nature. Most of the suggestions made regarding traditional houses 

in the old city advocated the preservation of the houses, the reuse of the 

same indigenous building materials, and the conversion of houses into shops 

where people could produce and sell traditional wares such as inlaid wood, 

colored glass, fabric (Damasco), and terra cotta, among others.  

 

Though this research starts from a general theme (the evolution of an 

Islamic city) a subject that had been explored several times from different 

point of views, the main objective of this research has never been studied yet 

in term of the location (outside the old walled city of Damascus) which is 

categorized as an old neighborhood but not archeological on one hand and in 

term of its uniqueness to Damascus since it analyzes and critiques the urban 

policies adopted by the Syrian Authority at the nation level as well as the 

Damascus Municipality level. This research is intended to demonstrate how 

legislation has affected the physical form of the built environment as well as 

the social life of its inhabitants. 

 

Before the start, it is important to assert that many scholars, among 

them Stefan Weber, consider the archeological and historical status of 

Damascus is not limited to the old walled city.5 Weber archived more than a 

thousand (public, commercial and dignitaries private residency) buildings of 

a high architectural historical value in Damascus Extra mural. 

 

Islamic City 

 

 What is an Islamic city? What are the urban elements or characters 

that distinguish the Islamic city from other cities? For an outsider; dense 

mass punctuated with small courtyards, very narrow crocked thoroughfares 

with overpass partitioning the scenery, many dead-end streets with gates, 

sporadic benches along the wall of introverted houses, almost windowless 

walls at the ground level, lattice or other obscuring vision elements at the 

windows on the upper level and mostly mud plastered walls. All the above 

are common patterns throughout the residential sectors of the Islamic cities 

around the world.  

 

 Using the term Islamic City to label all urban settlements in the 

Islamic world is a vague expression due to the fact that some cities existed 

                                                 
5 Stefan Weber, Damascus: Ottoman Modernity and Urban Transformation (1808-1918), Aarhus, Aarhus 

University Press, 2009. 
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before Islam and under went variable levels of modification after they were 

conquered and inhabited by Muslims. Jean Sauvaget stated that the Greco-

Roman geometric block structure of Damascus and Aleppo had started to 

decompose and radical alteration of the plan took place under Arab-Muslim 

rule.6 Meanwhile, the towns or cities that were built in the early days of 

Islam could be classified into two types; the spontaneous, which were 

developed without planning by the Authority such as Karbala,7 and those 

which were created, mainly garrison towns, such as the original round city 

of Baghdad (initial foundation in 145 A. H. /762 A.D.). Creswell saw the 

main factor of resemblance among al-Basrah (founded in 17 A. H. /638 

A.D.), al-Kufah (founded in 13-23 A. H. /634-644 A.D.) and Fustat 

(founded in 20-21 A.H./641-642 A.D.) to be the “ chaotic labyrinth of lanes 

and blind alleys, of tents and huts alternating with waste ground.”8 

Alsayyad, in his book, stated that there were three parties involved in 

shaping the urban form of a new Islamic town: Caliph (head of the Islamic 

state), the governor (regional head) and the inhabitants. The ruler’s role was 

merely facilitating negotiation among parties to decide on the location and 

the boundaries of their (Kittah) sites, while the internal layout of each site 

was the product of negotiation between the inhabitants. Tribes, clans and 

extended families competed for land allocation. Closeness to water sources, 

market and Mosque were among the favorable factors. While the overall 

urban form was the outcome of the Caliph’s concern with enforcing the 

Islamic ideal of community, the defensive factor was paramount (the 

location and details of the city wall, gates and citadel as well as the location 

of the primary Mosque).9   

 

                                                 
6 Nizar Alsayyad, Cities and Caliph, (NY. Greenwood Press 1991), pp. 18. Also A Historiographic Essay 

Author(s): Nezar Alsayyad Source: Built Environment (1978), Vol. 22, No. 2, Islamic Architecture and 

Urbanism (1996), pp. 91-97. Published by: Alexandrine Press Stable URL: 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/23288983. 06/20/2013. 
7 Jamil Akbar, Crisis in the Built Environment, (Singapore: Concept Media, 1988), p. 80. 
8 Akbar, Chapter 4. 
9 Alsayyad, Chapter 6. 

http://www.jstor.org/action/showPublisher?publisherCode=alexpres
http://www.jstor.org/stable/23288983?origin=JSTOR-pdf
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1-Mosque (masjid) 2- Citadel/Palace 3- Market 4- Residential Quarters 

The Stereotypical Muslim city of the Middle East, based on Sauvaget’s text (1934-1941)  

Figure 1-7 

 

 

 The width of the main roads in al-Kufah were decided by the Caliph 

Omar while a group of distinguished knowledgeable men from different 

tribes decided on the positions and number of the streets and roads taking in 

consideration the interests of their respective tribes.10 The organic fabric of 

these Muslim traditional environments was the outcome of many small-scale 

decisions by the users. The users occupied properties that formed lanes and 

dead-end streets. If growth and evolution caused some disputes, dialogues 

were forced among interested parties. Such dialogues resulted in agreements, 

which shaped the physical environment. Hence, building and planning 

principles were not codified and were open to interpretation.  

 

 A considerable number of scholars among them Abu-Lughod, Marcais 

brothers, Sauvaget, LeTourneau and Von Grunebaum conceived, with little 

variation, the typical image of the physical form of the Muslim city. Its 

typical elements, physical layout and unique structure can be described as 

follows: 

 

The Muslim city is a city whose nods is a Masjid jami, or Friday 

mosque, with a well defined and somewhat central royal quarter and 
                                                 
10 Akbar, p. 86. 
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a qasabqh or a major spine extending from one main gate to another 

along which lies the important buildings scattered along the linear 

bazaar which branches out into the city forming irregular but 

functionally well-defined specialized markets. The city also has a 

citadel or a defensive post on the outskirts and this seems to tie well 

with its successive walls. Housing was mainly made up of inward 

oriented core residential quarters, each allocated to a particular 

group of residents and each is served by a single dead-end street. As 

for its spatial structure, the Muslim city had no large open public 

spaces and the space serving its movement and traffic network were 

narrow, irregular and disorganized paths that do not seem to 

represent any specific spatial conception.11  

  

Looking at the urban form from city features (mosque, public square, 

public bath, governor palace, citadel, city wall etc.) and the relationships 

among them, Alsayyad does not believe that this model represented 

accurately the traditional urban settlement, and was too simplistic to be of 

any considerable use. To him, the model is too general and did not consider 

the time factor or the nature of urban growth functions. 

 

Alsayyad combined several analytical systems and theories to analyze 

a city. He divided solid into two types: the public institutions (object or land 

mark) and the fabric solid that is the dominant field of urban blocks. Void is 

also classified into two types, public squares and gardens that compliment 

the public (object) buildings and the primary circulation network through 

open-ended and dead end streets. He classified the above elements as the 

physical form of the city and the land-use pattern and activity as the 

functional form of the city.  

 

Regardless of the validity of this model and the accuracy of the 

alternative approaches to describe the Islamic city, this research is intended 

to deal only with the housing zones and the daily commercial activities 

existed within it (the dominant field of urban blocks and the circulation 

networks that service it) in the Islamic city. All scholars described the 

residential sectors as inward oriented with narrow irregular street networks 

leading to safeguard residential quarters. Most houses entered from dead end 

streets, and the border of the quarter runs along the walls between houses 

rather than streets. Some allies were gated for protection overnight.   

                                                 
11 Alsayyad, p. 6. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND12 
 

Damascus and Aleppo are believed to be among the longest 

continuously inhabited cities in the world. Recent archaeological 

excavations have indicated that human beings have lived in the area 

Damascus, particularly near the Barada and Awaj rivers, since at least the 

Middle/Late Acheulean era of the lower Paleolithic.13 The materials 

discovered from these excavations provided evidence of long lasting 

occupation in the region. A sequence of artifacts was found dating from the 

eighth millennium through the first half of the sixth:14 a polished axe of clear 

Neolithic style and some pottery, which can be dated to the late fifth or early 

fourth millennium.15 In addition, some details of the techniques used to build 

huts were found. Huts were made of reeds, from the nearby el-Hayjaneh and 

el-Uteibeh lakes, on top of platforms constructed from hand-made mud-

bricks.16 G. Pettinato has stated that: “The city of Damascus is mentioned in 

the third Millennium tablets from Tell mardih/Ebla.”17 Babylonian 

Civilization followed by the Hurrian Civilization dominated the southern 

region of Syria during the Middle Bronze Age, around the first half of the 

second Millennium B.C.,18while the Egyptian Civilization replaced the 

Hittite’s in controlling this region during the Late Bronze Age, around the 

second half of the second Millennium B.C.19 The first clear appearance of 

Damascus in history came when the Egyptian pharaoh Tuthmosis III 

conducted several expeditions against Syria and Palestine. In an inscription 

of Tuthmosis found in Nubia, Timasku also known as Damasku was listed 

among the conquered towns.20 This justifies its claim as the oldest 

continuously inhabited city in the world. 

 

In the late second millennium, Damascus became the capital of an 

Aramaean kingdom that at its height extended from the Euphrates in the east 

to the Dead Sea in the southwest. Later, Damascus fell to the Assyrian 

Empire, which intended to control the trade routes. Alexander the Great 

                                                 
12 Appendix A provides a chronological sequence of civilization in Damascus. 
13 Wayne T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1986), p. 17 for a 

chronological sequence of civilization in Damascus refer to Appendix –A- 
14 Pitard, p. 18. 
15 Pitard, p. 24. 
16 Pitard, p. 25. 
17 Pitard, p. 25. 
18 Pitard, pp. 37-47. 
19 Pitard, pp. 49-51 
20 Pitard, p. 54 and Philip Khuri Hitti, Capital Cities of Arab Islam (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 1973), pp. 61-84. 
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conquered the Fertile Crescent, including Damascus, in 333 BC.21 During 

that time, a Hellenistic urban planning system was introduced. The 

characteristic elements of this plan included the temple of Jupiter on the 

western side of the city center; the Acropolis, a fortified last refuge for the 

citizenry under siege at the north-western corner of the city, the Agora, 

which included a marketplace and a theater located at the southern side of 

the temple, and a large area of residential quarters. The streets, which ran the 

length and the breadth of the city, divided it into a series of rectangular 

blocks. Every residential block was occupied by courtyard houses with a 

maze-like streets running in-between them.22 

 

Damascus came under Roman control during the first century B.C. 

The Romans imposed a new urban plan on the city that integrated the 

original Hellenistic town and the older Aramaic part into a single entity. 

Like other Roman towns, two great colonnaded streets, the Decumanus and 

Cardo, dominated the plan of Damascus.23 The former street crossed the 

town east to west, while the latter, running from north to south, was the 

ancient road adjoining the temples and agora, which was then transformed 

into a forum. A castrum was also built in the northeast corner of the city. The 

rectangular shape of the city measured 500x750 meters and was surrounded 

in 395 AD by a high defensive wall broken only by seven gates.24 

 

After the Eastern Roman or Byzantine Empire achieved its final 

separation from the west in 395 AD, Damascus became part of this 

Byzantine Empire and was made capital of the region.25 Several buildings 

were erected or rebuilt as churches during this era, among them the obsolete 

temple of Jupiter, which was rebuilt and transformed into the church of Saint 

John the Baptist. Later, the western hills of the city were included within the 

Roman wall as well as a Byzantine palace.26 By the time Damascus fell to 

the hands of the Ghassanid Arabs and Sassanid Persians, the physical order 

of the city had started to disintegrate, and many encroachments on city 

streets took place. Nevertheless, the urban grid was still both functioning and 

visible.27  

                                                 
21 Philip Khuri Hitti, Capital Cities of Arab Islam (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1973), pp.  

61-84 
22 Norbert Schoenauer, History of Housing (Montreal: McGill University, 1992), p. 104. 
23 Schoenauer, pp. 83-85. 
24 Alsayyad, pp. 82-85. 
25 Hitti, pp. 64-65. 
26 Alsayyad, pp. 82-85. 
27 Alsayyad, pp. 82-84. 
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For the sake of spreading the Islamic message, the second caliph 

Omar dispatched Muslim troops towards the north, where they conquered 

Damascus in 634 AD. (A.H.13).28 29 The conquerors took over vacant 

properties that had been left behind by the fleeing Greek-speaking 

population. Initially, the Arabs did not live in any special quarters. Instead, 

they occupied a number of vacated houses in a variety of locations.30 

Transforming the church of St. John into a mosque is considered the most 

significant event in the Arab transformation. Damascus became the capital 

of the Islamic state during the Umayyad Dynasty in the year 661 AD (A.H. 

40) when it reached the height of its prosperity. 

 

In the beginning of the Abbasid Dynasty in 750 AD (A.H. 129), the 

capital of the Islamic state moved to Al-Koufah in Iraq and the former 

capital received less political and economic attention.31 By the twelfth 

century AD, new settlements started to appear outside the city’s wall, such 

as Al-Salihiya quarter. The residents of this settlement came from Palestine. 

The migrated families settled first at the Abu Salih mosque outside the 

eastern gate of Damascus. In 1158AD, they migrated again to monastery at 

the foot of Qasiyun Mountain (Fig. 1-8).32 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
28 The Islamic Calendar starts in the year 621 AD, when the Prophet migrated from Mecca to al-Madind. 
29 D.S. Margoliouth, Cairo Jerusalem Damascus (Toronto: The Musson Book Co. Limited, 1907), pp. 407-

417. 
30 Alsayyad, p. 88. 
31 Hitti, pp. 86-89. 
32 Toru Miura, The structure of the quarter and the role of the outlaw, the proceeding of the international 

conference on Urbanism in Islam (Tokyo: Research Project, c/o Institute of Oriental Culture, University of 

Tokyo, 1989), pp. 407-412. 
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Mid 13th Century  Early 16th Century 

Al-Muhandes Al-Arabi (magazine, issue No. 110, 1993) 

Figure 1-8  

 

The Ottoman Turks conquered Damascus in 1517, replacing the 

exhausted state of the Mamluks, and established an immense Mediterranean 

empire. This empire created an enormous market place where both 

individuals and products could circulate freely from Morocco to Iran. This 

facilitated the travel of caravans of pilgrims and increased commercial 

activities in the town located along the main routes. It was estimated that 

20,000 to 30,000 pilgrims assembled annually in Damascus on their way to 

Mecca.33 By the seventh century, trade routes were established from Europe 

to South and East Asia through the Middle East. The French, the British and 

the Dutch, realizing the potential of this region as a strategic trade link, 

established trade outlets under the auspices of the Ottoman Empire.34 This 

economic prosperity was accompanied by an urban expansion, explained by 

Andre Raymond in the following saying: 

 

This urban progress is apparent in the extension of built-up areas 

that, in many cities, took the form of vast suburbs developing along 

the main commercial routes, outside the town…Damascus, grew from 

212 hectares at the beginning of the sixteenth century to 313 hectares 

around the middle of the nineteenth century…In Damascus the 

population increased from 52,000 at the end of the sixteenth century 

to 90,000 at the end of the eighteenth century (Fig.1-9).35 

  

                                                 
33 Andre Raymond, the Great Arab Cities in the 16th-18th Centuries (New York: New York University Press, 

1984), pp. 12-22. 
34 Hitti, pp. 61-84. 
35 Raymond, pp. 5-7. 
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Early 19th Century   Early 20th Century 

Al-Muhandes Al-Arabi (magazine, issue No. 110, 1993) 

Figure 1-9 

 

According to Stefan Weber, the Ottoman’ urban and architectural 

influence on Damascus built environment was hardly noticed in the first few 

centuries. But in the second half of the 19th and the early years of the 20th 

centuries, due to the reformatory intention of the Ottoman, Damascus 

witnessed a new city-center to the northwest of the old center with new 

buildings such as; post and telegraph office, railway station, theater and etc. 

served by wide straight boulevards. In order to reduce the semi-autonomy of 

the province and centralize the government, the new buildings connected the 

province to the capital not only by function but also by the forms, free 

standing buildings, symmetrical elevations, protruded roofs and elongated 

rectangular, or well-rounded arch, out looking windows. Weber believes that 

Ottoman had gradually transformed the architecture and urban form of 

Damascus during the 19th Century up until the French took over. The origin 

of the modern concepts was Europe but those thoughts were sifted through 

Ottoman before they were applied in Damascus. The Ottoman interpretation 

of European architecture was adopted in the layout and decor of some 

private Damascene houses such as (Bayt Fahri al-Barudi, Haled al-Azm), 

the Konak (a house with rooms arranged around a central covered space, not 

courtyard, and opened toward outside). The direct European planning and 

architecture such as the Parisian apartment building started to appear in the 

second decade of the 20th century. 36 

 

                                                 
36http:// www.oidmg.org/weber/Stefan Weber Homepage startseite/ottoman...Ottoman Damascus of the 

19th century artistic and urban development as an expression of changing times.  3/19/2016 
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The urban form was divided into two different urban zones: 

A- Public areas for economic activities, in the central zone of the town, 

which had relatively wide and regular streets. 

B- Private or residential districts, which surrounded the commercial zone 

and had an irregular street network. Within a quarter, the street 

network generally comprised of one Thoroughfare Street and several 

dead-end streets. 

 

The inhabitants of the quarters used the street networks to travel to 

and from their work places, as well as to specialized marketplaces located in 

the center of town. These quarters made up pockets that only opened up 

towards the roadways linking the interior of the town. The dead-end streets 

were quite remarkable, as they formed nearly 50% of the total length of 

street networks in Damascus. A similar proportion was observed in other 

Islamic towns such Algiers, Cairo and Aleppo.37 The system of closed 

quarters and dead-end streets form an ingenious solution to the issues of 

security, fully realizing the ideas of a society dominated by Islam and 

ensuring nearly total isolation of family life. An extensive analysis of the 

street network in the traditional settlement will be conducted in the 

following chapter.  

 

After their victory in World War I, the French and British divided the 

Middle East, marking the end of four centuries of Ottoman rule in the 

region. Under French rule, Damascus reclaimed its status as the capital of 

the Syrian region. In 1946, Syria celebrated its independence.38 By this time, 

European style buildings and new housing types appeared in the urban fabric 

of the city. 

 

 During the French Occupation 1920-1946, Damascus residential 

sector was comprised mostly of introverted, mud-brick houses, except for a 

few new stripes served with wide, straight streets such as Baghdad Street. 

After a few decades of adopting European architecture and city planning, 

introducing motorized vehicles and attempting to establish basic industries, a 

significant number of traditional houses were replaced by low-rise 

extroverted apartment buildings served by straight streets. The remaining 

traditional houses were located either in the center, mostly the old city of 

Damascus, or along the outer perimeter of the city (Fig. 1-10). New public 

                                                 
37 Raymond, p. 15. 
38 Hitti, pp. 61-84. 
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buildings started to appear without the Ottoman architectural accents such as 

the National Museum. 

 

 

 
Urban development of Damascus 

Al-Muhandes Al-Arabi (magazine, issue No. 110, 1993) 

Figure 1-10 

 

 The Syrian authority treats the old walled city of Damascus 

differently, especially after the city was registered in the world Heritages list 

in the UNESCO. Hence, obtaining a permit to renovate, restore or repair a 

building in the old city of Damascus bears the usual strict requirements such 

as using the same building materials, duplicating the dimensions of the old 

building including the size and location of openings as had existed before. In 

an attempt from the Municipality to vitalize the old city, it permitted the 

conversion of residential buildings to restaurants and motels. By the late 

1980’s, there were more than 100 restaurants and 50 motels. Despite the 

adherence to the physical stipulations mentioned above, those businesses 

drastically changed the social fabric of the old city to the point that the 

Municipality stopped issuing any new permits. Dead-end streets lost their 

meaning and function by opening a café or a restaurant with entrances from 

the dead-end streets.  Later, more permits were issued due to corruption and 

favoritism.  
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 In the late 1970’s, some attempts were made in the region (mostly in 

Jordan) to construct houses with traditional building materials like wood and 

mud. Since the cost of building with these materials far exceeded the cost of 

constructing with cement bricks and concrete slabs, people were discouraged 

from re-adopting the old technology. Lack of skilled traditional construction 

labor added to the high cost of constructing and maintaining structures built 

in wood and mud. Obviously, environmental factors were not a priority. 

 

 Traditional houses, which are located at the outer edge of the city, 

have been treated differently from those within the old walled city. In 1978, 

the Authority issued the current Law of Planning. This was intended to 

replace traditional houses with four-story residential buildings. The main 

objectives of the law were: 

1. Providing wide and straight streets to ease vehicular movement as 

well as facilitate infrastructure layout. 

2. Increasing the investment value of land by increasing the FAR 

factor.39 

 
 

Damascus’s planning zones according to Ecochard’ Plan, 1968 

(Damascus Municipality) 

On the left margin are the numbers and names of all seventeen quarters subject to planning Law 

Figure 1-11 

                                                 
39 FAR stands for floor Area Ratio; calculated as the total built area divided by the site area. 
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Today, almost all remaining traditional houses are in poor structural 

condition. Such houses have been neglected for two reasons: First, in the 

case the house was leased, the Rental Law and its ramifications discourage 

the owner from investing in his property. Second, the market forces and the 

implicit assumption that sooner or later such houses would be replaced 

causing people to halt maintenance of their houses.  

 

Burkhardt Von Rabenau in Collaboration with Syrian-German Technical 

Cooperation Program for Sustainable Urban Development Rehabilitation of 

the Old City of Damascus Project published a detailed report about the Old 

City of Damascus; land use map, population, buildings type/condition, 

residential and work establishments, advantages and disadvantages of living 

in the Old City, income and percent of household own /rent.40 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
40 Burkhardt Von Rabenau in Collaboration with German Technical Cooperation,”the Old City of 

Damascus in the Eyes of its Residents”, (Damascus Columbus, 2009, revised, 2011). 
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II - THE TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENT 
 

 

 

2.0- INTRODUCTION 

 

The traditional sectors in most cities of the Middle East have a 

common urban development pattern and show similarity in urban 

character.41 This can be attributed to Islamic principles and building 

guidelines, which affected both the shape of the built environment and the 

social life, existed within it. This chapter provides an overview of a 

residential quarter (mahalla or hay) established on the outer circle of 

Damascus. It then discusses one particular cluster in al-Mazzeh quarter, as it 

was in the first half of the last century when it functioned on traditional 

principles. 

 

 The time of the establishment of those residential quarters on the 

periphery of the city varies and the precise dates are unknown, except in a 

few cases such as al-Salihiya quarter which was established in1158 AD.42 

There is no doubt that all of the quarters outside the wall were created after 

Damascus became an Islamic city in 661 AD. 

 

2.1- TRADITIONAL BUILDING GUIDELINES 
 

It is important to understand the socio-cultural framework of the 

people who created the traditional built environment in Damascus. The basic 

principles of the building process, both at the individual dwelling and the 

neighborhood (mahalla) levels were derived from the spirit of the Islamic 

faith. In Islam, there are four Sunni schools of thought –madahub plural of 

madhab- Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’I  and Hanbali and one Shi’i school of 

thought jaffari. The schools are named respectively after the scholars who 

developed their teachings through writings on Islamic law during the first 

two centuries of Islam.43 The Hanafi and Shafi’I madahub have been the 

most influential Islamic school of thoughts in Damascus. 

 

                                                 
41 Hugh Roberts, an Urban Profile of the Middle East (London: Croom Hilm Ltd. 1979), p. 96. 
42 Miura, Urbanizm in Islam, the Structure of the quarter and the role of the Outlaws, V. 3, (Tokyo: Hongo, 

Bunkyo-Ku, 1989), p. 403. 
43 Basim Hakim, Arabic Islamic cities (London: KPI Limited, 1986), p. 12. 
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 According to all schools of thoughts there are four major sources of 

Islamic law: 

1- The Qur’an as the main substantive source. 

2- The Sunna –the sayings and acts of the prophet Mohammad (peace be 

upon him)44 as a complementary source to the Qur’an. 

3- Ijma’, or the consensus of the entire jurists. 

4- The Qiyas or Ijtihad or the use of the human reason in the elaboration 

of law. 45 Shi’i school of thought did not adopt this source. 

 

Customary law (Urf) is one of the supporting sources in Islamic law (at 

the local level). It is the product of the nature of the people and their culture, 

inherited by generations until a new custom can overrule it. Legal rulings 

based on Urf change according to changes in circumstance, place and time. 

It is the common practices (saying and doing) of a given society, 

consistently used and accepted by the people with wise reason and sound 

behaviors. In order for Urf to constitute a valid base for legal decision, it 

must be consistent, acceptable and reasonable practice of a group of people. 

It is worth mentioning that Urf or custom is based on the used for large 

group of people while a habit is to repeat doing things for individual or few.  

 

One should distinguish between Urf and Ijma. Urf necessitates the 

agreement of the dominant majority of the people and the rules by Urf are 

changeable by time or place, and the act required an element of continuity 

over a period of time. However the rules by Urf are changeable by time and 

place. Ijma, on the other hand, is the consensus of all jurists (professionals), 

and the verdict prohibits any further discussion of the same issue, creating a 

precedent that engenders constancy and predictability. Thus, there is no need 

for re-examination or amendment. In addition, Ijma does not require 

consistency. 

In order for Urf to be considered a base for judgment it must be: 

1- Practiced at the time of transaction. 

2- Must not violate the definitive principle of the law. 

3-  Must not contravene the clear stipulation of an agreement (such as 

rental law). The rules in the contractual agreement prevail over 

custom. Resorting to custom is only valid in the absence of 

                                                 
44 Peace Be Upon Him, also written as pbuh said by Muslims as an indication of respect and continuous 

prayers for Mohamed. 
45 Hakim, p. 11. 
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agreement. Custom is invoked when no clear text is found to 

determine the term of a particular dispute.46  

 

Since the physical development of communities is a dynamic and 

continuous process, rulers and building principles or guidelines were 

constantly in demand to solve the conflict among neighbors. The settlement 

of early cases of conflict, which were settled by the Prophet (pbuh), caliphs 

and other religious leaders, attracted the attention of interested judges and 

others, and were soon used as precedents (Ijma). There were some 

differences among the different schools of thoughts in the interpretation of 

the sources and/or in the implementation of the principles.  

 

However, those differences had little effect on the overall framework of 

the building process and on the development of the urban form.47 This 

framework is illustrated in the following description of the most relevant 

Islamic principles affecting the physical environment and social life: land 

use and ownership, access, harm and other related issues.48 

 

2.1.1- Land ownership: 
 

 The main principle of the land ownership in the early days of Islamic 

legal system was:  

Everything that is necessary and useful for survival is subject to 

ownership, and conversely, what is unnecessary or useless cannot be 

owned.49  

And the general mechanisms that governed land ownership in Islam 

were:50 

1- Appropriating of a property from vacant (dead) land. 

2- Transferring of a property by sale or gift. 

3- Continuity through inheritance. 

While the last two mechanisms were and still are commonly practiced 

in many societies including the Islamic, the first principle was common 

during the early Islamic period. It was based on the Prophet’s (pbuh) saying:  

“al-nas naso Allah, wa al-ard ardo Allah, man ahyaa ardan mayta 

fahya lah wa-layssa li-arak ul-zalemi hak” which translate to:  

                                                 
46 Shari’i Abdul Azeez Bello III, Application of Urf in Islamic Law (International Islamic University, 

Malaysia), Posted in 2013, (Internet accessed, 3/3/2014). 
47 Hakim, p. 12. 
48 See Appendix B for the evolution of Islamic Law and its Philosophy. 
49 Akbar, p. 26. 
50 Akbar, p. 27. 
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“The people are Allah’s people. The land is Allah’s land. He who 

revives a piece of dead land will own it, and the unjust root has no 

right.”51 

 

 Muslim jurists recognized the un-owned and unused land (without 

trace of building, cultivation, or communal use, such as a cemetery) as 

mawat or dead land. Hence, it could be appropriated. According to custom, 

dead land may be revived and owned by the reviver. Since properties were 

appropriated on a first come first serve basis, disputes were common 

between the parties who shared, controlled and used adjacent properties. The 

parties had to communicate to reach agreements. Some disputes had to be 

resolved by judges or religious leaders.52 In the past, owning land through 

reviving was applicable on all levels, whether individual, community or 

state.53 Currently, this principle is obsolete, except in Saudi Arabia where 

this right is restricted to desert land and the approval of the Emir of the 

district is required before the land can be registered as privately owned. 

 

 Muslims had used one of the following three mechanisms in order to 

appropriate and establish land ownership:  

 

2.1.1.1- Demarcation  

 

Demarcation was the first step toward reviving a piece of land. 

Whatever was available of objects such as stones, sticks or walls was used to 

define the piece of land. Demarcation gave the reviver some security and 

freedom from harassment for a short period of time. Although this principle 

gave the demarcator precedence over others, it did not secure ownership of 

the demarcated land. Hence, demarcated land was not owned and could not 

be sold unless it was revived. Demarcation had to be followed by an effort to 

revive the land either through building on it or through cultivation.54 

 

2.1.1.2 – Allotment 

 

The act of allotment was the act of bestowing or allotting a piece of 

dead land, or land owned by the state, to individuals or a group as a gift or 

compensation. Allotment was of two types: the first type was allotting to 

                                                 
51 Akbar, p. 23. 
52 Akbar, Chapter 1. 
53 Akbar, pp. 27-29. 
54 Akbar, Chapter 1. 
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fiefs through revival. The second was that of allotting land with the right of 

utilization but not ownership, usufruct.55 Allotment was practiced mainly in 

the development of new towns. 

 

Al-Baladuri, in his documentary, Futuh al-Buldan, report that when 

the caliph Ja’far resided (232/847) in Haruni he built many buildings 

and made allotments to the people in the back of the town of Surrah-

man ra’a…Then he established the town that he called al-

Mutwakkiliyyah.56 

  

2.1.1.3 – Revival 

 

This act used to be taken by the reviver, with no need for permit from 

the authorities. No constraints were applied regarding the size of the revived 

property or the activities which could take place on it. The reviver could 

invest in this land freely as long as the act did not harm the neighbors and 

their properties. Aside from some jurists from the Hanafi school of thought, 

jurists from all other schools of thought asserted the possibility of reviving 

dead land abutting urbanized areas. There is sufficient data to conclude that 

revival of land was a well-known and actively practiced mechanism leading 

to land ownership until the late period of the Ottoman Empire.57 

 

 Some schools of thoughts considered reviving land that had been 

neglected for a “long time” to be converted back to dead land again, and thus 

it could be re-revived. This “long time” varies in duration from 30-60 years, 

depending on the school of thought or the customary law (Urf). In allotted 

and demarcated land, all schools of thoughts agreed that the time limit for 

having an allotment without utilizing it is three years (the second caliph 

Omar allowed three years)58, after which the right of establishing ownership 

to the land expires. Hence, demarcation, allotment, reviving, and time 

limitation were all basic mechanisms of establishing landownership in the 

traditional Islamic built environment.  

 

 As time went by, and due to force of necessity, the simple right of 

land ownership evolved to a bundle of rights in addition to individual 

landownership, such as owning the land without the structure on it or having 

                                                 
55 Akbar, pp. 28-32. 
56 Akbar, p. 29. 
57 Akbar, pp. 28-32. 
58 Akbar, Chapter 2. 
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the right to use the land without ownership (prescription, usufruct, waqf, 

leasehold, etc).  

 

 Prescription (al taqadum al muksib) permitted the acquisition of 

property through 1-peaceful, 2-overt, 3-continuous possession of a 

property if the owner (state or individual) fails to assert its/his right 

during a given period of time. In urbanized areas, prescription was used 

widely in a gradual process of encroachment upon the thoroughfare, by 

erecting columns, building a bench or flower pots first, then building 

sidewalls or covering the space with tarp and so on until enclosing the 

space and adding it to the original property. This mechanism of acquiring 

land had to do with the fina principal, which is discussed later. The above 

mechanisms justify the high ratio of mass verses void as well as the 

private verses public domains in the traditional settlements and the 

variation of the street width. 

 

 Usufruct gives the right of use and exploitation of a property to a person 

other than the owner. An owner who has full ownership right over the 

property can only grant it. Usufruct tenure was most common in the rural 

areas. It covered the right of using, improving and inhabiting a plot of 

land. It can be terminated, transferred or sold and it can lead to ownership 

by prescription, mostly if it was a state owned land. 

 

 The waqf is a type of trust and a form of charitable endowment. Waqf 

capital is given to Allah in perpetuity and can never be repossessed, 

alienated or subdivided. The revenues generated from the waqf provide 

first for the charitable purposes for which it was established; then the 

balance is distributed among beneficiaries. Though the origin of this 

practice is unknown, according to Akbar, many cases of waqf had taken 

place in the Ottoman time. Since waqf property is removed permanently 

from the tax base, peasants who could not afford to pay their agricultural 

land taxes turned their land to waqf and kept working and living from 

that same land. 

 

 A property owner under specified condition and a fixed rental 

arrangement could grant Long-term Leasehold. It gives the lessee 

broader rights than are normally under usufruct or ordinary tenancy. It 

was prevalent in medieval times, used by the authority to develop new 

settlements, channel urban expansion to a desired area and re-use 

decayed and abandoned older zones. 
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 Another type of land tenure is Preemption (Shuf’a), which restricts the 

right of an individual to dispose of a property by giving joint owners and 

sometimes abutting landlords the right to preempt the transaction in their 

favor. It is based on a desire to protect the interests of family members, 

partners and nearby owners from damage incurred by selling part of the 

property to outsiders and fragmenting the property to unusable state. 

Partners have precedence over neighbors in the exercise of preemption 

right. Since this right has never been recognized in Syria, most of the 

properties in the traditional quarters were subdivided to unusable parcels 

in term of both shape and size, where a house could be divided among 

inheritors and each person owned a room and the courtyard was in joint 

ownership (mushaa). The scenario becomes more complicated when it 

comes to the kitchen and the bathroom, or if one or more of the owners 

sold his/her right to a stranger, this would have placed the property in 

dysfunction status, as illustrated later in common wall cases.  

 

 Easement right (Irtifaq) is a very important factor in shaping the 

traditional built environment. Someone whose property is surrounded by 

abutting properties and has no access to a street or utility services has to 

buy access to his property, bringing/disposing water and utilities through 

the neighbor’s property. This right can be established by custom or 

agreement among the parties involved with or without formal deed. It is 

terminated at the expiration of the agreed upon time or if the property to 

which it is attached disappears.59 (Fig. 2-1) 

 

                                                 
59 All the above tenures, Serageldin, Doebele, El-araby, Land Tenure Systems and Development Controls in 

the Arab Counties of the Middle East, from Housing: Process and Physical Form, Conference Proceedings, 

Aga Khan Award for Architecture, 1980.  
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A property deed document issued by the Damascus Deed Registry in Dec. 9, 1981. The 

author inherited part of this property from his grandmother. 

A public bath and a house were built on property 563. The deed of property 563 al-

Mazzeh, the old quarter, shows that the property had easement rights of a drain, windows and 

down spots on properties 571, 564, 560, 565 L, 565 G and 88. On the other hand, properties 561 

B, 562 and 98 had easement rights of windows, down spots and water utility line on property 563. 

Figure 2-1  
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Prescription 
The right to acquire a property due to use over an extended 
period of time. 

Al Taqadum al muksib  

Usufruct The right of use and exploitation of a property to a person 

Haq Intifaa other than the owner 

Charitable Endowment Giving ownership of a property to Allah and working to live  

Waqf on that property 

Long Term Leasehold The lessee of a property has broader rights than are normally 

  under usufruct or ordinary tenancy 

Preemption Gives joint owners and sometimes abutting landlords the  

Shuf'a right to preempt sale transaction in their favor. 

Easement The right to buy access and bring/dispose water and 

Irtifaq utilities through the neighbor's property. 
 

Table of the property right tenures in the traditional built environment 

 

2.1.2– Access 

 

Streets and means of access in the traditional urban fabric were 

classified into two types, depending on their physical and functional aspects: 

open continuous and dead-end streets. 

 

2.1.2.1- Open continuous Street 

 

This type of street is the public right-of-way and is accessible to all. 

The width of this type of street was established by the Prophet (pbuh): “Etha 

iktalaftom fi altarik joueild ar-dohou sab-ata ath-roo,” which translates as: 

“If you disagree about the width of a street, make it seven cubits.”60 Hakim 

states that this dimension is wide enough for two fully loaded mature 

Arabian camels to pass through this kind of access, as dictated by defense 

and commercial needs. Since the continuous street was open to everyone, 

passers-by had the right to object to encroachments upon the street. As long 

as there were no objections for a long period of time, the street could vary in 

width according to the decisions made by the adjacent residents. Sahnoun, a 

Maliki jurist, accepted this type of encroachment as legal when it was older 

than 60 years. Thus, encroachment on the street could follow three 

scenarios:  

                                                 
60 Hakim, p. 146. A cubit is from 46 to 50 cm.  
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1) Demolition might be required if the street’s width became less than 

seven cubits. Malik narrated a case involving Caliph Omar: 

Omar passed by Abu Sufian while he was building his house in 

Madina, and he noticed that the foundation of the exterior wall 

protruded into the street. Omar said, “Abu Sufian, you have exceeded 

your rights and protruded into the right of others, so remove your 

wall,” Abu Sufian obeyed Omar and began to remove the foundation 

stones until completed, then asked caliph Omar where he wanted him 

to place the wall. Omar replied “I want what is right.”61  

2) If a street is wider than 7 cubits was encroached upon and the 

encroachment did not reduce it width to less than 7 cubits, this encroachment 

was allowed to stay. 

3) If the encroachment existed for a long time without objection, even 

if the street’s width was less than 7 cubits, the encroachment was left 

undisturbed. An exception, which allowed one to build upon the street’s 

encroachment, was upper floor cantilevers or overpasses, which were high 

enough so as not to cause any harm to the public.62 

Sahnoun was asked about a man who owns two houses, opposite each 

other across a street who wanted to join them with a room. He said if 

he created no harm then he should be allowed, but if he created harm 

to the street, such as by narrowing it, then he should be prevented.63 

 

A few other things were not allowed in the continuous street, such as 

building columns, storing goods (unless for temporary loading and 

unloading and services to houses when no harm is done). The tying or 

slaying of animals, and creating a public nuisance to passers-by and 

neighbors were not permitted regardless of the width of the street. In 

addition, down spouts were not allowed to discharge their water in streets 

with width less than 7 cubits in order to avoid harm through splashing the 

passers-by.64 

 

2.1.2.2- Dead-end Street 

 

 This type of access had a crucial effect on residential urban form and 

the social life of the inhabitants of the traditional settlements. The dead-end 

street emerged over time through the incremental growth of abutting 

                                                 
61 Hakim, p. 25. 
62 Hakim, p. 26. 
63 Hakim, p. 29. 
64 Hakim, p. 29. 
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properties with a space necessary for circulation (organic urban growth). It 

was, and still is, considered to be privately owned by the abutting residents 

who had access to it. Ibn Abdin says that: 

The situation of usage of a dead-end street is just like that of partners 

of a house who reside in it; they use it, but no one is allowed to build 

in it without the consent of the others.65 

 

 This type of access was, often, not public and belonged in co-

ownership to the residing parties who had access to their properties through 

it. The dead-end street was treated in a similar way to a private courtyard 

owned by all residents abutting it. Thus, no individual was allowed to make 

any change in a dead-end street, such as opening a shop or projecting a 

cantilever or overpass, without the consent of all the partners.66 Typically, 

the width of the dead-end varied depending on the residents’ needs. In 

extreme cases, the width could be less than one meter. 

 

 The private claim to ownership of a dead-end street was sustained not 

only by practicing control over it, deciding on its dimensions, determining 

the users, but also by a property deed in some cases. (The property deed is 

either collective on the part of all surrounding property owners, or individual 

with right of easements for the neighbors.) (Figure 2-2) 

 

 Every resident was entitled to use the dead-end street from its 

beginning to the doorway of the resident’s house. Thus, a person whose 

doorway was at the end could use the full length of the dead-end street. In 

some cases, the person who lived at the end was allowed to move the door 

forward if it did not obstruct other doors or harm the neighbors. In contrast, 

the person whose house was at the entrance of the dead-end street, but had 

access from the public continuous street, was not allowed to use the dead-

end street or to have an entrance to his house from it unless he had the 

agreement of all the occupants, or if he/she had the agreement of the 

occupants who always pass by the proposed door. The proposed door could 

not be located directly opposite or next to the neighbor’s door. In some 

cases, residents used to have gates at the entrance of their dead-end streets 

and used to shut them down at night, to exercise control over the access to 

their neighborhood and to have special social activities in this enclosed 

space.67  

                                                 
65 Akbar, p. 125. 
66 For more details refer to Akbar, Chapter 6, and Hakim, Chapter 1. 
67 Akbar, p. 97. 
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The private claim to ownership of a dead-end street was sustained by a property deed  

Taken from cadastral plan al-Mazzeh no. 63 Section 4, (1995, by the author) 

Figure 2-2 
 

 Clustering houses around a dead-end street often creates geometrical 

challenges, but this was not the case in the traditional settlement. Since 

privacy was a paramount requirement, narrow entrances were used as 

vestibules and prevented direct overlook from the main entrance inside the 

house. The layout of houses, which have the potential of wide direct access 

from the dead-end, provided architectural elements at the entrance to prevent 

direct overlook. Some Western scholars, somehow, attributed the indirect 

access to the mysterious belief of the residents that evil spirits travel in a 

straight line and cannot enter a house with a crooked entrance.68 

 

2.1.2.3- Fina 

 

 Fina has two meanings: The private open space within a property, the 

courtyard, and the space between a private and a public space. Under the 

second meaning, fina was a crucial street-related element, which extended 

the right of the property owner or user beyond his building’s physical 

boundaries. It was associated with openings, mainly entrance doors. This 

right empowered the owner or user of a house to use the exterior space 

                                                 
68 Schoenauer, Chapter 5, the Oriental House. 
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immediately adjacent to the exterior walls of the house, and forbade others 

from using it except for passing by (Figure 2-3). 

 
 

Fina was associated with opening, mainly exterior walls with entrance doors 

Taken from cadastral plan al-Mazzeh no. 63 Section 4, (1995, by the author) 
 

Figure 2-3 

 

Fina was a permanent right without which the property and the entire 

traditional urban fabric could not function properly. Traditional towns were 

compact and dominated by private property with little public space. Fina 

was the instrument that gave direct access from the public domain to the 

private and vice versa and it prohibited people form blocking each other’s 

pathways. People used their fina for sitting and for temporary storage. Street 

venders, as well, could use fina to sell their products if the owner did not 

object (Figure 2-4). 

 

Fina varied in width depending on the type of street and the activities 

taking place in it. In general, it was between 4 and 6 shipers (finger spans) or 

about 1 to 1.5 meters (as per customary law, Urf).69 When private properties 

were closed to each other, as in a dead-end street, finas were shared by 

respecting the principle that one-man usage must not cause harm to his 

neighbors. As mentioned earlier in the Prescription mechanism, people 

encroached on the street/dead-end street by building gradually in their finas. 

                                                 
69 Hakim, p. 29. 
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People built benches in their Fina, (1995, by the author) 

Fig. 2-4 

 

 

2.1.3- Liability or Harm 

 

 The main objectives of establishing building principles were to settle 

disputes, avoid conflicts and prevent disruption of the people’s lives and 

their environments. Acceptance or rejection of any building activity or 

alteration in the function of space depended upon the effect caused by any 

action on the well-being of the neighbors. The most frequent used principle 

in building matters was the Prophet’s (pbuh) saying:”La darar wa la dirar.” 

There are many interpretations of this saying such as: 

“There should be neither harming nor reciprocating harm”70; 

“Do not harm others or yourself, and others should not harm you or 

themselves.”71 

This saying was used constantly by Muslim Authorities (judges, 

jurists, prayer-leaders, and scholars) to evaluate the legality of such actions 

(new building or opening, changing function, etc.) in the physical 

environment. 

 

 In order to illustrate how the nature and sources of harm were 

classified and judged, it is important to know first that the age and duration 

of harm played a major role in judgments. It was ruled that an old action, 

which later caused harm to another, had the right to exist (the right of 

precedence), and the parties who acted later had to accept the previous 

                                                 
70 Akbar, p. 93. 
71 Hakim, p. 152. 
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damaging acts as constraints. For example, a person built his house and 

opened a window such that it did not overlook other houses. Later the 

neighbor built a house that was overlooked by that window and wanted the 

first person’s window to be sealed. The window was allowed to remain 

because the first window preceded the second, and therefore, the latter had 

to adjust in this case. Some judges referred to the Prophet (pbuh) saying that: 

 

“He who possessed a thing over his opponent for ten years is more 

rightful” (if the opponent does not protest).”72 

 

According to this saying, a period of ten years was considered a 

sufficient length of time for a harmful action to gain the right of precedence. 

However, if a person saw his neighbor initiating an action that would 

damage him or his property and did not protest in time, his reticence was 

considered consent. The possibility of creating the right of precedence 

encouraged the people to act quickly if they believed that their rights have 

been violated. Sources of harm between two properties were classified as 

either those affecting people or those affecting properties. 
 

Harm and Disturbance Affecting People 

2.1.3.1- Noise disturbance 
 

 The activities that were frequently mentioned as being aurally 

offensive were maintaining stables for livestock, garment beating and wheat 

grinding. The harm caused by wheat grinding was in fact due to the 

vibrations transmitted to the neighbors’ wall rather than the actual noise 

generated by the mill. The principle of eliminating disturbance was achieved 

through different solutions. Sometimes, the acting party was asked to 

displace the millstone to a central room in the house, thus, creating a buffer 

zone between the source of disturbance and the neighbor’s wall.73 In other 

cases, another wall was built, with deep foundations, in front of the 

neighbor’s wall to absorb and eliminate the transmitted vibrations. 

 

2.1.3.2- Olfactory Disturbance 
 

 The sources of this type of disturbance were those functions, which 

created either smoke or offensive odors. The attitude taken towards smoke 

varied. For example, the smoke of a kitchen or a baking pit, which was 
                                                 
72 Akbar, p. 100. 
73 Akbar, p. 97. 
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necessary for living, was permitted. On the other hand, the transformation of 

a space from residential to industrial or an increase in the size of a business, 

such as a public bath or a bakery, which would increase the amount of 

smoke, was considered harmful and hence was prohibited. The following 

example will illustrate this aspect: 

 

A man had an oven with one source of fire and constructed another 

source of fire to increase the heating capacity of his oven and the 

existing chimney to evacuate the smoke from both fire sources. The 

neighbors protested on the ground that more smoke was being 

generated and therefore causing more harm. They complained to the 

judge (kadi) who agreed with their complaint, and he ordered the man 

to move his recently constructed additional source of fire.74 

 

Ibn Ar-Rami related that no one could establish bath-fires without the 

consent of the damaged neighbors.75 

 

Offensive odor was also considered severe harm among jurists. There 

were some cases preventing the location of latrines or uncovered canals near 

the neighbor’s home or the mosque. Hence, auditory and olfactory 

disturbances were among the most common reasons for the location of 

particular commercial institutions and activities in specific neighborhoods or 

markets of the Islamic city. Industries such as tanneries were located always 

on the peripheral edge of the city. 

 

2.1.3.3- Visual Intrusion 
 

The segregation of men and women in Islam will help us comprehend 

the Muslim perception of the hierarchy of space, its shape and the level of 

privacy and activity anticipated in each space. In early Islam, women had the 

right to be educated, to inherit, to divorce, to vote and to involve themselves 

in public political affairs.76 At the same time, Islam applied certain 

restrictions on the behavior of both men and women, which led to the 

segregation of male and female member of society. One of many verses in 

the Quran concerning the seclusion of women is given below: 

 

                                                 
74 Hakim, p. 31. 
75 Akbar, p. 97. 
76Tasneem A. Chowdhury,” Women’s Domain in Rural Housing in South Asia”, Thesis (McGill University, 

Montreal, 1992), p. 12. 
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“Stay quietly in your houses, and make not a dazzling display, like 

that of the former times of ignorance”, (Surah al-Ahzaab, Verse 33).77 

 

 The house and neighborhood are very visible products of Islamic 

thought and custom. Seclusion is an important factor in the use of household 

space and the orientation of dwellings. The women’s activity center is based 

on the private life of the family and is hidden from the public eye. The 

women’s domain is the most private, and the street is the most male-

oriented. However, human beings seek privacy regardless of religion, belief, 

or social background. Muslims consider privacy as a right and a duty. There 

are many verses from the Quran and sayings from the Prophet (pbuh), that 

teach the virtues and the importance of privacy, the right to it, and the 

respect of it. One of such verses says: 

 

“Say to the believer that they should lower their gaze and guard their 

modesty. That will make for greater purity for them, and God is well 

acquainted with all that they do.”78 (24:30, Ali) 

 

 All these verses and sayings were the basis of protecting privacy and 

avoiding intrusion. Opening a window that facilitated visual overlooking 

was considered harmful and an offence. Thus, jurists have ruled that this 

offence must be amended by correction or removal of the source of offense. 

There have been some differences among the schools of thought in the 

interpretation and prevention of visual intrusion. In comparing doors and 

windows on upper floors, one jurist explained that doors are made for 

movement in and out, and do not invade privacy as much as windows. 

Windows are more harmful, for they might overlook a neighbor. In case of 

disputes, he allowed doors, but not windows.79 A new window facing the 

neighbor had to be high enough so as not to look into the neighbor’s home. 

The acceptable height for a windowsill has determined from the interior 

space by Caliph Omar: 

 

A bed is to be placed underneath the window, and if a man standing 

on it does not see through it then the window is allowed to remain, 

otherwise it should be shut.80 

  

                                                 
77 Translated by A.Y. Ali (1983) and quoted in Rghei, 1987, p. 50. 
78 Hakim, p. 145. 
79 Akbar, p. 96. 
80 Hakim, p. 36. 
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 According to Hakim, a bed height was given as 4 to 5 shibers – finger 

spans (from 0.80 to 1.25 m). The bed was also interpreted later as any object 

in a room, which could be used to stand on. Adding 1.6 m to that dimension 

as an average eye-level height of a man, would make an acceptable height 

for a window sill approximately 2.50 m.  

 

In case an opening was causing damage to the neighbor and the ruling 

was to seal that opening, everything related to the opening must be removed 

such as the frame, threshold and lintel so that there is no trace that will 

support a future claim of precedence.   
 

Liability Affecting Property 

 

 The ownership and integrity of a property was respected and no action 

was allowed that would decrease its value or usefulness or create a nuisance 

to its owner. This principle was supported by many verses and sayings. 

Verse 26:183 in the Quran says: 

 

“And diminish not the goods of the people, and do not (make) 

mischief in the earth working corruption.”81 

 

The Prophet’s (pbuh) sayings clarify that: “He who takes from the land 

without rights will, on the Day of Resurrection, be submerged to the seventh 

layer of the earth.”82  Thus, property was protected from both direct and 

indirect sources of damages as explained below. 
 

2.1.3.4- Direct (physical) Damage 
 

The most common structural element that raised dispute was the 

common wall, since every house shared at least one wall with the 

surrounding houses. Damaging the neighbor’s wall, burning things near it, or 

using the neighbor’s wall without permission to support new construction 

was considered harmful. The Prophet (pbuh) encouraged using the 

neighbor’s wall only after obtaining permission from the neighbor.  

 

“A neighbor does not forbid his neighbor to insert wooden beams in 

his wall”83  

                                                 
81 Hakim, p. 144. 
82 Hakim, p. 148 
83 Hakim, p. 154. 
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Akbar illustrated several cases regarding damages to wall (such as 

planting a tree, digging a well or cistern, locating a latrine near the common 

wall, directing water spout toward a wall) regardless if the wall was owned 

by one party or was evenly owned by both parties.  

 

Now a day, in a Cadastral plan issued by the Authority; a short 

perpendicular line on a property line with arrow head facing one property 

means the wall belongs to that property and if the short line extended across 

the property line with two arrow heads in the opposite directions means the 

wall is owned and shared equally by both properties (Figure 2-5). 

 

 
 

Cadastral plan shows ownership of common wall among adjacent properties 

And fragmenting the property to dysfunctional status, (2015, by the author) 

Figure 2-5 

 

2.1.3.5- Indirect Liability 
 

 This type of harm has to do with speculation and depreciation of the 

property value. For example, opening a new public bath or bakery would 

depreciate the value of the houses surrounding it, for it would increase the 

risk of fire and disturb the privacy of the residents. Both sources of property 
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damages, direct and indirect, were considered severe, and removal of the 

action that caused the damage was thereafter required.84 

 

2.1.4- Related Building Guidelines 

 

 In addition to the above principles, there are several guidelines that 

should be understood in order to comprehend fully the mechanism that 

shaped the traditional urban fabric in Damascus, as well as in other Middle 

Eastern and North African Islamic cities. Each principle is supported with at 

least one saying of the Prophet (pbuh). These principles are: 

Keep things clean, including the interior and exterior fina: 

  

“God praised good and He loves goodness, He is clean and He loves 

cleanness, He is generous and He loves generosity, He is perfect and 

He loves perfection, so clean your fina...” 

 

Keep appearance humble, without displays of arrogance, as it reflects not 

only on the house but also on the entire settlement: 

 

 “God did not order us to cover stone or clay.” 

“God does not look at your appearances or wealth but looks at your 

hearts and deeds.” 

 

Defects must be announced and not hidden by the owner when selling a 

property, for example clarifying any easement rights existing upon the 

property from abutting properties: 

 

“The Muslim is the brother of the Muslim, and a Muslim is not 

allowed to sell his brother something that has a defect without 

disclosing it first.” 

 

Trust, respect and peace should prevail among neighbors: 

 

“He whose neighbor is not safe from his harm and dishonesty will not 

enter Paradise.”85 

  

                                                 
84 Hakim, Chapter 1. 
85 Hakim, all the above quotations are from Chapter 4. 
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From the above we can see that each party knew its limits but retained 

flexibility in his actions. If two parties agreed on some action, the sensitive 

relationship between them was regulated and ordered with no external 

intervention. This fostered active community dialogue and discussion. Thus, 

the Islamic principles governed the morphology of the city as well as social 

life of its inhabitants. They guided the appropriation, use and tenure of land, 

oversaw the access, controlled the fenestrations and ensured that differences 

in class distinctions of the inhabitants did not overtly dictate the external 

appearance of the dwellings. A close observation of one sector of the 

traditional settlement provides a better understanding of the reciprocal 

relations among these principles, the built environment and the social life 

within it.   

 

2.2- THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TRADITIONAL SUBQUARTER 
 

 According to Ron Lewcock, the layout of the Islamic city was 

established on separate residential quarters. The creation of quarters resulted 

from the organization of society itself, which was comprised of many tribes. 

The tribe was the major recognized institutional unit. Each tribe was 

assigned a quarter by establishing the boundary of the territory through the 

ruler’s permission on a designated site. The quarter was a recognized 

property that was not to be violated by others. The size of the quarter 

depended on the size of the tribe. 

 

 A quarter might be subdivided into many sub-quarters, which was 

most often the case. Families that resided in the sub-quarter intermarried and 

those marriages formed the basis for economic and political ties. The 

extended families were large with a clear hierarchy governing them, which 

made each home a strong, economic unit. The extended family was a part of 

the large clan, which gave it social and economic security. The clan was in 

turn, strengthened by being part of a tribe.86 A quarter was both a physical 

and social entity. Each quarter housed a single ethnic or social group and 

was named accordingly. Residents regarded their quarter as their own semi-

private domain. 

 

 By the 13th century, Damascus was surrounded by residential quarters 

such as al-Qubaybat, Maydan al-Hasa and al-Shaghur in the south, and al-

                                                 
86Ron Lewcock, “Working with the Past”, Theories and Principles of Design in the Architecture of Islamic 

Societies, ed. by Margaret Bentley sevcenko (Cambridge, Mass.; The Aga Khan Publication, 1988), pp. 87-

89. 
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Qabun, al-Akrad, al-Salihiyya, al-Mazeh and Darayya a short distance from 

the city toward the north and the west.87 Most of the examples of this 

research will be from al-Mazzeh quarter due to the author’s personal 

familiarity with it and because of the availability of research materials on the 

suggested new layout of this quarter. Property deeds of some sites in this 

cluster show that this settlement dates back at least to the late 19th Century 

(Figure 2-6). 

 

 
 

1- Jobar   2- Barzeh  3- al-Kaboun  4- al-Mazzeh 

5- East Dumar  6- West Dumar   7- Kafar Souseh  8- al-Kadam 

 

Damascus’s suburbs according to Ecochard’ Plan, 1968 

 8 dots indicate quarters in the suburbs to be subject to the Planning Law to be 

  explored in the Building Process Section. (Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 2-6  

 

 
 

 

                                                 
87 Ira Lapidus, Muslim Cities in the Later Middle Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 

78-95. 
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Mass and Void 

 

 The courtyard house has been in use for thousands of years. Many old 

civilizations had adopted this type of housing.88 Clustering courtyard houses 

forced the use of common walls among properties, which led to rising 

conflicts among neighbors. This, in turn, required the development of legal 

system to litigate and solve such conflicts. Evidences of proceeding common 

wall utilization and legal arrangements date back to the Babylonian laws.89 

 

 The relation of building mass and open spaces in this residential 

quarter is similar to any traditional residential settlement in other Middle 

Eastern cities. Kevin Lynch in his description of the Islamic city says: 

 

 “The city is a solid built volume, in which hollows and lanes have 

been excavated in contrast to our picture of a city as a collection of volumes 

set on open ground.”90 

 

 Private open spaces were restricted mainly to courtyards within the 

houses. In large houses, the courtyard itself would not necessarily be large, 

because the value of the shade provided by surrounding buildings would 

otherwise be lost. In a large house where more open space was required, two 

or more courtyards could be used with rooms clustered around each. 

 

 

                                                 
88 Schoenauer, 6000 years of Housing (McGill University, 1995) 
89 Hakim, Arabic-Islamic urban structure, The Arabian Journal for Science and Engineering, Volume 7, 

Number 2 p. 72.  
90 Kevin Lynch, Good City Form (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1984), pp. 187-204 
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A new plan superimposed on cadastral plan of al-Mazzeh No.63 Section 4  

(1986, Damascus Municipality, General Plan 54/3/A for al-Mazzeh quarter) 
 

Figure 2-7 

 

 Public open spaces were streets and the slight enlargements at their 

intersections. Relative scarcity of public open space was quite natural as the 

traditional land ownership mechanisms encouraged reviving urban land by 

building on it. Open spaces in the quarter were created and developed 

naturally by accretion. Irregular street patterns formed the high-density 

residential cluster, as nothing was preplanned on a large scale. The width of 

the street was based upon the Islamic principles and the mutual consensus of 

the residents. The width was reduced to the minimum dimension acceptable 

to the users, and the street could be narrow to the extent that walls on the 

ground floor were within touching distance on either side, while on the first 

floor, walls often touched each other. 

 

 Narrow streets did not affect the air circulation or amount of daylight 

required for the comfortable and pleasant use of the street as all the buildings 

shaping the street were one or two stories high. At the same time this height 
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was enough to shade the open spaces from the sun and to reduce the heat of 

long summer days. The street was a major element of public open space 

accounted for 12% of the area of the quarter, while the courtyards and the 

dead streets as private open space accounted for 10%.91 

 

Access 

 

 Close contact between members of each social group is fundamental 

to the well being of the residents. Access to the key spaces of the city, such 

as residence, workplace, school, shrine, market and other amenities is very 

important to any settlement. The physical proximity and visual link between 

those spaces are substantial ontological components of urban life.92 

Traditional residential quarters in Damascus bear the resemblance. The main 

alley carries the traffic through the quarter but tends not to be integrated into 

it since houses located along this axis has no direct entrances from it. The 

commercial activities located along this alley formed a local market or suk, 

which then led to the mosque, public bath and other facilities. Many dead-

end streets lead out from the main alley. Each one of these dead-end streets 

served as the entrance for a handful of houses and as an extension of the 

private spaces of those houses. The shape, width, and sometimes the gate at 

the entrance limited the access to pedestrians and their livestock. The main 

alley was in the center of the quarter and connected residential zones, rather 

than forming the boundaries of the quarter. Traffic through this access 

included pedestrians, horse or donkey riders, and carts pulled by animals, 

wheeled vendors’ carts, and more recently, small cars (Figure 2-8). 

 

                                                 
91 The percentage figures were calculated by the author at a large scale. Figure 3-5 shows similar 

percentage numbers at a small block scale. 
92 Lynch, pp. 205-220. 
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A typical alley in al-Mazzeh traditional quarter (2011, by the author) 

Figure 2-8 
 

 Both types of accesses mentioned above were on the ground level and 

open to the sky, which made them clearly evident, even to an outsider. 

However, there was another type of access located on the first floor, 

connecting two or more houses together. Primarily, women of different 

households visited each other using this type of access. This afforded 

flexibility for the women because they would not have to dress elaborately, 

which would have been the case if they used the street access. The upper 

level passage facilitated the women’s movement while at the same time 

provided them protection from the hot summer sun, the rain and the winter 

cold. Although this kind of access was limited and private, it played a major 

role in the social life of the women sharing this passage. Another kind of 

informal access also used in special cases, and again primarily by women, 

was the rooftop. Since houses clustered back to back, women sometimes 

went from one house to another using the rooftops and called on their 

neighbors to put the ladder for them to descend. This path was also 

advantageous to them, as they did not have to use the more circuitous streets, 
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as would be the case between site 990 and site 948. (Figure 2-9) Women had 

used this type of movement at certain times when they knew that their male 

counterparts were not present in order to prevent inconvenience.    

 
An inter-connecting door between two 

houses provides private accesses on the first 

floor, (1995, by the author) 

 

Using the rooftop as a shortcut instead of 

using the circuitous street between site 990 

and 948.  

Taken from cadastral plan al-Mazzeh no. 63 

Section 4 

 

Figure 2-9  
 

 In extreme cases, rebel males eluding the French colonizer soldiers 

and outlaw thugs running away from the law enforcement personnel used the 

rooftop to escape. This factor explains the perception of the local Authority 

as well as the French colonizer of the traditional residential quarter as an out 

of control ghetto and source of trouble.    

 

Control 
  

 The aspect of control can be understood at two different levels. First, 

it was a physical defensive device against invaders, which was one of the 

most important factors in an urban settlement. Second, control could also 

entail protection of one’s rights of ownership, or any type of tenure, through 

rules and regulations. 
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 The defensive factor was considered on two levels; the first was 

against invasion by military forces and the second was against intrusion by 

strangers. In general, the Islamic city had two slightly different strategies for 

defense. The differences depended on the time of the founding of the city or 

of the settlement. The strategy for defense in old Damascus consisted of a 

wall with seven gates that surrounded the city. The gate opened onto the 

main street of the city. These streets led to smaller local streets, which ran 

through the residential quarters and sub-quarters. Most of these streets had 

gates at their entrances as a second line of defense. From its entrance, the 

narrow and crooked alley appeared to be a dead-end path and did not 

encourage outsider traffic. A stranger would often pass without noticing it. 

People who did enter it clearly had business there. The inhabitants were well 

known to each other and strangers with no apparent business in the 

neighborhood were likely to be questioned. The same defensive form was 

applied, but to a lesser extent, at the entrances of the extremely narrow dead-

end streets. All those defensive elements gave a sense of security and control 

to the inhabitants of the city. 

 

 A similar defensive system was used in the settlement that evolved 

near the old city. As such, there was no designated defensive wall system 

that surrounded the settlement. The outer wall of the houses located along 

the edges of the settlement became the effective defensive walls of the entire 

community. The residents of the quarters, within their walls, were located 

close together in a pattern, which afforded mutual protection. 

 

 Tenure is a bundle of one’s rights over an object or a place. These 

rights could vary from the right to be in a place, use its facilities, modify its 

components, draw benefits from it, sell it, and exclude others from all these 

privileges.93 It could include the right to use the facilities of a place as other 

do, with some limitations, such as in a specific time, or under some other 

condition. For example, when going to a movie theater, one has the right to 

enter and use its facilities during a specific time, but cannot exclude the 

other from doing so. Neither can anyone smoke. Thus, tenure can take many 

different forms or claims, such as ownership, co-ownership, lease, easement, 

etc. 

 

 The concept of claims is based on the plurality of owning, controlling 

or using an object. Ownership is a well-known form of claim, though law 

                                                 
93 Lynch, pp. 205-207 
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and/or a contract may limit it. Control is defined as the right to manipulate 

elements without necessarily using or owning them. Use is defined as 

employing or accessing an object or property without necessarily owning or 

controlling it. According to Akbar, who developed a comprehensive model 

illustrating the relationships among these three claims (ownership, control 

and use), there are five basic forms of relationship, which he calls “forms of 

submission of property” They are Unified, Dispersed, Possessive, 

Permissive and Trusteeship. He regards the Unified form as the best form of 

submission with respect to the physical condition of the built environment. 

In this form, a property is well maintained because it is owned, controlled 

and used by one party.94 

 

  Increasing user spatial control leads to an enhancement of the physical 

condition of a property and improvement of the sense of security, 

satisfaction and freedom to operate. The primary method of identifying a 

controlling party is by detecting physical change. The party who changes or 

manipulates an element controls that element, and the relationship between 

all parties affects the condition of their properties.95 

 

 In the traditional Islamic settlement, space was controlled by creating 

boundaries, increasing one-way visibility into the space of the controlling 

group to ease surveillance, or by manipulating access with installing gates. 

Therefore, entry to the settlement was limited. The inhabitants had the 

motive, commitment and the ability to control their built environment. All 

these requirements were met by implementing the traditional principles in 

which people were encouraged to keep their semi-private spaces (finas) 

clean and well maintained. They had the power to exclude intrusion and to 

object to such an act occurring in their private or public domains, which 

proved to be harmful to them or their environment. People acted freely in 

their spaces so long as they did not cause any harm to the other residents. 

The traditional principles empowered the people to act first and the 

intervention of the other external authorities came later. 

 

 

 

                                                 
94 In the dispersed form, a property is owned by one party, controlled by another, and used by a third party. 

In the possessive form, the user and the controller of a property are one party, and the owner is another 

party. In the permissive form, the owner and the controller are one party and the user is another party. In 

the trusteeship form, the owner and the user are one party and the controller is another party. The term 

party could be an individual, a group; or a company etc. for more details refers to J. Akbar, PP. 8-41.  
95 Lynch, pp. 205-235. 
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Social interaction 

 

 The physical structure of the traditional neighborhood was the 

manifestation of a particular way of life that had been prevalent up until the 

early years of the last century. Observation and comprehension of the socio-

cultural framework adapted in this neighborhood will clarify the special 

cases that occurred within its physical structure.96 

 

 It was not unusual to see men in their dead-end street (harah) wearing 

pajamas and doing day-to-day activities. Women ate their breakfasts or 

drank their late coffee together in one of their houses, or in dead-end streets, 

after they sent their children to school and their husbands to work. 

Sometimes women brought their foodstuffs with them and prepared almost 

all their meals in one house while they socialized. When the physical shape 

of the alley was very closed and secure, door of the dwellings were left 

open. In the case of a wedding or death, close neighbors offered their houses 

to host the visitors, and in the summer time, people used the alley itself as 

guestrooms for male visitors. 

 

 Most families lived in one house as an extended family, and most of 

their relatives lived in the same neighborhood, if not in houses accessed 

from the same dead-end street. The dead-end street strengthened their unity, 

increased the social interaction among neighbors, and encouraged a spill 

over of their daily activities. The type of activities varied depending on the 

social relationships among neighbors, the number of families sharing a dead-

end street, the residents’ ages, and the shape of the dead-end street. For 

example, two or three interrelated families, with young children performed 

more combined activities in their blind dead-end street than in a large dead-

end street with many unrelated families different ages. The deeper the dead-

end street was within the neighborhood, the freer the inhabitants felt. 

 

 Also, the deeper one went into the settlement, the greater the privacy 

and freedom granted. Privacy was one of the main aspects that shaped the 

Islamic settlement, from the form of access through the introverted housing 

typology to the principles that ruled its opening. Privacy concerns had their 

effect on the house layout as well. The kitchen, as the women’s place, was 

                                                 
96 Nawal Nadim, “Family Relationships in a ‘harah in Cairo,” in Arab Society, edited by Nicholas, S.H. 

and Saad Eddin, I. (Cairo: The American University Press, 1985), pp. 212-222. 
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located as far as possible from the entrance. The closest space to the front 

door was designated as a guest room. As long as there was no guest, this 

room was used for variety of activities, like all other rooms of the house, and 

it was accessible by both genders. Segregation of this room took place when 

there was a guest, and depended on how close he or she was to the family. 

The gender of the guest had determined the priority to use this room. If the 

guests were both male and female, males would occupy this room and 

females would go deeper into the house or to a room on the upper floor. 

 

 The very private passages that existed in the traditional settlements, 

the movement from one house to another on the first floor level, or on the 

roof-top of the houses, made neighbors, especially women, maintain good 

relations. This ensured that they did not lose their privileges of using 

accesses going through other people’s property. This kind of access, 

especially the rooftop, made the people aware of security. If a family had to 

spend a long time away from home, they would inform their neighbors to 

watch over their house, since it was easier for thieves to break in from the 

roof than from the front door. 

 

 In conclusion, unity among Muslims is a religious imperative. The 

traditional urban form and social life supported this requirement at every 

level. The quarter was a tribal settlement and acted as an administrative and 

political unit. The sub-quarter was inhabited by one group and was served by 

one alley. One family in one house was the basic unit of the social structure. 

No individual lived in a separate house, not even a divorcee, a widow, an 

orphan, or a grandparent. In rare cases, if an older member of the family 

wanted and could afford to live alone, their house would have to be very 

close to the family’s house to maintain daily contact, and one grandchild 

could help by sharing that house. 

 

Most of that organic system, the physical built environment, social 

life, and legal means discussed above have existed up till the second half of 

the 19th century. Gradual alterations had started in the latter part of the 

Ottoman Empire. The next chapter will examine the ripple effects of those 

alterations on that interconnected system. 
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III - THE DRIVING FORCES BEHIND THE MODERN 

SETTLEMENT  
 

 

 

3.0- INTRODUCTION 

 

 In the early 19th century, the Ottoman monarchy underwent a loss of 

control over some of the remote parts of its empire. At the same time, it also 

experienced financial difficulties. Certain reform movements were 

introduced in 1839, which fundamentally reorganized the Ottoman society. 

Known as Tanzimat, the reform changed the structure of the administration 

and established a new judicial process. The intellectuals of the Tanzimat 

period searched for a synthesis of their political ideas and a new system of 

government. They utilized, for example, the precepts of Islam to legitimize 

constitutional monarchy.97 

 

 The Ottoman Empire regulations were codified and were no longer 

based on local agreements. The government established the committees that 

enforced those regulations in 1856.98 By 1868, the committees’ 

responsibilities were mainly to maintain public spaces. In 1879, a decree 

established the Municipalities, gave them the right to organize the Ottoman 

towns and expropriate private property to help solve problems such as the 

creation of new streets. Gradually, municipalities became more powerful and 

began to intervene in the building process. In Damascus, for example, 

people were asked to use bricks or stones for their buildings.99 With British 

and French colonization, secularization separated divine law from national 

jurisdiction in most Middle Eastern countries. Although none of the 

countries completely abandoned sharia law, the jurisprudence of the 

colonizers prevailed.100 

 

 In 1913, the Ottoman Empire issued the Defining and Emancipating 

Law after the work of Norbert Norence (Head of the Property Deeds 

                                                 
97 Akbar, Chapter two. 
98 Akbar, p. 139. 
99 Akbar, pp. 141-142. 
100 Pieter Germeraad, “Open Space in Human Settlements, the Lesson from the Islamic Tradition” Ph.D. 

Dissertation, Agricultural University: Wageningen, Netherlands: UMI, 1989, p. 71.  
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Department in Australia).101 In 1925, the French delegate in Syria and 

Lebanon formed a committee to re-study and modify this law in accordance 

with the French law.102 In March of 1926, the French passed two decrees: 

186 LR and 187 LR.103 The objectives of those decrees were to define the 

boundaries and areas of each site and to provide legal property deeds. Those 

decrees declared all properties that had no recognition of private use for a 

long time as public.104 The French mandate also established a system of 

taxation that provided the authorities with much needed revenue. Roded 

states: 

“The peasants believed that registration of land was a prelude to 

more effective taxation and conscription (and their fears were not 

groundless). The introduction of tax payment in cash rather in kind 

increased the indebtedness of the peasants and forced them to borrow 

from moneylenders at exorbitant rates. As a result of their burden of 

debts, many peasants became tenants of tax-farmers, usurers of other 

wealthy notables.”105 

 

 Syria like many other developing countries in the 20th century has 

been undergoing a continuous transformation from a predominantly rural, 

village-based society to a largely urban society, whose economic bases are 

light industry and agriculture. While only 37% of the Syrian population 

lived in urban settlements in 1960, this ratio had jumped to 47% by 1981.106 

Damascus and Aleppo are the main cities that have been witnessing the 

rapid growth in population and territory. Indeed, Damascus’ population 

exploded as it absorbed two successive waves of migration after the 1948 

and the 1967 wars. Most of the displaced population settled in the suburbs. 

 

James Scott, in his book Seeing Like a State, presents a clear, 

comprehensive picture of the environment that produces the new urban 

planning in developing countries. He believes that there are four factors 

behind the failure of such a state enterprise:  

                                                 
101 Holo Buzo, al-Tashreeat al-Akaria wl-Omrania fi Soria, (Damascus: Damascus University Press, 

1985), chapter One. 
102 Buzo, p. 1. 
103 Buzo, p. 2. 
104 Translated by the author, there was no indication of the duration of the “long time” term. 
105 Ruth M. Roded, “tradition and Change in Syria During the Last Decades of Ottoman Rule, The Urban 

Elite of Damascus, Aleppo, Homs and Hama, 1976-1918” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Denver, UMI, 

1984. pp. 120-121. 
106 Al-Kitab al-Margeei fi al-Tarbieah al-Soukaniah (Damascus: the Ministry of Education in co-operation 

with UNESCO, 1992), p. 45. 
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1. For the sake of simplification and aggregation of facts, the state 

manipulates complex, dynamic, discrete and unique circumstances 

into simplified, static and standardized data. In the course of action 

the state ignores local conditions, knowledge and experience (metis).  

2. Believing in technology as the solution, the state and its urban 

planning experts (mostly foreigners) try to master nature, human 

being, and their social conducts. 

3. It has to be an authoritarian regime that has the mean and desire to 

force its rational schemes on its people. 

4. The inhabitants have to be a prostrate civil society that lacks the 

capacity to resist those plans.  

 

 Several Western, and particularly French, researchers have studied the 

urban form of Islamic cities like Damascus and Aleppo. With the Western 

urban image in their minds, those scholars could not comprehend the rules or 

fundamentals that led to the seemingly spontaneous form and maze-like 

street network of the traditional Islamic city. They attributed the crooked 

streets and inexplicable urban form to disorder in Islam. Alsayyed states: 

The alleged irrationality of streets of Damascus and its spatial 

organization has been subject of a great debate. The prevailing idea 

among researchers is that the irregularity of streets was manifestation 

of some anarchic principles inherent in the Islamic urban system. This 

view has mainly been espoused by Jean Sauvaget…it was, however, 

De Planhol…who popularized this idea and stigmatized all Islamic 

cities as cities lacking any order. De Planhol confused students of 

urbanism by suggesting that “the religion of Islam leads to negation 

of urban order.” Von Grunebaum later pointed out that the 

decomposition of the Damascus grid had begun as early as the second 

century A.D., and that the gradual forsaking of the geometric block 

structure was consummated under the Arabs. Like Sauvaget, Von 

Grunebaun attributes the transformation to weakness of government 

authority.107   

 

Criticizing the French colonizers, Gwendolyn Wright describes their 

impression of the cities in the colonized countries as follow: 

                                                 
107 Alsayyed, pp. 94-96. 
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These cities seemed exotic and even mysterious settings, “primitive” 

in comparison to Europe; simultaneously, they represented the 

epitome of rational western organization.108 

 

The interest of the French colonizers extended beyond political 

control and exploitation of local sources. They took the liberty to experiment 

with their new visions of order regardless of local cultures. 

Colonial urban designers and social scientists believed they had 

formulated general principles of design and social order. They chose 

not to recognize the particular circumstances under which they 

worked…They functioned like a magnifying glass, revealing with 

startling clarity the ambitions and fears, the techniques and policies 

that pertained at home, here carried out almost without 

restraints…Colonial architects were also entangled. Eager to assert 

new approaches to style, urban design, and historic preservation, they 

touted the benefits of granting exceptional authority to experts like 

themselves. One can understand how these professionals could see 

themselves above politics…Yet the circumstances of the colonies made 

the architects all too dependent on authoritarian regimes that would 

support their policies.109  

 

In 1936, the French planners Robert Dangeh and Michael Ecochard 

prepared the Master plan for Damascus.110 The plan was the first synthesis 

of the traditional urban fabric of the city and the Western norms of the city 

planning which were established after the Industrial Revolution in Europe. 

According to Wright, 

“The European city takes form on vast open space… with broad 

boulevards… squares and gardens, buses and tramways, and also 

foreseeing future extensions… In addition separate housing types 

segregate social classes and adopt mandatory building scale, 

materials and services.”111  

 

Later, legislation and guidelines were issued in order to implement 

that plan. In February 1948, the Damascus Municipality issued the first 

                                                 
108 Gwendolyn Wright, the Politics of Design in French Colonial Urbanism (Chicago: the University of 

Chicago Press, 1991), p. 303. 
109 Wright, pp. 306-307. 
110 Nassan A. Al-Kalaa, “al-fikr al-Omrani”, Almouhandis Alarabi, The Syrian Engineers & Architects, 

issue No. 110, 1993, p. 8. 
111 Wright, pp. 88-105. 
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building code, namely, Ordinance 97.112 In this code, the Municipality 

assigned to itself the responsibility for planning subdivisions and issuing of 

building permits in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the plan. It 

also took over the responsibility to levy and demolish buildings in cases of 

no-compliance.113 

 

 The implementation process was faced with many technical and 

administrative hurdles such as unsettled cases of property ownership, 

especially trusteeship or Waqf property. Disengaging and separating 

properties after centuries of transitions among neighbors left houses 

interwoven. Often, the property border on the first floor did not match the 

property border on the second floor, as is the case in the first figure in this 

research. In addition, this dismantled and mitigated several property rights 

such as servitude, easement and prescription.  

 

The land code was modified in 1949 by the Civil Law, which was 

influenced by the Western civil code. Dr. As-Sanhuri, assisted by the French 

jurist E. Lambert, prepared it.114 In 1959, the Municipality asked the Belgian 

expert Joseph Vitmer to re-evaluate the Master Plan.115 Later, the Bulgarian 

planner Morozov was hired to study the Master Plan and prepare detailed 

plans for some crucial civic spaces. In 1963, Ecochard was again invited to 

work, this time with Gaygi Banshoya, a Japanese planner, on a Master Plan 

of the city. The second plan was to consider the anticipated growth of the 

                                                 
112 Al-Kalaa, p. 10. 
113 Neighboring countries share some similarity when it comes to creating dysfunctional new built 

environment. Saudi Arabia, blessed by being rich in oil, witnessed an unpresented urbanization. The 

magnitude of development has paced a great strain on housing and infrastructure of the municipalities. 

Inexperienced municipal staff turned to western planners. The Authority commissioned Doxiadis 

Associates, a Greek consulting firm, to prepare the development master plan for the city, after it had moved 

the government institutions from Jeddah to Riyadh in 1950s. The plan was approved by the Council of 

Ministries in 1973. In contrast to the traditional compact Arabic Islamic city built form, the plan mandated 

2 X 2 kilometer lots and 100, 80, and 60 meter-wide streets, asserting the triumph of automobile in the 

modern metropolis. Low-cost auto transportation promotes people to live far from their work places. 

Hence, Riyadh shared characters with some cities in the USA such as leapfrog development, commercial 

strip and large expanses of scattered, low-density residence development. In 1989, the Authority tried to 

curtail the unsustainable, frenzy expansion of scattered subdivisions in the 70s and 80s by delineating three 

phases of growth. The provision of infrastructure services was the mechanism to prevent costly and 

inefficient leapfrog developments. Time shows that this endeavor was unsuccessful due to lack of 

commitment and favorism. Housing provision is still dictated by, Western style, either developing a large 

housing project or buying a parcel of subdivided lot with villa or extroverted type conditions. Habitat 

International, 28 (2004) P. 567-591. . Iraq followed the footsteps by hiring the Polish firm PolServices to 

prepare the master plan of Baghdad. 
114 Akbar, p. 50. 
115 Al-Kalaa, p. 11. 
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city up till 1984. The Master Plan was completed in 1968, and the Building 

Code was brought into accord with the new Master Plan in 1978.116 

 

 The Master Plan designated seventeen quarters surrounding the old 

walled city of Damascus and along the foot of the Qasioun Mountain as 

subject to the Planning Law, Figure 3-1, as well as eight suburb-quarters in 

the outer circle, Figure 3-2 & 3-3. 

 

 The Municipality has a designated office for preparing the Planning 

and Organizing studies. The pace of producing such studies, in other words, 

providing comprehensive new urban plans and subsequently new residential 

lots or renewing the old quarters was very slow and did not catch up with the 

fast growth in population and the need for housing. This was due to many 

factors, among them ill prepared cadre, complicated case studies, and 

political trends. 

 

 
 

Damascus’s planning zones according to Ecochard’ Plan, 1968 

 (17) Dots indicate quarters in the city to be subject to the Planning Law, to be explored 

in the Building Process Section. (Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 3-1 

                                                 
116 Al-Kalaa, p. 12. 
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Damascus’s suburbs according to Ecochard’ Plan, 1968 

The (8) dots indicate quarters in the suburbs of Damascus to be subject to the Planning 

Law, to be explored in the Building Process Section. (Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 3-2 
 

 
 

Damascus Map 

Old Damascus on the right side and the research area on the left 

(2018, JGU Mainz) 

Figure 3-3 
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It is very crucial to illustrate the elements that the policy makers and 

planners had used to implement the new Master Plan and replace the 

traditional quarters with new settlements. 

 

3.1 BUILDING PERMIT PROCEDURE IN DAMASCUS  
 

Damascus and other Middle Eastern cities have witnessed rapid multi-

faceted changes. The effects of these changes have been profound.117 The re-

emergence of rapid growth in towns, the concentration of economic activity 

in urban communities, and the deep changes, which had developed in town 

layout, were all factors destined to become serious political, economic and 

social issues.118 The sudden growth of Damascus led to increasing urban 

sprawl. A high percentage of those settlements were considered illegal for 

one or more of the following reasons: The land has no legal registration; the 

land was subject to the law of acquisition; the building did not meet the 

Building Code requirements and etc. With the objective of maintaining some 

order, the Authority’s interventions, which began with merely keeping 

public spaces clean in the late 19th century, now involved the creation and 

enforcement of detailed standards for each residential unit. 

 

Both the new Master Plan and the Building Code had introduced new 

patterns of residential development, such as villas, walk-ups and town 

houses where the building was surrounded by a garden and supplemented by 

a garage or a driveway (extroverted). Moreover, they segregated the social 

structure to strata, new social order, by allocating a certain area for villas, 

another for first class residential houses, another for second class and so on. 

The lower class was in the Old Neighborhoods. The allocations included 

different lot sizes, street widths, and number of units on each lot. Those new 

styles, supposedly, allowed efficiency in the laying of services but required a 

high percentage of (public property) for wide streets and parking facilities. 

Several pieces of legislation had to be introduced in order to implement the 

Master Plan and facilitate urban planning in Damascus as well as in other 

Syrian cities. 

 

                                                 
117 The French mandate focused on the administrative, legal and economic pillars during the time of 

occupation, 1918-1946. Philip S. Khoury, Syria and the French mandate (N. J.: Princeton University 

Press, 1987), pp. 83-120. 
118 Pieter W. Germeraad, “Open Space in Human Settlements, The lesson From the Islamic Tradition” 

Ph.D. Dissertation, Agricultural University: Wageningen, Netherlands: UMI, 1989, p. 135. 
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Six main divisions of law have had a large effect on the housing 

process and the urban fabric of the city: Acquisition, Reorganization, 

Planning, Building Code, The Rental Law, and the Civil Law. They are the 

leading factors in dealing with the housing issue in Syria. This research will 

illustrate the effect of those legislations on the city layout in general. The 

focus will be on the Planning Law where the Authority uses directly to 

replace the traditional housing quarters (Old Neighborhoods) with the new 

residential neighborhoods in Damascus, outside the old walled city.119 

 

The Law of Acquisition is the expropriation legislation, which the 

owners’ dread as compensation is very low compared to market value. This 

law is enacted primarily for the creation of official buildings, parks, streets 

and public housing. As time goes on several Acquisition decrees were 

applied to implement the Master Plan requirements. Those decrees targeted 

specific areas for definite objectives. In the late fifties and early sixties of the 

last century, the Authority used this law extensively and at a large scale to 

provide public housing, similar to many social political systems in other 

countries. The latest Acquisition decree (60) was issued in 30/6/1979, and 

was modified in (26) 6/12/2000 after it had a devastating effect on the land 

market especially in urban areas. The latest decree in this regard was (23) 

8/12/2015 which abolished the previous two decrees.120 In summary, the aim 

of decree (60) was putting hold on land speculation. Thus, it made any piece 

of land in Damascus with area more than 200 square meters subject to 

acquisition in order to discourage land developers from buying and selling 

relatively big lots. Despite the fact that the Authority pays very low price for 

acquired land, the Authority could not buy all properties that were subject to 

this law. This decree left the land market with very expensive small lots, and 

neglected, for a short time, large lots. The owners of those large lots soon 

started selling their lots, unlawfully, in small pieces, to be built upon 

illegally, creating illegal settlements. The objective of Decree 23 is 

organizing illegal settlements by providing straight wide streets and 

allocating sites for administrative building and parks at the expense of the 

private sector. In case of illegal settlement in the city, this decree allows up 

to 50% of a private lot to be transferred to public space without 

compensation. In case outside the city the percentage drops down to 40%.   

 

                                                 
119 The Authority has special legislations for the Old Walled City. 
120 A translation of the articles that form the backbone of Decree (60) and the original Arabic version 

http://www.parliament.gov.sy/arabic/ (downloaded from the Syrian Parliament’s website, 4/5/2018) are in 

appendix C. 

http://www.parliament.gov.sy/arabic/
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The Law of Organization has been in use since the late 1950s. The 

Municipality applies this law in important and expensive areas like the city 

center or near large official buildings in order to develop modern housing 

settlements. The process of implementing this law can be summarized as 

follows: A committee from the Municipality estimates the value of 

everything on the land which is subject to the reorganization law (buildings, 

trees & etc.) and exchange the estimated cash value for stocks. The planners 

of the Municipality develop a new plan with consideration for 

archaeological preservation and trustee-properties. Existing houses, trees and 

streets are ignored, however, each new plan is supposed to have, in addition 

to private properties and streets servicing them, public properties for 

education, worship, administrative and other utilities. 

 

Another committee estimates the value of the newly created private 

sites. Many factors are considered in the estimate (allowable built-up area, 

the distance from the site to the main road, proximity to amenities, etc.). The 

total value of the new private sites must be equal to the total stocks of the 

first committee assessment. The second committee distributes the stocks of 

those new private sites. Each stockholder is supposed to possess a new 

property equal in value to the original property. This process is called the 

Initial Distribution. The Municipality announces the initial distribution and 

allows 30 days for objections from the owners who may prefer their stocks 

to be distributed in some other way or if they believe there was 

miscalculation of their property value. Finally, the Municipality announces 

the Final Distribution after it attempted to respond to each objection. 

Thereafter, every owner(s) supposedly has a new property, site, or part of a 

site; with a value equal to his/her original property value. Decree –9, 

31/12/1973 spells out in details the above process.121  

 

 The Law of Planning is the tool that the Authority uses to replace the 

traditional built area outside the walled old city of Damascus, with the 

objective of straightening and widening the streets to accommodate 

vehicular traffic and facilitate the laying of new infrastructure. This law 

(Decree –5, 23/1, 1982), supposedly, increases the density in this area by 

                                                 
121 A translation of the articles that form the backbone of Decree (9) and the original Arabic version 

http://www.parliament.gov.sy/arabic/ (downloaded from the Syrian Parliament’s website, 4/5/2018) are in 

appendix D. 

http://www.parliament.gov.sy/arabic/
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increasing the maximum number of floors, from the pre-1948 two-floor high 

to four floors.122  

 

 The Municipality’s planners develop a master plan for a designated 

traditional neighborhood. After ratifying the Master Plan, from the 

Municipality’s Executive Office and the Ministry of Housing, the plan is 

divided into separate blocks; each block is surrounded by streets and called 

Island (Jazeereh) see Figure 3-4. An extensive study is conducted on each 

site within the block to disengage it from the surrounding sites. Most of the 

time, sites share walls. Rooms on the second floor belong to the neighboring 

site. One has the right of access from the neighbor’s site or has the right of 

passing the services lines through the neighbor’s site and etc. (preemptive 

and servitude rights). The Municipality’s personnel conduct this task and 

keep in minds the stipulations of the other pieces of legislations such as the 

law of Acquisition, the Civil Law and the Rental Law. 

 

                                                 
122 A translation of the articles that form the backbone of Decree (5) and the original Arabic version 

http://www.parliament.gov.sy/arabic/ (downloaded from the Syrian Parliament’s website, 4/5/2018) are in 

appendix E. 

 

http://www.parliament.gov.sy/arabic/
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A small portion of al-Mazzeh Quarter before 1986  

(2015, redrawn by the author from the original plan. Public area is calculated by taking a 

half of the area of streets adjacent to private lots since each street serves lots on both 

sides) 

Figure 3-4 
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Block (Jazeereh) 1581/3 in al-Mazzeh Quarter. Notice the access network in the 

traditional plan included totally in the new public open space in the new plan. The ratio 

jumped from 11.2 % to 36.5 %. (2016, by the author, the areas are calculated within a 

quadrilateral shape formed by the central lines of the streets surrounding the block) 

According to the municipality developed plan of al- Mazzeh Quarter 54/3/A, May 1986 

Figure 3-5 

 

 

Few decrees and pieces of legislations had guided the planners in developing 

the plan and like it was mentioned earlier (James Scott, Seeing Like a State) 

in the process of simplification the organic fabric of the traditional quarter 

became dysfunctional. Among those regulations are: 

 Decree 4671/A 22/06/1967 giving up the right of ownership 

and any other property rights of private dead-end street. 

 Widening the dead-end street to 4.5m in case the dead end 

street’ length is less than 20m, and 6m if the length is more 

than 20m. 
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 Street widths in the new plan must be 6, 8 and 10m, later 

became only 8 and 10m. 

 To ease of the cars movement, lots on the intersection of two 

streets must be trimmed at corners (3m). Later, this was 

changed to rounded corners with a 6m radius. Rounding the 

corner was implemented not only on the first floor but the 

whole floors above it, affecting the space configuration, 

especially when the unit area was very small. It is worth 

mentioning that due to poor execution all rounded corners 

are far from perfect shape. 

 Eliminating servitude and easement rights, Decrees 1363 

/M.T., 1993 & 898 /M.T., 1994 & 1731 /M.T., 2002123 

 Section 149 from Building Code 492/1997. Minimum lot 

area 100 m2 and a 7 X 7 m square or 6 X 8 m rectangle fits 

in the lot (This stipulation forced the process of selling or 

buying property part(s) among adjacent lots).  

 

 

In both cases, the Law of Organizing and the Law of Planning, the 

Municipality produces for every new lot a Requirements Plan (mukatat 

wagaeeb). The R.P. is the product of the Municipality’s urban planning 

procedure, be it organizing or planning. The R.P. spells the special 

instructions and guidelines applied to the site and its owner(s) such as set 

back, allowable cantilevers, number of floors, height, adding or giving a 

parcel of the lot to another lot(s) or the public, etc. Figure 3-6. 

 

                                                 
123 M.T. indicates that the Decree is issued by the Executive Council of the Municipality.  
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An original Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb) for site 548 in al-Mazzeh Quarter. It 

shows, in red, the proposed width of the new street and the radius of the curve. On the 

right side, it states all the instructions about unification and giving up portions of land to 

the public or selling a portion to adjacent sites. (1999, Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 3-6 

 

 Every year a revised study is conducted on all blocks after verifying 

the newly built lots, and new restrictions or requirements might be added on 

un-built lots. Figure 3-7 shows the new set back that is required on site (548) 

al-Mazzeh in revision number 4.  
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Redrawing of site (548) al-Mazzeh. The bottom line of the hatched sector is the original 

proposed new street line and the line to the north shows the revised street line, widening 

the street on the expense of site 548 (increasing externality). (2015, by the author) 

Figure 3-7 

 

The Building Code covers all the general instructions and the interior 

details such as minimum and maximum dimensions. The instructions in R.P. 

overwrite the Building Code’s instructions that deal with the same subject, 

such as the width of cantilevers, etc. 

  

The Building Code is the crux set of instructions that govern the 

building process. 97/1948 was the first building code Damascus had. Several 

additions, amendments and explanations led to the modified Building Code 

386/1959, to be replaced later by 350 M.T/1978. The newest Building Code 

in Damascus is 492 M.T/ 1997.  

 

In addition to providing the usual minimum and maximum areas, 

dimensions of certain details, such as lights well, stairs, kitchens etc. the 

modified versions of the Building Code tried to take into account several 

factors such as the Civil Law’s requisites to block the road on people who 

violate the Building Code and minimize litigation. In addition, the building 

code fostered and promoted the Authority’s policies such as water rational 
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distribution, preparation against external aggression (war), etc. by requesting 

the central water tank, shelter in the basement and central dish. 

  

  Ordinance 111/1952 established The Rental Law.124 Damascus 

underwent various changes in the early part of the last century. As a result of 

these changes, rental housing, which had been rare, was popularized. To 

protect the poor (tenants) from the rich (owners), the Authority, through this 

ordinance, gave the tenant the right to rent a house or an apartment at a very 

low rate regardless of the owner’s objections and the contract between the 

tenant and the owner. In addition, it empowered the tenant against eviction. 

The law was applied to every tenant who was employed by the government; 

and the government is the major employer in Syria.125 Thus, the law was 

applied to individuals, unlike in many other countries where rental laws are 

applied to specific properties, or granted to needy families with vouchers. As 

a result, rental property suffered and is still suffering negligence from both 

the owner and the tenant because of a lack of interest.126 This law led not 

only to the deterioration of the physical environment but also contributed to 

distrust amongst people, breaking age-old social ties. (Please refer to 

footnote 84 at page 44, dispersed form.) 

 

 By the year 2000, the Authority recognized the negative effect of the 

Rental Law on the supply for the housing rental market. Hence, the 

Authority issued new rental law, 6/2001, letting the market, owner / tenant, 

to decide on the rent compensation but limited the duration of the renting 

contract to no more than six months (Tourist Rent). Eventually, the 

Authority abandoned the time stipulation. This law has no retroactive effect. 

Thus, all rented houses before 2000 are still suffering from neglect and the 

relation between owners and tenants is dreadful if not hustle.  

 

The Civil Law is the source that the court would look at in case 

conflicts were raised in implementing one or more than one piece of 

legislation. The Municipality of Damascus, as well as all the Authority’s 

apparatuses, tailors its ordinances, through a trial and error process, so it 

protects itself from litigations as much as possible. This study will shed light 

                                                 
124 Yosr Balnco, Opening paper presented at “The International Year of the Family” Conference, 

Damascus: Syrian Woman General Union Press, 1993, p. 17. 
125 “The average landlord is no more exploitative than the average tenant is scoundrel”, Alan Gilbert and 

Ann Valery, Landlord and Tenant-Housing the Poor in Urban Mexico (New York: Rutledge, 1991), p. 178. 
126 Gilbert and Valery, 1991, have summarized studies done in various Third Word cities and concluded 

that, though significant, rent control measures are only one of the many reasons for the reduction and 

deterioration of rental housing stock. 
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on some of the practices that the Municipality of Damascus uses to advance 

its plans without being litigated (142/M.T, 21/6/1972, communal ownership 

of the roof). 

 

In summary, to obtain a building permit, the owner(s) of the site must 

first obtain a Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb, Article –3-1 of the 

Building Code) from the Municipality. Hence, the site must not be in a 

designated acquisition zone. The owner(s) has to meet all the requirements 

stipulated in the R.P. such as giving up some rights to the public, selling or 

buying a parcel of land to/from the neighbor(s), etc. After that, the site takes 

its final shape, and architectural plans are developed to meet the Building 

Code’s, as well as the R.P. requirements.  

 

From personal experience, the process is over-regulated to the point 

that the architect is very limited. The architect is squeezed between the 

Authority’s overwhelming stipulations on one hand and the owner’s 

anticipations on the other. The size,127 shape and orientation of the site are 

fixed; the overall height, number of floors and each floor’s height are fixed, 

too, in addition to many other requirements. In fact, most of the successful 

people in getting Building Permit are not architects. They are the people who 

know how to run paper-work. Corruption has a big role in moving a street 

line or property border a few centimeters in one direction or the other, or 

changing the elevation of the street abutting a specified site. 

 

Hence, the Authority, through its planners, implements its housing 

and urbanizing policy at the macro level by preparing the master plan and 

zoning processes. On the other hand, through the Building Code, the 

Authority enforces its housing policy at the micro level. There is a great deal 

of dialogue between the Building Code and the planning and zoning 

processes.  

According to sections 1 and 8 of the Building code (492 M.T. 1997); 

any old building may be demolished unless it has been considered to have 

archeological and /or historical value. The owner(s) has to meet several 

requirements before the Demolishing Permit has to be issued, among them: 

 The consent of more than ¾ of the shareholders of the building. 

 Informing the users, if they are tenants, that acquiring a Building 

Permit does not give the owner(s) the right to evict them from the 

building. Thus, the owner(s) has to convince and compensate the 

                                                 
127 The Building Code stipulates the site area not be less than 100 sm. 
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tenants before demolishing the old building. Later we will see that this 

stipulation put many developments on indefinite hold. 

 The owner(s) has to give up his/her tenure rights and the right of any 

building overpass if there was any. 

  

Before going into details about the new settlement morphology, it is 

important to first shed light first on the changes of the social structure in 

Syria in general and the life within the old quarters in Damascus, and second 

the environment that produced the official planners and their yield plans.  

 

3.2 SOCIAL CHANGES 
 

 The Authority’ housing policy at both the macro and micro levels was 

just one of many changes occurring in Damascus. Western influence and the 

general process of modern technological and social changes affected the 

family as well as other aspect of life. New economic reforms disrupted the 

foundations of old family self-sufficiency; government institutions replaced 

some of the functions, which in the past belonged solely to the family. 

Family no longer constituted the basic framework within which the life of 

the individual organized. New industries and the expansion of trades created 

many new specialized jobs, which in turn dismantled the old basic unit of 

work and discipline-the household. Since people preferred to settle close to 

their work place, while; some of the younger family members had to 

separate from their extended family.128 Pursuing job opportunities 

accelerated the transformation of the family structure from extended to 

nuclear. To settle close to their workplaces, people moved out of their 

customary neighborhoods. This relocation decreased familiarity among 

residents within a settlement, which in turn reduced self-policing and 

societal pressure to maintain a congenial environment. These new, as well as 

migrant, families boosted the demand for rental housing and increased the 

demand of building new houses. 

 

 Other changes in the social structure also affected living 

environments. In the past, intermarriage was preferred in order to keep the 

family property intact by uniting individuals who were already bound by 

collateral family ties. Intermarriage had become less favored among 

extended family members. A survey conducted in the early seventies of the 

                                                 
128 Donald N. Wilber United Arab Republic (New Haven. Conn.: Hart Press, 1969), pp. 87-93. 
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last century indicated that 42% of Damascus families had at least one 

member of the family from outside Damascus.129 

 

 The migration of a significant portion of the labor force into large-

scale urban industry placed new demands on land use, transportation and 

communication. The breakdown of the old road pattern in many Islamic 

towns was one of the most profound elements of change in the layout of the 

urban areas. 

 

 Improving services such as water supply, sanitation, electricity and 

telecommunications, within traditional quarters created serious problems for 

engineers. When those problems were combined with the developing 

preference for European housing styles, a new pattern of residential 

development, such as villas and town houses where the building is 

surrounded by a garden and supplemented by a garage or a driveway, was 

introduced to the region. These new styles allowed efficiency in the laying 

of services but required significantly more land for wide streets and parking 

facilities. 

 

3.3 PLANING AND POLITICS 
 

Planning is conceived as a rational professional activity. Organized 

field of human activities emerged out of the unacceptable and inhumane 

living conditions prevalent in the rapidly expanding industrial city to stop 

the ills of the unconstrained capitalism. The quest of an ordered and rational 

urban form claimed to offer universal solutions to the problems and 

perceived chaos of the industrial city. To achieve the same goal, planners 

have seen traditional built environment as a form of anarchy and disorder, 

and it has been replaced, except for a few cases where there were some 

monumental buildings and archeological sites with potential tourist value.  

 

Planners seek utopian futures through the pursuit of knowledge and 

objective science. Berman says:  

“Modernists…celebrate and identify with the triumphs of modern 

science, art, technology, economics, politics: with all the activities that 

enable mankind to do what the bible said only God could do”. 130 

                                                 
129 Safouh M. Al-akrass, Tarkib al-Aaila al-Arabieh wa Wazaefoha, Case of the Syrian Family (Damascus: 

ministry of Culture Publication, 1976), p. 185. 
130 Marshall Berman, All that is Solid Melts into Air, (New York: Penguin Group, 1982) p. 33. 
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Modernists promote their belief using reasoning banners such as 

linear progress, absolute truths, the rational planning of an ideal social order, 

and the standardization of knowledge and production. 

 

Planning is the implementation of spatial public policies. It is a tool to 

advance the state’s goals and agendas, be it efficient economic growth, state 

identity, residential amenity, service provision, environmental sustainability. 

It is a useful tool in exercising power and control; in fact, it was stated in the 

Athena’s Charter manifesto, “The ruthless violence of private interest 

provokes a disastrous upset between the thrust of economic forces and the 

powerlessness of social solidarity” (Principle 73). Thus, private interest will 

be subordinate to the collective interest.131 

 

Planning is primarily concerned with protecting the public from wild 

private interest; Justifying state intervention in land and property market. 

However, defining the public interest is a problematic and controversial 

issue, since it is perceived differently among the involved groups. 

  

 Public hearings (the author attended several public hearings in 

Boston) in which the authority invites and consults immediate neighbors at 

an early stage of a new planning application in order to ensure that the 

public is aware of how plans are developing, and every individual weighs 

his/her advantages and disadvantages in the new plan. It is worth mentioning 

that most officials believe the public cannot see things comprehensively and 

the expert role is to weigh all interests, consider actions and make decisions 

accordingly, thus taking back the helm of decision-making. Even in public 

hearings, a narrow personal interest or a biased attitude could hinder the 

benefit of a larger group or community.  

 

It is not an easy task to take the raw data and convert it into explicit 

planning concepts, such as blueprints and policy paper, which involves 

making minor decisions, restraining biases and evaluating ideas. 

Furthermore, abstract notions of beauty and equality, together with concrete 

concepts, such as lots allocation, services and accessibility, all have the 

potential to countless interpretations, confusion and controversy. Hence, all 

public hearings ended by accepting the proposed plans or rejecting them 

                                                 
131 Charter of Athens (1933) Getty.edu, Congress Internationaux d’Architecture Modern (CIAM) Paris, 

France (Internet accessed, 1/17/2016). 
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with recommendations left to the planners to interpret them into policies, 

lines, rights, or values. 

 

In Damascus, the concept of public participation in the planning 

process is far remote. As mentioned earlier, in both the planning and 

organizing processes, an individual can only object or complain that his/her 

property’ share is miscalculated, and the onus is on the individual to prove it. 

A powerless individual is frustrated and hopeless with the system to the 

point that he/she will be either very passive or defiant and will use any way 

to challenge the system either by bribing to get his/her way or using all 

means to violate the law and code requirements. Committing building 

violation is not a hard task since corruption is well spread. The over 

regulated system is one of the main factors of mushrooming illegal 

settlements surrounding Damascus and other major Syrian cities. 

 

 Building violations in Damascus are classified into two types; the first 

type could remain after the payment of a fine as a settlement. These fines are 

the main source of income for the Municipality. The other type of violations 

has to be demolished. In 1978 there were about 70,000 cases of that type.132 

The amount of work required to demolish these violations, the volume of 

waste, destruction of people properties and the loss of resources had stopped 

the Municipality from demolishing the violated building parts. However, 

those violations are reported on the Property Deed Records and affect the 

property value when the owners want to sell their properties. People believe 

that in the future they will be able to pay fines and settle their building 

violations since the Municipality always needs additional income. The latest 

decree facilitating settlement was issued in 2003. 

 

This Chapter stated chronically the names and nationalities of the 

planners who worked on the Master Plan of Damascus. The next generations 

of planners, in the sixties and seventies, were all Syrian with French 

education background. Those planners were also the educators at the schools 

of architecture and planning in Syrian Universities. The educational 

upbringing combined with the political system produced new breeds of 

planners obsessed with state power, control, superiority and the assumption 

to know what the public needs. One must understand the shortcoming of the 

existing planning practice in order to come up with a new paradigm for 

future planning. 

                                                 
132 Philip S. Khoury, Syria and the French Mandate, (N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1987), p. 597 
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IV- THE MODERN SETTLEMENT 

 

 

 

This chapter will focus first on the Municipality’s policy in terms of 

land ownership, access and use of access. Then it will consider the harmful 

aspects created by implementing the Planning Law, Organizing Law and the 

new Building Code.  

 

4.1 ACCESS AND OPEN SPACE 

 

 The authorities did not appreciate their lack of control over access 

networks of residential quarters. That was one of the main factors that made 

the Ottoman and French authorities force people to remove the doors of their 

dead-end streets.133 In the colonial French era, dead-end streets were 

considered contaminated social spots in the city, and the only way to purify 

those spots was to remove the gates from the entrances and make the dead-

end a through access, where any person could pass and which the authorities 

could easily control.134 As mentioned earlier, after independent, the 

Authority carried the same policy across all traditional quarters in Syria. 

 

 

Early, the negative effects of the Rental Law on both the physical 

environment and relationships among people were discussed. Furthermore, 

other social changes, which took place in the first half of last century, were 

illustrated, such as change in the family structure from extended to nuclear. 

The social factors mentioned in the earlier section, together with functional 

and physical factors such as the introduction of vehicles and layout of 

utilities networks in the city, changed the perception of the dead-end street 

of a semi-private open space that was an extension of the house and 

generated many social activities, to an unpleasant spot that bred trouble. The 

Municipality has eliminated almost all dead-end streets in its new plan and 

                                                 
133 Akbar, pp. 171-172 
134 Please see Oscar Newman, Defensible Space, Crime Prevention through Urban Design, (Macmilan, 

1972). Where he advocated planning gated housing developments and implemented his thoughts in several 

urban locations in the United States and succeeded in reducing the crime rate in those settlements.  
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widened what ever left to either 4.5 m or 6 m depending on the length of the 

dead-end street. In addition, it has straitened and widened the thoroughfares 

to 6, 8 or 10 m and has rounded the corner at the intersections, (Figure 2-7). 

In the new settlements, access to all houses became direct, from open 

through-streets, as compared with the traditional condition in which 85% of 

the houses were accessed from dead-end streets. 

 

Widening the thoroughfare from seven arm-spans (in average) in the 

traditional quarter, to 6, 8 or 10 meters, in the new settlement, for facilitating 

traffic movement and furnishing infrastructure, has some justification. But 

forcing people to give up their ownership and/or servitude rights of dead-end 

streets and in most cases eliminating dead-end streets altogether has no 

rationalization; except for expressing the authority’ desire to be in control 

and enlarge the public property domain.135 This policy explains the jump in 

ratio of public property to private property from 12% in the traditional 

quarter to more than 35% in the new neighborhoods. (Figure 3-6).136  

 

Where the Organizing Law is applied, the ratio of public to private 

property jumps higher. There, one can see some allies the abutters have no 

right to access their properties from them. Some alley designated as an 

access to school, so it can be used only twice a day during the school year. 

Ironically, the Authority eliminated dead-end street in the traditional quarter 

for alleged security reason, and planned new allies in organized settlements 

where no one dares to walk in the afternoon or when there is no school, 

Figure (4-1 & 2). Those horrible spaces were the perfect place for criminal 

and illegal incidents. 

 

 

                                                 
135 Stated earlier in p. 57, Decree 4671/A 22/06/1967 & Decrees 1363 /MT, 1993 & 898 /MT, 1994 & 1731 

/MT, 2002 
136 Dead-end streets comprised more than 50% of the total length of the quarter’s circulation network. 
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The school is on the right side with only one entrance along a more than 100 m 

alley (2011, by the author) 

Figure 4-1 

 
 

Another example of a wasted and dreadful space in an organized settlement 

(2011, by the author) 

Figure 4-2 
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 In areas subjected to Planning, it is very rare to see a parcel of land 

dedicated to Public use such as parks, schools, health centers or 

administrative buildings. This is because providing such a space requires 

acquisition of the old building and providing the inhabitants, mostly tenants, 

with alternative housing. As mentioned earlier, the acquisition compensation 

is minimal but resettling the occupants is the burden that the Municipality 

tries to avoid. Hence, wherever the Municipality applies the Planning law, it 

applies the Organizing law on an adjacent quarter in order to provide all the 

required amenities to both quarters. Given that the Municipality, in the 

Organizing law, can allocate whatever it wants of land for public without 

compensation. When it comes to providing alternative housing, the 

Municipality excuses itself from any obligation and put on hold the 

execution of the plan unless there is an urgent need or a benefit for well 

connected people. This behavior reflected very badly on the new built 

environment and caused many social and physical problems, as will be 

discussed later.  

  

In the process of providing parking space for no more than eight cars 

in a block that has more than 40 units and 20 stores, site 731 (General Plan 

54/3/A for al-Mazzeh quarter) falls entirely in the new street area (Figure 4-

3). The Municipality must implement the Acquisition Law in this case. The 

Municipality cannot afford to build enough houses for all the qualified 

tenants, especially when there is more than one nuclear family in each old 

house. The Municipality sells its new housing units through subsidized 

loans. Due to high inflation rates, the Municipality loses in the relocation 

process; the more it builds, the more it loses. Later, in the annual revising 

process, the municipal planners have begun to deliberately draw new street 

through sites avoiding the inclusion of a whole site in the proposed street 

area as well as eliminating spaces, which are subject to acquisition. This 

enables them to bypass compensating owners and resettle the tenants who 

inhabit the acquired properties. 
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Site 731 is to be acquired by the Municipality since it is totally in the new street plan 

(2016, by the author) 

Figure 4-3 

 

 By not implementing the acquisition law, the Municipality created a 

problem for the residents of the site itself since it is two stories high, and the 

new surrounding buildings are four stories high. Several new buildings that 

overlook site 731 were built between 1989 and 1991. Until now, after more 

than two decades, the residents of site 731 have lived uncomfortably in their 

house deprived of their right of privacy. 
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Site 731 in the front is overlooked by several new buildings to the South and West. The 

residents of site 734 (behind site 731) cover their courtyard with a blue tarp to prevent 

being overlooked. (2010, by the author) 

Figure 4-4 

 

  

In the new settlement, all street regardless of their width (6, 8, 10m) 

have no designated space for sidewalks. Instead cars are parked along the 

street. Owners, to protect their property’ access (especially open shop’s 

owners) from being blocked by parking cars, provide sporadic segments of 

sidewalk adjacent to their property. Those segments have no uniformity in 

terms of width, height and materials and do not serve as a safe space to walk 

since do not form one continuous entity. In some cases the height also 

varies, with height up to 50 cm, posing challenges for children and the 

elderly. Figure 4-5. 
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Site 726 with caged windows on the first floor and closed shutters on the first and second floors. 

Sidewalks about 40 cm above the street level on the right side of the photo. A young student 

walking among cars (2010, by the author) 

Figure 4-5 

 

 

4.2 LAND USE 

 

 The Planning Law and the Building Code gave the owner the choice 

of using the first floor as commercial or residential and stipulated that in the 

case of the first floor was used as commercial the level of the floor must be 

25 cm above the given street elevation and in the case of the first floor was 

used as residential the floor level must be 125 cm above the given street 

elevation (Damascus Building Code 492/M.T. 3/5/1997, Article 149-4). 

 

 In the first few years after announcing the plan there was significant 

speculation and anticipation of high demand for commercial space. As such, 

all new building had designated the first floor for commercial use. That 

assumption turned out to be incorrect and resulted in many closed stores. 
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The owners of those stores could neither sell or rent their stores nor convert 

them to residential use due to the Authority stipulation. This gridlock case 

locked out a substantial portion of space from the market.  

 

 

 
 
Site 739 has residential use for the first floor (white stone) and site 740 with close shops on the 

first floor, the arbitration of designating sidewalks. (2010, by the author)  

Figure 4-6 

 

In the last decade, the Authority eased the law of importing cars, and 

the problem of lack of parking space became clearly noticeable in those 

settlements where traffic congestion became the norm. Parking is sometimes 

worked out at the expense of other factors. As a temporary solution, car 

owners may park along the street, since most of the shops are closed. 

However, if the situation changes and business booms, this will not be 

possible. In conclusion, some of the main objectives of the new plan such as 

facilitating car movement through the settlement, parking and pedestrian 

safety are hardly accomplished.  
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Cars are parked along closed stores. The area is saturated with commercial spaces and many 

stores remain closed because of the lake of potential investment. (2010, by the author) 

Figure 4-7 

 

 Due to the lack of parking space, the Municipality added a 

requirement to its newest Building Code (492 M.T. / 1997) that permits 

another basement floor dedicated for parking space in all sites that are 500 

square-meter or larger, which is seldom to find such a large site in the 

traditional quarters, not to mention the extra expenses for excavation and 

providing ramps to two floors underground. 

 

4.3 SECURITY 

 

The new plan left many people with small share of property and no 

option but to sell their share and relocate to a less expensive neighborhood, 

often illegal settlement. People with better financial status moved in to the 

new settlement. This led to drastic change in the demography of the quarter. 

In addition to the following factors; 
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 Removing gates from dead-end streets and the entrances of quarters 

and later removing the dead-end streets on the ground that there is an 

authority in charge of defending and providing safety to its people, 

their properties and possession.  

 The transformation from private to public,137 as well as 

 Increasing diversity of residents in the new settlement, gave rise to a 

feeling of insecurity, which in turn encouraged people to use steel 

doors at the main entrance of their building, supported by the use of a 

buzzer system. Here children are the most affected by the lack of 

private or semi-private open space: their parents did not let them play 

in unsafe street, and no closed public park is provided as an alternate 

area to play in. Further, children are most often restricted from 

playing in their houses, as indoor play is a source of disturbance and 

noise not only for the family itself, but the neighbors as well.138 

Another form of displaying insecurity is illustrated where the first 

floor of a building is residential; all the windows are caged by 

moderately ornamented steel bars for safety reason, as shown in all 

the previous photos. 

 

4.4 PRIVACY 

 

  In different societies, the number of spatial elements or the hierarchy 

of relationships among those elements varies, but societies throughout the 

world have some analogue of such a system, one that modulates climate, 

income levels and cultural patterns of that given society. As a part of social 

practice, concepts and definitions of privacy vary from one culture to 

another. There are also sub-cultural differences that relate to privacy. 

Privacy requirements may vary according to socio-economic conditions, 

lifestyle, family background and values. The concept of privacy can vary 

among the individual members of a community. 

 

“Westin identified four major functions or goals that privacy serves. 

These include protection and maintenance of personal autonomy, 

opportunities for release of emotions, the function of self-evaluation 

                                                 
137 Changes in the type and form of street (from cul-de –sac to open-ended, and from short and narrow to 

long and wide) were associated with changes in the character and significance of social relationships 

among residents. It was found that residents in cul-de-sacs, compared with through streets, enjoyed greater 

social tie, intimacy and neighborhood cohesion. Newman, p. 104. 
138 70% of the families in Damascus do not have space inside the houses for children to play, and 66% do 

not have nearby park for the children to play, Al-akrass, p. 80. 
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and limitation and protection of communication. Many psychologists 

support Westin’s analysis and hold the same view. Moreover, it is 

held that privacy functions to promote self-expression, and serves to 

maintain and develop a sense of identity.”139 

 

In traditional houses, the courtyard was the major source of light, 

fresh air and social activities. Minimal exterior openings, mostly on the 

upper floor level, were common and acceptable as a secondary source. Most 

often, those openings were covered by oriental wooden lattice to prevent 

visual intrusion. Privacy was maintained at all time while the users, 

especially female, moved freely in her house. But in the new apartment 

buildings, houses are extroverted, and most of the time, have openings from 

one direction. Ventilation is impossible and, for the sake of privacy, users 

scarify their natural source of light by adding shutters and curtains on their 

windows and awnings or tarps to their balconies. 

  

 Privacy is diminished not only in the visual form but also in the 

auditory realm, where thin walls separate the units and windows are very 

close to each other. Raised voices or a crying baby could easily be heard. 

The olfactory is another form of compromised privacy. Preparing a big meal, 

as is the norm of the oriental kitchen, in ill ventilated units will definitely 

spread the smell throughout the unit, the stairwell and the light well. Loss of 

the privacy factor in terms of visual, sound and olfactory can be seen as a 

harm factor depend on the parties that cause the loss of privacy and the 

parties that experience it. 

 

4.5 HARM 

 

 Preventing harm, which was the main factor of shaping the traditional 

built environment, became obsolete in the new settlement. In the past, harm 

was judged on a case-by-case basis. Nowadays, harm has a code definition; 

people are free to harm others and the environment as long as the harm does 

not fit the code definition.  

 

The following figure illustrates one scenario of harm action and 

reaction. The fourth floor unit in the back building had a window that 

overlooked, and harmed, the adjacent site. According to the Building Code 

                                                 
139 Vasiritabar, S. “Design and Privacy in Moder and Traditional Housing in Iran” Ph.D. Diss. Oxford: 

Oxford Polytechnic, UMI, 1990, p. 108. 
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this was illegal, but due to the fact that there are several other legal openings 

that overlooked the adjacent site, no objection from the harmed party was 

initiated. In addition, the Authority was indifferent to the situation, since it 

did not affected public property; thus, the window remained open for more 

than a decade. Eventually, the harmed party acquired a permit to demolish 

the old house and another permit to build a new building that blocked a part 

of the window. Those unfinished walls will remain as such unless a third 

party construct a new building and complete the puzzle. One does not know 

when or if that will take place. 

 

 
 

Precedence factor is no longer in use (2012, by the author) 

Figure 4-8 

 

The case of site 722 (see Figure 2-7 for the site location) could be 

looked at under several categories, among them: ill-conceived planning by 

the authority, externality and as a source of different forms of harm. 

Originally, site 722 was a small shop. In the new plan, it is a part of the new 

street. Just like the case of site 731, the Municipality did not acquire this site. 

The store has been abounded for several years. Eventually the roof crumbled 
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while the walls are still standing up because the owner keeps restoring them 

to maintain his case visible to the municipality. The store blocks a big 

section of the street, causing bottleneck for both cars and pedestrians. In 

addition, it blocks two stores of a, relatively, new building (built in 1989) as 

shown in Figure 4-9, 10, 11. 

 

Since there is no roof, the store became a dump, a source of disease 

and an eye sore. Speaking with the owner of site 722 and the harmed stores 

owners, it is unclear when this case will be settled.  

 

 

 
 

Site 722 blocking a large section of the street, causing different forms of harm  

(2010, by the author) 

Figure 4-9 
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The abandoned store (site 722) badly affecting the neighboring business (2010, by the author) 

Figure 4-10 
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Having no roof, the abandoned store became a source of health hazard. (2010, by the author) 

Figure 4-11 

 

 As mentioned earlier, the Damascus Municipality developed the 

General Plan 54/3/A for al-Mazzeh quarter in May of 1986, (Figure 2-7). 

Shortly after a detailed plan for every block and a detailed plan for every 

individual site a Requirements Plan (Mukatat Wajaeeb) is developed. In 

implementing the plan, naturally, those sites, which have one or few owners 

who are willing to work together and their sites have no/or only few: 

 Physical challenges such as buying and unifying part(s) from 

adjacent site(s). 

 Legal issues such as buying or giving up some property’s rights 

as well as evicting or compensating tenants. 

 Tenant(s) to be compensated before being evicted and 

demolishing the old building. 

Those are the first sites to be built in the new settlement. From observing the 

development of several traditional quarters in Damascus, one can see that 

less than fifty percent of the new planned sites are built and the rest are in 

grid lock status for a variety of reasons as this chapter will illustrate. 
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Surveying the development in the block, sites 746/3 and 742 were built in 

1992, site 732 was built in 1993 and site 747 was built in 2005. The owners 

of all those sites had to join with adjacent sites and give up some portion of 

their sites to public use with no compensations in addition to giving up some 

property rights (Figures 4-14, 17, 18). However, the owners did not have to 

purchase some parcel(s) from the neighbors. The rest of the sites in this 

block are to be built in four buildings and in each case there are some 

stipulations and obstacles that prevent the development from taking place.  
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The ground floor of the block by early 2012 put together by the author according to the individual 

building permit of the sites (746/3), (737 & 742), (727 & 747) and (728 & 729, 730 & 732) 

starting from the North clockwise. (2016, by the author) 

Figure 4-12 
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Figure 3-5 inserted again to facilitate the comparison with Figure 4-12 

 

 
An original Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb) for site 732 in al-Mazzeh Quarter 

that dictates how the new building would replace the old houses.  

(1993, Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 4-13 
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A zoom in of the original Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb) for sites 733, 732, 730, 

728 & 727 in al-Mazzeh Quarter. (1993, Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 4-14 
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An original Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb) for sites 746/1, 746/2 & 746/3 in al-

Mazzeh Quarter that dictates how the new building would replace the old houses.  

(1992, Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 4-15 

 

 

 
An original Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb) for sites 742 & 737 in al-Mazzeh 

Quarter that dictates how the new building would replace the old houses.  

(1993, Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 4-16 
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A zoom in of the original Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb) for site 746/1, 746/2 & 

746/3 in al-Mazzeh Quarter. (1992, Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 4-17 
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A zoom in of the original Requirements Plan (mukatat wagaeeb) for site 742 & 737 in 

al-Mazzeh Quarter. (1993, Damascus Municipality) 

Figure 4-18 
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In the instance of sites 743, 744 and 745 (Figure 4-18), the 

Requirements Plan stipulates that the owners unify these sites into one site. 

It also demands set back to the new street line and combining a part of the 

adjacent site 742 with the new site, making the site dimensions and shape 

acceptable to the Building Code140. Though the objectives of those 

requirements may seem valid, in reality the process of achieving it is unjust 

since the owners give up unequal parts from their sites to the public 

property. Secondly, the process of adding a part of an adjacent site is a long 

and complicated task. Quite often it involves much more time, money and 

work than the anticipated benefits warrant. This becomes more complicated 

when there is more than one owner for each site (the site which the part is 

taken from and the site which the part is added to), which is often the case. 

The owner(s) of a site cannot obtain a permit to build on the site without 

buying the shared space from his neighbors, no matter how many, how old 

or where they live. There is a significant amount of manipulation, extortion 

and disagreement among multiple owners, particularly when some wish to 

sell and other do not. The more time that passes, the more difficult it will 

become due to factors such as death, inheritance and increasing number of 

owners and thus fragmentation of the property.  

 

The situation is increasingly difficult if some of the owners are 

foreigners. Often they are Turkish. By the end of WW1, the French and 

British forced the Turks to pull out of Syria. Turkish property owners had 

returned to Turkey and left behind properties, which were most often 

appropriated by military orders from the Turkish governor al-hakim. The 

Turkish owners did not inquire further about their properties and by now 

they are very likely deceased. To buy a property owned by a foreigner, one 

has to go through an arduous process at the Turkish embassy, and if nobody 

claims ownership of a certain piece of a property after a certain period of 

time, one must have the purchase processed by the Central bank and then 

approved by the court.  

 

 Site 941 was accessed through a dead-end street (Figure 4-19). In the 

new plan, the site is within the new block such that the owner(s) does not 

have to give up any part of his property to the public. But in order to provide 

the interior spaces with natural light a large light well has to be inserted in 

                                                 
140 Article 149-1 of the Building Code (492 M. T.1997) stipulates that a square of 7 X 7m or a rectangle of 

6 X 8 m should fit in the new site. In addition, Section 146 stipulates that the area of the site must not be 

less than 75 m2. These requirements are supposed to make all sites receptive to livable spatial 

configurations.  
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the design. This cannot, however, replace the courtyard, a vital element in 

the traditional house, because it cannot be considered livable space, as a 

result of its poor physical proportions and location overlooked by at least 

three neighbors. 

 
A light well providing the site with natural light could not be considered a courtyard 

(1995, Redrawn by the author) Taken from the original requirements plan of site 941 Al-Mazzeh 

Figure 4-19 
 

 The owner of site 941 has to meet another requirement before 

obtaining a Building Permit. The Requirements Plan and the Building Code 

require at least a two-meter wide entrance to the site from the public 

property. The owner(s) has a few difficult choices to make in order to be in 

compliance. He can buy the hatched part of site 942 and demolish the 

building on it in order to have a wide entrance141, but this option may make 

him a subject of extortion from the owner of site 942, like in the previous 

case. Or he could wait until the building on site 942 is to be demolished for 

new construction, since the new building on this site has to be set back, and 

                                                 
141 Most often, it is not a doable option, because you cannot buy a part of a room and demolish it.  
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in this case the entrance to site 941 would be wide enough. In the latter 

option, the owner(s) of site 941 has to wait for an undetermined amount of 

time, especially if there is a tenant in site 942 who could extort the owners of 

both sites. 

 

 In other cases, the Civil Law requires a minimum of two meter 

between the two openings facing each other, such as site 734. To meet the 

two-meter requirement and since most of the buildings in the traditional 

quarter are two stories high, the new buildings cannot have any openings or 

cantilevers on the first two floors on the western elevation facing site 731. A 

space without openings cannot be used for residential or commercial 

activities except, maybe, for storage. If not postponing all development, 

owner(s) would at least have to postpone construction of any cantilever on 

the elevation-facing site 731. Yet, it would be very difficult and expensive to 

add a cantilever to an existing building. Again, this situation could last for a 

long period of time. Figure 4-20 

 

 
 

Owners of the first two floors facing the old building cannot open their windows until the old 

building is demolished. (2011, by the author) 

Figure 4-20 
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 Despite the intention of the municipal planners to contain the old 

street network within the new one, sometimes a part of the old network 

cannot be accommodated, for geometrical reasons, as is the case in site 912 

Figure 3-21. The owner of the site is required to buy this small portion of 

public property and combine it with his own site. A committee from the 

Municipality estimates the market value of this section of public property, 

and the owner of the site is required to buy the property at this price, 

regardless of the fact that he may have to give away a much larger portion of 

his site to the public for free. 

 
 

 
A piece of public property to be bought by the owner of site 912 (1995, Redrawn by the author) 

Taken from the original requirements plan of site 912 Al-Mazzeh  

Figure 4-21 

 

 As mentioned earlier, the planners did not stop with laying down 

straight wide streets, but also proceeded to curve all corners at the 

intersections in order to ease car movement within the new settlement.142 

This process was implemented not only on the first floor level, but also on 

all four floors as seen in previous photos and plans, according to Decree 630 

M. T. 1994. This negatively affected the special configuration in all of the 

units located on the corner of a site.  

 

 
                                                 
142 Trimming the corner is an old treatment used only on the first floor level to increase 

vision and to reduce sudden or surprise appearance at intersections. 
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From the previous examples, one can see these compulsory 

requirements reflect the Authority’s top-down policy and the aim of the 

Authority to enlarge public property. In doing so, it adopted an unfair 

strategy: 

1. People are forced to transfer unequal parts of their private property 

to public. 

2. The Municipality charges people for the transferring property from 

public to private but not vice-versa. 

3. The estimated price for an acquired property by the Municipality is 

very low in comparison to market value. 

4. Two shareholders of two different adjacent sites have to reach an 

agreement when they attempt to meet the imposed plans of the 

Municipality. 

5. The Municipality empowers the tenants, if there is any, by 

stripping the owner of the right to evict them with no cap on the 

tenant’s demands whether that is cash compensation or a share in 

the new building. In many cases, the greed of the tenant(s) was a 

big factor in halting the development of such a site. 

 

Often a delay in the site acquisition process leads to costly delays in 

occupancy or development of neighboring sites. Hence, these constraints 

have provoked sour relations amongst neighbors instead of providing 

solutions to improve the built environment while maintaining harmonious 

social relationships. 
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V- RECOMMANDATIONS  

 

 

The ripple effect of global economic changes that took place in the 

first half of the last century brought drastic changes to the economic and 

social structure of Middle Eastern societies. The Syrian Authority, among 

other newly established states in the Middle East, tried to implement its 

vision of a new political system and new social order.  The Authority’s 

housing policy at both the macro and micro levels was just one of many 

changes occurring in Damascus. Chapter Three illustrated the devastating 

effects of the Rental Law on both the traditional quarter’ physical built 

environment and the social life present within it. 

 

 The traditional quarter lost its delicate natural mechanism by 

disturbing the access network and introducing new housing typology. One 

new building was enough to break down the harmonious relationships 

among neighbors. The new typology promotes extortion, insecurity, and 

different forms of harm, and limits the use of open space for circulation. The 

remaining old houses are now in major decay due to one or more than one of 

the following reasons: 

 In the case a house is used by tenants, the owner has no motive to 

renovate the building and the tenants do as little as possible to keep 

the house habitable. 

 No official renovation permit will be issued for that type of building 

now that the plan is finalized and published. As a result, owners/users 

of a house renovate or expand the building illegally using new 

building materials (concrete, cement modeler units, aluminum, plastic 

etc.). This explains the unharmonious appearance of the traditional 

buildings currently, Figure 5-1. 
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Unharmonious appearance of the traditional buildings 

(2009, by the author) 
Figure 5-1 

 

 Some people have not renovate their home because they are planning 

to demolish it and build a new building but there is/are some 

requirements they have not met such as adding a parcel from a 

neighbor, a small lot has to partner with the adjacent site and the 

neighbor(s) is not ready to do so or practicing some form of extortion. 

 Too many partners own the house to the point that their respective 

share is insignificant. Needy partners sell but the well-to-do partners 

play the waiting game.       

 

The traditional built environment grew organically. The 

complementary effects of the physical built environment, social life and 

building guidelines were the main factors behind the creation of such a 

complicated system. The Authority’s interventions were a top-down policy 

that introduced legislative decrees to modify the social order. The new plans 

had to be supplemented by many legally bond requirements in order to 

simplify and detangle the physical and legal engagements among properties 

themselves as well as among the users involved. Now a day, all the 
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undeveloped sites are in gridlock status waiting for another intervention 

from the Authority’s end to force its vision (solution). One or more parties 

will likely feel that the case was treated unfairly.  

 

 In some cases, the last resort for people to mitigate their problems is 

forcing property transactions through the court by Public Bidding (auction). 

This is also a long and complicated process and eventually, it forces the less 

fortunate out of his own neighborhood. Auction might solve the property-

right conflicts but the physical output of the Planning Law is far from 

satisfying since social factors are not taken into consideration. The user’s 

dissatisfaction is illustrated on the elevation of their buildings. 

 

A technical solution to those conflicts may be attempted by moving 

the street line one way or the other or adding extra floors thus demanding 

little to no change in human values or interactions with neighbors. In 

Damascus today, technical solutions are welcome, because of the 

dysfunctional state of the social structure. By law entitled right out weighs 

co-operation, responsibility, and no harm principals. It takes courage to 

assert that a desired technical solution is not possible. A human problem can 

be called a no technical solution to a problem. 

 

Prominent architect and urban planner, Le Corbusier had mastered the 

use of new building material, at that time reinforced concrete. The concepts 

of his architectural and urban planning works rooted in using this material. 

Replacing the load bearing walls by columns, Le Corbusier developed a set 

of architectural principles that dictated his technique, called “the Five Point 

of a New Architecture.” They were:  1- Pilots 2- Free design of the ground 

floor 3- Free design of the façade 4- Horizontal window and 5- Flat roof 

garden. His urban planning vision extended his idea of taking advantage of 

reinforced concrete by suggesting high-rise building surrounded by a vast 

open space, such as in Brasilia City, Figure 5-2. Similarly, he extended his 

use of reinforced concrete, producing mass housing by building skeletons of 

this material, Figure 5-3. This skeleton can be considered the basic support 

system. His solutions were purely technical with no regard to social factors. 
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Le Corbusier’ vision of urban planning (within-timelesshistory.blogspot.com) 

Figure 5-2 
 

 
 

Le Corbusier’ idea of producing mass housing-domino (within-timelesshistory.blogspot.com) 

Figure 5-3 
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Meanwhile, John Habraken, in his Support theory, gives social factors 

a top priority in a big scale design process. Akbar, in his Master Degree 

project under the supervision of Habraken, adapted the Support theory in 

designing for Saudi society, Figure 5-4, 5. One will notice that the 

theoretical design (technical solution) took into account the social factors 

within the unit itself, providing a courtyard and separation of the garage and 

guest room from the rest of the house among other adaptions. Having a site 

to build upon was not a problem, no relationship among neighbors except 

for, artificial, direct connection in the middle sector of the scheme. In 

addition, access control was not in the scope of the design.  

 

Adapting simplification “Seeing Like a State” produces laws that are 

poorly suited to govern a complex, crowded, changeable society. Since it is 

impossible to spell out all the conditions and special cases most of the time, 

committees and sub-committees are formed to provide details and 

interpretation of new laws. All of us are familiar with the term “The devil is 

in the details”  

 
 

Section and plan of the Support System (1981, Akbar’s master Degree Project) 

Figure 5-4 
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Axonometric view of variations in units’ assembly (1981, Akbar’s master Degree Project) 

Figure 5-5 
    

 

 The biggest ever housing project to be built as a one development is 

Dummar Project. By the blessing of the Authority, it was conceptualized in 

the 1970s by the Professional Syndicates Union. The European style was 

adapted in the master plan as well as in the design of the units. Wide streets 

and building set back are applied all over. Four-story free standing buildings 

make up the back bones of the project in addition to several twelve-story 

towers and a quite few villas with terraces on the western side of the project. 

Later, the development befitted in the jurisdiction of the Municipality of 

Damascus.143 The Municipality took advantage of the project’ existing 

infrastructure and expanded the development (externality) to reach in total 

around 11,000 units by late 2011. The author worked in the project in the 

summer of 1980 and used to own a unit in the expansion part.  

                                                 
143 Al-Sham al-Jadideh: Damascus, Complex of Co-operative Housing for the Professional Syndicates in 

Damascus Press, 1996. 
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As we’ve seen in the new settlements replacing the traditional quarters 

in Damascus, there is rarely a totally built block. On average one half of 

each block remains un-built. Chapters 3 & 4 illustrated the conditions of 

both parts in the block, the traditional and the newly built. The living 

circumstances in the traditional part became unacceptable as a result of new 

buildings. Users who have other options have moved out of the quarter. Of 

course, all tenants have kept their leases active, even those who physically 

moved out, so that they do not loose their share in the new buildings.  

 

The old house type cannot coexist with the new walk-up building. In 

addition, due to the deteriorated physical shape resulting from long periods 

of neglect, the old houses must be replaced with new buildings. Though it 

requires few steps in order to enhance the living conditions in the new 

neighborhood and eliminate the sources of disruption to social cohesion.  

 

Nearly half way built quarters imposes some limitations and 

challenges. Working with already laid down street lines and existing new 

buildings adds more constrains and hurdles to the corrective planning 

process. Hence, my proposed planning guidelines to the Authority in order 

to promote a harmonious built environment which will stimulate a good 

social life144 falls into two categories; the first category recommends 

planning guidelines to mitigate the unmerited practice by the authority such 

as Rental Law and its ramification, externality, extortion by mandatory sale 

or purchase of a parcel from an adjacent site, forced open balcony and etc. 

The objectives of those recommendations is rehabilitating existing defect in 

the new built environment, explicitly for Damascus’ case. The second 

category consists of general recommendation not limited to Damascus 

traditional quarters. 

 

The first category: 

 Each block is a unique case and has to be treated as such. Though in 

every case one must take advantage of the surrounding amenities, for 

example, the excessive availability of commercial space (shops) in the 

new adjacent buildings. 

 

                                                 
144 Where social life is not limited within one’s unit and neighbors (male, female, old and young) can 

interact and engage in social activities outside their units without concern of compromising their privacy, 

safety and convenience. Rabenau talked about the pleasant community life in the Old City of Damascus as 

intimate, calm, peaceful and quiet .p. 7. 
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 Design each block as one entity with controlled access. Doing so 

increases the sense of security and promotes community cohesion 

within the block. In addition, it might reduce redundancy in the 

number of staircases. Oscar Newman in his book Defensible Space145 

illustrates the benefit of having a gated neighborhood. 

 

 The existing Building Code imposes on any lot with area more than 

500 square meters a parking floor (below the basement, stated earlier 

in Chapter 4 page 78). It is a very rare case that there is a lot with 

huge space especially after illustrating all the factors that have led to 

such a property fragmentation in the traditional quarter. In addition, it 

is a very costly to have a second basement let alone the immense 

wasted area for the ramp serving the second basement. Considering 

the block as one lot with parking on the first floor and in the 

basement, if the users choose to, would ease the parking problem in 

the new settlement. The authority will encourage the user to adapt this 

option by not including the parking space in the building permit’s 

allowed space in addition to making the construction of such space 

less expensive than going to a second basement.  

 

Keeping in mind that each block is served by at least two streets, the 

design must designate the widest of those streets for car movement in 

and out the building as well as circulation, while the other street must 

be dedicated, if possible, for pedestrians’ movement and social 

interactions. The Authority must be involved at this stage to facilitate 

the decision of dedicating streets for car or pedestrian movements, or 

allowing car movement in some streets at certain times. It is worth 

mentioning that this neighborhood is served with public/private 

transportation system. 

 

 A limit must be set to cap tenant compensation or share. This would 

reduce tension among owners and tenants. It is a highly controversial 

issue that has to be tackled and the Authority must bear the burden of 

such ramifications resulting from its bad policies. 

 

 Use the principle of Law of Organization (P. 55 & Appendix B) to 

calculate the shares of all parties involved in the block and reduce, if 
                                                 
145 Oscar Newman, Defensible Space, Crime Prevention through Urban Design, (Macmillan, 1972). In his 

numerous experiments in the USA, he suggested that the number of units sharing the same-gated street 

must not exceed 16 units. 
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not eliminate, the externality factor. In this case, the converted 

property from private to public domain is calculated according to 

every party’ share. In addition, this principle will eradicate the chance 

of extortion among parties when it comes to selling or buying a parcel 

of land as was illustrated in the previous cases. 

 

 Adhere to the principle of “no harm and no reciprocal harm” in all its 

aspects, visual, auditory and olfactory. This principle will be 

applicable not only to the new building but also toward the 

surrounding neighbors. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the form of the 

traditional buildings and quarters evolved not through the direct 

implementation of design and planning code and instructions, as to 

what and how they must be, but through rules prohibiting what and 

how they could not be. This approach will leave the door open for 

creativity and unlimited options of single unit design, be it introverted 

or extroverted, as well as grouping or clustering units in a way that 

could provide other crucial amenities such as private open space, 

semi-private safe space for children and women, parking space, etc. 

 

 Except for the health and safety conditions, dismiss the Building Code 

and Requirement Plan constraints, such as the number of stories, 

height, overhangs, open/closed balcony, rounding corners at 

intersection at all levels, etc. 
 

The second category: 

 Create a sequence of unique gateways or staircases and spheres to 

reduce disorientation and give sense of going deeper and more 

seclusion, like it was felt in the traditional circulation network.146 

 

 Get the owners involve in the design process, especially in deciding 

the housing typology that suits their way of life. It is challenging but 

not impossible to design a small complex with more than one type of 

housing that serves the users with their respective amenities, such as a 

social activity hall, children playing place, parking space or other 

utilities. 

 

                                                 
146 Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language, (Oxford University Press, New York, 1977). 
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 Allow certain commercial use such as clinic, dentistry, medical lab, 

law offices, architectural and engineering firms, so that the 

neighborhood is live day and night.  

 

 Encourage the use of privately owned roof garden, or terrace garden 

like it was practiced in the traditional houses, which would increase 

the building insulation, soften the concrete and gray feeling, uplift the 

livable feeling of the space and provide an open space especially for 

women and children.  

 

 Use the same Floor Area Ratio in addition to the parking space for the 

sack of fairness with the already existed new buildings and prevent 

overbuilding and greed. 

 

 Minimize public property by reclaiming, if possible, some of the 

newly designated public streets. 

 

 Provide, whenever possible, private and semi-private open space, be it 

outside the block or within the block, at the ground floor level or at 

upper level(s). 

 

 

 The Authority must depart from its top-down policy to a more 

cooperative and engaging strategy where the Authority role is merely 

facilitating the development, not superimposing its vision and political 

agenda. Adapting this approach will produce a cohesive built environment 

guided by the user’s needs, realistic dreams, belief and affordability. In the 

past, people arranged their neighborhood and environment according to their 

means of life. People are still capable of looking after their own interests, 

and can likewise bring the variable new live conditions as long as the 

Authority allows positive interaction among people on the one hand and 

ensure equitable enforcement of property laws, on the other. 
 

The traditional sectors in most cities of the Middle East have a, 

surprisingly, unpredictable and spontaneous forms. The freedom to act as 

long as you do not harm the others or the environment is the main 

mechanism that created the traditional built environment. Using the same 

mechanism, today, with our new concept of housing, social life, economy, 

mean of transportation and communication, building materials and 
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technologies definitely will produce surprising built environment on one 

hand but not similar to the traditional built environment that we knew. 

  

The traditional quarter evolved over time and became a complicated 

organic body. Christopher Alexander spoke about the impossibility of 

designing a complicated complex, especially if you do not have all the users 

contributing to the planning and designing process. One has to provide the 

skeleton at the macro and micro levels (planning and designing)147 and give 

room to the individuals and community to improvise within the condition of 

no harm to others and the environment. The proposed scheme considers the 

built environment as a dynamic entity able to grow and be modified 

according to its unexpected user’s needs. For the sake of illustration and 

testing the model one can take a part of the complex (block) and proposes a 

few scenarios (there could be many) and sketch a schematic design for each 

scenario, especially, if the design allows interchanging space among 

adjacent units. 

 

Exploring the block that was the focus of Chapter 4, the schematic 

design shows that part of the basement is used as parking space and the other 

part is used for utilities, Figure 5-6. The first floor has one easy to control 

entrance (gated community) and plenty of semi private and well-protected 

spaces for social activity and playgrounds. Some more parking spaces are 

provided; those spaces could be used for commercial use if needed, Figure 

5-7.  

 

 

                                                 
147 Support System of John Habraken can be used as tool of providing this skeleton at both the macro and 

micro levels. Supports: an Alternative to Mass Housing, (Urban International Press, UK, Edited by 

Jonathan Teicher, 1999). Edited reprint of the 1972 English edition. 
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A schematic design of the Basement as a parking and utility space 

Sites 746/3, 732, 747 and 737 are already built. (2016, by the author)  

Figure 5-6 
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A schematic design of the First Floor with one controlled entrance, parking/commercial 

options and semi-private social space as well as children play ground.  

(2016, by the author) 

Figure 5-7 
 

The upper two floors of the complex have the potential of having 

extroverted or introverted housing typologies. Since it is open to the sky, the 

common space serving those houses could be looked at as a lane, dead-end 

alley, air-well and a social space (semi-private space). The width and 
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configuration of this space are to be decided by the users, through their 

designer(s). Far from traffic and street noise, this open space has the 

seclusion the dead-end street had in the traditional quarter, Figure 5-8. 

Through the design one can enhance the exclusive/intrusive factor among 

the users. Addressing both ends of this space, North and South ends, will 

enhance the social interaction among the users. 

 

 

 

 
A section in the schematic design showing the parking in the Basement and First Floor, 

semi-private open space on the first Floor level, the potential of using introverted housing 

typology on the upper two floors as well as the circulation open space that can be a 

modified version of the dead-end street. Another floor is added to make up for the space 

that is taken at the first floor to provide semi-private open space for social and children 

activities. (2016, by the author) 

Figure 5-8 
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A schematic design of the upper floor 

The Northeastern part (hatched) of the lot is left to be explored with several options in the 

following figure. Crossed spaces indicate open space or courtyard. (2016, by the author) 

Figure 5-9 
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The users have the options to open windows towards the main streets 

as well as the “alley or dead-end street” in addition to opening towards their 

courtyards with one stipulation, not overlooking, harming, the neighbors. 

Outreach to another block at high floors level like the case of site 746/3, 

Figure 3-4, should be a considerable option. This will increase the built up 

area, provide a unique correlation with the surrounding houses and give an 

identities to the neighborhood, in Figure 5-11 shown as section. 
 

 

 

 
Exploring several scenarios such as an extended family using the space as one unit, or 

subdividing the space to two, three or four units with the option of moving one room 

from one unit to another. (2016, by the author) 

Figure 5-10 
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A schematic elevation of the complex showing a variety of opening such as high and 

narrow horizontal or vertical on the upper floors were a courtyard is the primary source 

of light and ventilation and different means of opening at lower levels supplemented by 

lattice (Mashrabiah system) or an open balcony, which ever suits the user and does not 

harm the neighbors. In addition, an over pass that does not hinder the traffic beneath and 

also does not visually harm the neighbors. (2016, by the author) 

Figure 5-11 
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VI- CONCLUSION 

 

 

The main objective of reforming the planning and building guidelines 

is to provide a socially sensible and coherently built environment, a 

responsive built environment to new needs due to a new socio-economic 

structure. As well as to arrange for planning and building guidelines that 

respect the social structure and promote positive social interaction.  

 

In the last century, the world has undergone huge changes in its socio-

economic structure. The Middle East and Syria, in particular, was no 

exception. Colonization, wars, adaptation of new political system and the 

introduction of light industries to supplement the agricultural economy, 

among other global and local factors, fashioned a new socio-economic 

structure in Syria. 

 

On the social side, the demography of cities went through a drastic 

change due to the proliferation of the nuclear family at the expense of the 

extended family, improving the public health and education systems, the rise 

of birth rate and receiving successive waves of refugees and local migration. 

On the economic side, the Authority became the main employer after 

confiscating a vast area of agricultural lands and small factories which were 

family business based. The service sector and army had absorbed the 

majority of the newly educated work-force from both sexes. 

 

Gender is a factor that, along with other factors, such as race and 

ethnicity defines our identities.148 Gender identity developed through the 

process of socialization in the family and other social institutions. Social 

molding and socialization explain how men and women acquire their gender 

identities and how they must behave relevant to their sex.149 The 

gender/space relationship had made reference to spatial manifestation on 

private/public separation of spaces in the traditionally built environment. 

 

                                                 
148 Linda McDowell, Gender, Identity & Place, Understanding feminist Geographies, (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1999). 
149 Raewyn Connell, Gender and Power, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1987). 
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Chapter II illustrated that the separation at the urban built environment 

level was gradual with buffer zone in between, such as dead-end streets. At 

the house level, on the other hand, the sex of the guest determined the use of 

the room closest to the entrance. Having a house with two sections 

(Haramlek & Saramlek), one for women and the other for men, was a 

special case in the past, only for rich families who can afford to have two 

housing sections in one house. Though there were very few cases of this 

type of houses, academic writing, especially by orientalists, made it looks 

like the norm. The motive could be adding a layer of mystery.150 For 

example, the case of using a bent vestibule to enter the house and prevent 

direct overlook from the main entrance, which was attributed to a mysterious 

belief that evil spirits travel in a straight line and cannot enter a house with a 

crooked entrance. (Chapter II, P. 34) 

 

Introverted architecture was in use much earlier than Islam. Its use is 

well documented in the Indian and Chinese civilizations as well as, to a 

lesser degree, in the Greek and Roman civilizations. In the old walled city of 

Damascus, like all Islamic cities, there are quarters or sections that are 

settled by Christians and Jews. One cannot tell from the residential fabric of 

the city where those quarters are. Muslims, Christians and Jews used the 

same housing typology because it was the answer for their social and 

climatic needs. Furthermore, those quarters are served by the circulation 

network of narrow crooked alleys and dead-end streets. Thus, it is inaccurate 

to associate introverted houses with a religion. Using the introverted house 

was, mainly, not separating female from male but creating a buffer zone 

between the private and the public.  

 

Despite the fact that woman is fully integrated in Syria’s public life, 

education and workplace, women generally tend to ask for their own gender 

designated space in the workplace. From the author observation, female co-

workers in Damascus’ Municipality, as well as in many other work 

establishments, such as schools, universities, private or public business, 

female employees request or assign themselves their own female rooms if 

that option is available space wise. The need for a gender designated space is 

requested by both conservative (with Islamic outfit) females, as well as by 

western adapted-style females. To a large extent, religion was not an issue in 

this phenomenon. Again, that does not mean a total separation between male 

and female. Still a man can enter such a space to take care of his business. 

                                                 
150 Edward W. Said, Orientalism, (New York: Vintage, 1979). 
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Western oriented urban planning eliminated the buffer zone that acted 

as a transitional medium of space. It reduced the space to private verses 

public. It promoted the extroverted typology, the international style of 

Modern Architecture, and eradicated private open space. Assuming that 

there is a view of the outside world, Building guidelines forced not only 

opening toward outside but stage exposing platforms by mandating 

balconies and terraces in special cases. Having a yard around the house did 

not reduce the discomfort of being exposed, and raising the height of the 

fence did not stop visual intrusion from higher floors.    

 

In extroverted architecture, it is unavoidable to express status and 

social condition through dwellings façades. In a Western historic city, the 

social status of citizens can easily be expressed by the style, materials and 

good execution; it goes without saying dividing the city to rich and poor 

quarters. While in the Oriental urban space, socio-economic classification 

does not appear on the exterior form of buildings, socio-economic status and 

self-identification are expressed on the internal facades. Rich and poor 

people live in the same quarter. 

 

 Chapters III and IV demonstrated the ramification of the new urban 

order. The Authority adapted policies that have broken the traditional 

agreements (urfs) and the delicate social bonds:  

 It encouraged extortions by forcing the purchasing/selling part of 

property. 

 Empowered the tenants against the property owners by disregarding 

the custom understanding of rent as well as the written contracts 

among both parties.  

 Made entitled right by-law outweighs co-operation as well as 

responsibility and no harm principals. 

 Reduced the sense of security due to the demographic change of the 

neighborhood as well as eliminated the dead-end street and gates, 

which in turn reduced self-policing and societal pressure to maintain a 

congenial environment. 

The new physical space arrangement together with the new housing policies 

made residents, both genders, withdrew back and eradicated any chance of 

positive interactions among neighbors. 

 

If the exterior façade is the manifestation of social status, then one can 

see that the new buildings replacing the traditional houses leads to a shutting 
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and/or caging of windows, blocking of balconies, installing of steel doors 

with buzzers, adding a tarp or a curtain wall, low quality (material and labor) 

stone work, sporadic laundry lines, air conditioners, television dishes, many 

closed stores for miss anticipated commercial need, cars parked and blocked 

those stores due to the lack of parking space and improvised discontinued 

side-walk, which makes moving in the street an adventure for cars as well as 

pedestrians. It is a flopped, distorted and confused picture.  

 

Hijab literally means cover; a name for something which covers 

something or someone with, it is that thing which stands between two things. 

In a traditional quarter, at the introverted house, the exterior wall of the 

house acts as hijab as well as the vestibule and the minimal opening toward 

outside, especially at the first floor. The courtyard provides the alternative 

for light, ventilation and open space. Gated dead-end streets acted as a 

second form of hijab at community level. In the new settlement, people had 

to improvise and respond to their needs for privacy by adapting different 

means to achieve that crucial goal sacrificing their need for light and 

ventilation. Those means acted as hijab in a hyper way that was not 

predicted by the Authority and its shortsighted planners. The dissatisfaction 

exhibited at the new buildings did not reflect the image that the politicians 

had in their minds of the new social order. Neither the residents nor the 

Authority are happy with the output. 

 

Despite the fact that: 

 Women’s participation in all levels of education and most avenues of 

market space has increased vastly.  

 Women are spending more time in the public realm than they used to 

do few decades ago. 

 The Authority pushed to create a new social order by eliminating the 

segregation in the public schools between girls and boys. By the late 

80s, the Authority started at the elementary school level then moved 

to the middle and high school levels. Recruiting women in the army 

and police force. 

The action taken by the residents at the house level, not only in the 

designated research area, shows that society still cherishes privacy and a 

gradual transition from public to private and vice versa. 
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In Leila Hessini’s paper “Wearing the Hijab in Contemporary 

Morocco”151 she illustrated how many young educated Moroccan women 

deliberately choose to wear the veil out of regard for their identity in tune 

with their Islamic traditional heritage. Waring hijab did not stop those young 

women from being out spoken and articulate in the class room, nor hinder 

them pursuing work opportunities, especially when one income is not 

enough to support a family. It was out of conviction not the result of 

illiteracy, poverty, ignorance and unemployment. This contradict widespread 

belief that wearing veil associate female with subservience. Orientalists, 

such as Bernard Lewis, blamed Islam and Muslim women in hijab for the 

lack of progress in the Middle East.152 In their view Muslim women lack the 

capacity to know what is good for them.  

 

Among the changes in the socio-economic structure is gender space 

division, where the male role as a provider (public space) and the female 

role as nurturer of children (private space), this line became dim. Females 

have entered the market and have being spending more time in public space 

though during this time they are always in motion, they do not hang around, 

on the other hand males have participated in doing the house shores and 

quite often have being helping in the, traditionally, most private female 

space, the kitchen.   

 

The sketch in Chapter V stimulated both options introverted and 

extroverted architecture where an introverted house is a means of promoting 

privacy and security needs but does not mean seclusion or secrecy. The 

sketch supported the belief that the users are capable of and have the options 

to choose what fits their needs. It provided a small common open space to 

encourage good interaction among limited numbers of neighbors. In 

addition, it provided other ammunition of good social life, such as a social 

center and a children playing place.  

 

In many parts of the world, were nations with two parties, or with 

more than two empowered parties (i.e. coalition-forming governments). The 

political systems have changed so frequently that identifying relationships 
                                                 
151 Hessini Leila, Wearing the Hijab in contemporary Morocco, Chapter Three from Book 

Reconstructuring Gender in the Middle East, (New York :Columbia University Press, 1994). 
152  Katherine Bullock, Rethinking Muslim Women and the Veil, under colonial and distorted secular 

modernity, a woman wearing the Hijab was not a sign of piety but the epitome of backwardness and symbol 

of irrationality. The veil was a barrier to the project promoted by the Orientalist vision of the Orient: 

namely the inherent inferiority of the Orient and the need for the West to civilize it. (The International 

Institute of Islamic Thought, IIIT), 2010. http://www.iiit.org  4/5/2016. 

http://www.iiit.org/
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between the political system and the built environment form may be very 

difficult if not impossible. Cities are built by countless different people 

making numerous different individual decisions. The political, social, 

religious and economic background all play an important part in each of 

those small decisions, so inevitably all players will affect how a city evolves 

physically. 

 

The political/built environment form association is stronger in a 

nation with a single person or single party in control for a long period of 

time (dictatorial nations, Communist nations). Compare Russia, China and 

North Korea to West Europe and North America in terms of planning. It is a 

very easy task to recognize an Easter European city because the foot print of 

the political system is all over the city planning and building forms.  

 

Human beings’ tendency toward privacy and protecting his/her 

physical as well as social space is unwavering. The relationship among these 

three factors; planning and building guidelines, the built environment and 

the social structure is the parameter that shows if there is a reciprocal healthy 

relation among those factors or a top down relation where the Authority 

imposes its policy by molding the built environment that dictates a negative  

social interaction among the residents. In theory, the recommendations 

concerning the physical built environment in Chapter V are still applicable 

regardless of the outcome of the Syrian humanist catastrophe, while the 

socially related recommendations are heavily dependent on the prevailing 

side in the conflict, especially when we see the Authority attempting to 

change the demography of certain cities and towns on top of the huge 

number of death and migration.  
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Appendix – A - 

 

Chronological sequence of civilization in Damascus153 

 

BC 

 

Paleolithic-Neolithic   Evidences of long-lasting human  

8th-4th Millennium occupation in this region, Huts built 

from  reeds on top of platforms 

constructed  

  From hand-made mud-bricks. 

 

3rd Millennium Damascus mentioned in the tables 

from Tell Mardih/Ebla. 

 

Early first half of 2nd Mill  Babylonian Civilization. 

 

Late first half of 2nd Mill.  Hurrian Civilization. 

 

1595      Hittite Civilization. 

 

Late Bronze Age (Timasku or Damasku) listed among 

the conquered towns by the Egyptian 

and pharaoh Tuthmosis III. 

 

Late 2nd Millennium   Become the capital of an Aramean 

kingdom. 

 

Early 1st Millennium   Falls to the Assyrian Empire. 

 

333      Conquered by Alexander the Great. 

 

The 1st Century    Comes under Roman control. 

                                                 
153 Wayne, T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1986), PP. 1-58, and P. Hitti 

Koury, Capital Cities of Arab Islam(Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 1973), PP. 61-84. 
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AD 

 

395 Becomes a part of the Byzantine 

Empire and capital of the region. 

 

Late 5th and early 6th   Gassanid Arabs and Sassanid Persians  

      alternate control over Damascus. 

 

634, (13 A.H.)154    Becomes a Muslim city. 

 

661, (40 A.H.)    Capital of the Islamic State during the  

      Umayyad Dynasty. 

 

750, (129 A.H.)    The capital moved to al-Kufah, Iraq in 

the 

      Abbasid Dynasty. 

 

Late 10th Century    Hamadanid State with Aleppo the 

capital. 

 

11th Century     Turks (Saljuqs) invade the Syrian 

region. 

 

1174 Saladin occupies Damascus and 

makes it a joint capital with Cairo of 

his Syrian-Egyptian realm. 

 

Mid-13th Century  Mamelukes era. 

 

1517 Ottoman Empire, Damascus serves as 

a station center in the Pilgrim 

Seasons. 

 

1921 Damascus reclaims its status as the 

capital of the Syrian region under the 

French rule. 

                                                 
154 The Islamic Calendar which stated in year 621 AD, when the Prophet (pbuh) migrated from Makkah to 

al-Medina. 
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1946 Damascus the capital of the 

independent Syria. 

 

Appendix –B- 

Islamic philosophy of law 

 

Religions played major roles in establishing rules, especially moral 

rules, where they define the good and evil. Subsequent rules had to be added 

for several reasons such as settle a conflict, protect public interest from 

greedy individuals or protect the interest of affluent people. Today, despite 

the fact that the West developed a sophisticated legal system and separated 

the church from the government, no legal system can be properly understood 

without investigating its religious roots. These roots are often both deep and 

everlasting. I believe that the influence of religion is manifested the most in 

the case of Islamic legal systems. Islamic rituals and doctrines do not stop at 

the relationship of the divine to the human but they proceed to establish the 

framework for all life aspects social, economic, political as well as 

environmental. History demonstrates that law cannot be divorced from its 

social context. That is why customary law was and still is accepted and 

incorporated in state law. 

 

Islamic philosophy of law 

One of the principles of Islam which precedes juristic discussion 

proper is that Allah, the creator and lord of the world, has commissioned 

humanity to believe, confess and act in particular ways. Thus, the ultimate 
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source of authority is Allah alone. Everyone including all the prophets and 

the ruling authorities are subordinate to Divine law, which derive from 

Divine revelation. Islamic law gives guidance of all walk of life; religious, 

moral, social, economic and political aspects of human life. The details of 

this commission were handed down through a sequence of prophets, 

culminating in Muhammad, and were then embedded in two literary 

structures which together constitute revelation: the Qur’an which is the word 

of Allah, and the Sunnah, short narrative of the prophet’s life and sayings 

which give expression to his (and his community’s) ideal practice. The 

totality of beliefs and rules that can be derived from those sources 

constitutes Allah’s law or Shari’a. Law in this term include Moral law as 

well as Legal enactments. While moral law was revealed in the specific 

context of Qur’an and Sunnah as the will of God, the Muslim’ duty is to 

embody it in legal enactments in their own context. 

Juristic literature has generated two major literary categories. One, 

known as roots of jurisprudence, deals with hermeneutical principles that 

can be used for deriving rules from revelation. The other, dominant category 

branches of jurisprudence, is as elaboration of rules which govern ritual and 

social activities. The latter category became the dialectic subject of the 

overall philosophy of law in Islam.  

Qur’an made obedience to the prophet obligatory. Hence, Sunnah 

became a source of law, the decisions taken by the prophet were elevated 

and declared to be a fundamental of the faith. What comes from the prophet 

comes from God.155 Differences among early scholars were mainly due to 

differences in the interpretation and application of a particular hadith to a 

                                                 
155 Al-Shafi’I, Kitab al-Umm, ed. Cit., Vol. VII, p. 7 
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particular case. Hence, the authenticity of a hadith, through a chain of 

reliable narrators, was the cox piece to validate such an interpretation. 

The Muslims had the Qur’an, the Sunnah left by the prophet and the 

practice of the companions, where there was no precedent or clear 

instructions, they exercised their personal opinion and reasoning. All those 

raw materials, practiced and produced by the early Muslims, developed into 

a systematic law. Due to continuous activity and diverse school of thought 

and interpretation, Islamic law underwent a long process of evolution.  

Qur’an is estimated to contain no more than 500 verses of legal 

import or about 8% of its volume. By reading Qur’an one cannot find 

detailed law and by-laws relating to most social life, culture and political 

problems, except for marriage and inheritance. Qur’an, for example, 

emphasizes on paying zakah, (obligatory charity/tax) but does not define or 

quantify it, same goes for prayer. Qur’an is a book of spiritual and moral 

guidance not a code of law. The presentation of the details legal rules does 

not fall under the basic objectives of this divine book. On the other hand, the 

body of the hadith (sayings of the prophet) is immensely larger, around 5000 

authenticated hadiths. The false hadiths (which are not to be considered as a 

base for legal rulings) are more than three times the authenticated. The moral 

law was revealed in the specific context of the Qur’an and the Sunnah as the 

will of Allah. The Muslim duty is to embody it in legal enactments in their 

own context, permissible or forbidden. 

Before Islam the word Shari’ah was used by Arab for a path leading 

to a watering-place, which was permanent and clearly marked. In religious 

term the word Shari’ah was used as the clear-out path of God for man. 

Hence, shari’ah always remind us of revelation. On the other hand, the 
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original meaning of word fiqh is the deep understanding and knowledge of 

something. Faqih was used by Arab for a camel expert who distinguishes the 

female-camels that are lusting from those that are pregnant.156 Al-Hassan Al-

Basri (d 110 A.H.) stated that a real faqih despises the world, interested in 

the hereafter, possesses a deep knowledge in religion, regular in his prayers, 

pious in his dealings, refrain from disparaging Muslims and well-wisher of 

the community, to sum it up an ascetic (zahd).157 

Thus, fiqh involved the exercise of one’s intelligent and personal 

thinking and a faqih is a person who is distinguished for using his reason and 

intelligence in solving a legal and administrative problems. The term fiqh 

was gradually narrowed down and came to be applied to the legal problems. 

Fiqh is the term used for the law as a science while Shari’ah as a divine law. 

The path of Shari’ah is laid down by Allah and his prophet while the 

structure of fiqh is established by human undertakings. 

Islamic jurists in the early days of Islam, after the death of the 

prophet, categorize the injunctions into five categories; imperative or 

obligatory (fard), recommended (wajib), forbidden (haram), disapproved 

(makrouh) and insignificance or permissible (mubah). According to the 

jurists, every act must fall under one of those categories.  

The freedom of interpreting the Qur’an and Sunnah led to several 

schools of thought, giving sometimes diverse opinions about the same issue. 

The most notable schools were two in Hijaz (the Arabian Peninsula) Makkah 

and Medina, two in Iraq Kufa and Basra and one in Syria. Rational thinking, 

ijtihad, is about freedom of thought and quest for truth through 

                                                 
156 Islamic Jurisprudence, Da’wah Academy, International Islamic University, Islamabad, Pakistan, IRI 

Press, 1996. 
157 Al-Ghazali, Ihya’ Ulum al-Din, Cairo, 1939, V. 1, p. 38. 
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epistemology. It may take a variety of forms such as general consensus 

(ijma), analogical reasoning (qiyas), juristic preference (istihsan) and 

consideration of public interest (istislah). The first two forms, general 

consensus and analogical reasoning, have been recognized by the vast 

majority of schoolers with variated degrees of acceptance. 

Qur’an, Sunnah, qiyas and ijma are interlinked, Qur’an and Sunnah’s 

authorities are unchanged in all times and circumstances while qiyas and 

ijma are instruments for agencies for legislation on new problems for whose 

solutions a direct guidance from the Qur’an and the Sunnah are not 

available. Had it been laid down a specific and rigid rules for each problem 

once and for all, the coming generations would have been deprived of 

exercising reason and framing laws according to the requirements of time. 

Qiyas and ijma are considered to be an autoreactive source of law being 

subservient to the Qur’an and Sunnah. The authenticity of these auxiliary 

sources shall be determined only by their degree of their consonance with 

the other two original and unchallenged sources of law. 

For someone to give a ruling he/she must be very knowledgeable in 

Quran, Sunnah, Arabic language and the history and culture surrounded any 

precedent ruling. In one incident, after the prophet death, one hundred and 

twenty of his companions refused to give a verdict about a specific matter 

out of concern that they might be wrong or unqualified.158  

It took more than two centuries to have identifiable jurisprudence 

systems recognized by manageable number of school of thoughts. The 

differences among those schools was in the fiqh sub-categories, especially 

qiyas. Later on, all Suni School of thoughts (Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i and 

                                                 
158 Muhammad Hisham Kabbani, Understanding Islamic Law, Legal Ruling 
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Hanbali) adopted qiyas, while the Shi’it continued to reject it. During that 

period, the Islamic state expanded to Asia in the east, North Africa and 

Spain in the west. The trend toward personal alliance with one of the above 

school of thoughts started roughly toward the second half of the second 

century in the Islamic calendar (early ninth century). Prominent scholar 

Malik advised the leader (Khalifa) at that time Abu Ja’far al-Mansour (d. 

158 AH) against adapting one version of interpretation as the sole authority 

in law on the ground that people in various localities had already developed 

different opinions basing themselves on diverse traditions.159 

One of the benefits came along due to the expansion of the Islamic 

state was exposing some of Islamic thinkers to the Greek Philosophy. 

Though the initial reception was suspicious and dismissive by conservative 

Islamic theologians. Gradually, Greek Philosophy’s effect could be seen in 

the work of Muslim philosophers such as al-Farabi (872-951), al-Ghaazali 

(1058-1111), Ibn Rushed (Averroes, 1126-1198), Ibn Hazm (994-1064), al-

Kindi, al-Razi and others160 

Islamic philosophy covered a wide range of subjects. Al-Ghaazalı. In 

his book al-Munqidh Min al-Dalal, or Deliverance from Error, divided 

philosophy into mathematics, logic, physics, theology or metaphysics, 

politics, and ethics.161 While there were many disputes between philosophers 

on one hand and theologians on the other, as a philosopher and a theologian 

al-Ghaazali, on the contrary, saw philosophy and religion complement each 

                                                 
159 Islamic Jurisprudence, Da’wah Academy, International Islamic University, Islamabad, Pakistan, IRI 

Press, 1996. p. 30. 
160 Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Version: V1 published on line: 1998 
161 See the translation by W. Montgomery Watt in The Faith and Practice of al-Ghaz¯al¯ı, London, 1953, 

pp. 33-38. See also al-Faraaı’s divisions of philosophy as presented in his Ih. s.¯a’ al-‘Ul¯um, edited by 

‘Uthm¯an Am¯ın, Cairo, 1949. 
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other. Ibn Rushed asserted that since philosophy is true and the revealed 

scriptures are true there can be no disharmony between them. 

In the philosophy of metaphysics or theology, one of theoretical 

philosophy which dealt with non-material things.162 To prove the existence 

of the First Cause, Muslim philosophers reasoned that god as a necessary 

existence, which does not need a cause nor does need assistance for its 

existence. As well as the impossibility of the existence of other god, which 

otherwise would involve a logical contradiction. Some Muslim philosophers 

went further to reason the need for a religion in order for a society to 

function and prosper. 

Ibn Sına, in fact, even argues that prophecy and revelation are 

necessary for the proper functioning of society. He says, in his book 

Kitab al-Najah, a man cannot live in isolation from his fellow men, 

but must, for his own welfare and happiness, live in a society in which 

he cooperates with others. A society cannot function properly unless it 

is regulated by a code of laws, and it is therefore necessary that there 

be a lawgiver to communicate these laws to society. And this lawgiver 

must be a human being, since only a human being can communicate 

with other humans. On the other hand, this lawgiver cannot himself 

formulate these laws, because, since men differ in their opinions, 

there would be no reason why people should accept his laws rather 

than the laws of some other lawgiver. Therefore, the lawgiver must be 

divinely inspired, that is, he must be a prophet, and in addition, he 

must have some distinguishing feature so that people will know for 

                                                 
162Nicholas Heer, Papers on Islamic Philosophy, Theology and Mysticism, Seattle, Washington, 2009.  
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sure that he is, in fact, divinely inspired. This distinguishing feature is 

his power to perform miracles. 

Then, in order to get people to obey this divinely inspired law, the 

prophet must present the law in conjunction with a simple religious 

system. He must, for example, establish a belief in one God, who is the 

creator of the universe, as well as a belief in an afterlife in which 

human beings will be rewarded or punished by God depending on 

whether or not they have obeyed or broken the law which the prophet 

has given them.163 

Customary law (Urf) is one of the supporting sources in Islamic law 

(at the local level). It is the product of the nature of the people and their 

culture, inherited by generations until a new custom can overrule it. Legal 

rulings based on Urf change according to change in circumstances, place and 

time. It is the common practices (saying and doing) of a given society, 

consistently used and accepted by the people with wise reason and sound 

behaviors. In order for Urf to constitute a valid base for legal decision –It 

must be consistent, acceptable and reasonable practice of a group of people. 

It is worth mentioning that a habit is to repeat doing things for individual or 

few, while custom is used for large group of people. 

One should distinguish between Urf and Ijma. While Urf needs the 

agreement of the dominant majority of the people and the rules by Urf are 

changeable by time or place, and the act required an element of continuity 

over a period of time. Ijma, on the other hand, is the consensus of all jurists 

(professionals), and the verdict prohibits any further discussion of the same 

issue, creating a precedent that it engenders constancy and predictability. 

                                                 
163 Ibid. p. 15. 
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Thus, there is no need for re-examination or amendment. In addition, ijma 

does not require the act to be consistent. 

In order for Urf to be considered a base for judgment it must be: 

1- Practice at the time of transaction. 

2- Must not violate the fundamental principles of Islam. 

3- Must not contravene the clear stipulation of an agreement. The rules 

in the contractual agreement prevail over custom. Resorting to custom 

is only valid in the absence of agreement. Custom is invoked when no 

clear text to be found to determine the term of a particular dispute.164 

In the early 19th century, the Ottoman monarchy underwent a lack of 

control over some of the remote parts of its empire. At the same time, it also 

experienced financial difficulties. Certain reform movements were 

introduced in 1839, which fundamentally reorganized the Ottoman society. 

Known as Tanzimat, the reform changed the structure of administration and 

established a new judicial process. The intellectuals of the Tanzimat period 

searched for a synthesis of their political ideas and a new system of 

government. They utilized, for example, the precepts of Islam to legitimize 

constitutional monarchy.165  

 The Ottoman Empire regulations were codified and were no longer 

based on local agreements. The government established the committees that 

enforced those regulations in 1856.166  After WW1 the Ottoman Empire 

disintegrated and the French and British subdivided the Middle East between 

                                                 
164 Shafi’I Abdul Azeez Bello, Application of Urf in Islamic Law (International Islamic University, 

Malaysia),  
165 Y. Uavuz, and S. Ozkan, Modern Turkish Architecture, the Final Years of the Ottoman Empire 

(Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984), p. 34. 
166 Akbar, Crisis in The Built Environment, (Singapore: concept Media, 1988), p. 139. 
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themselves. In 1925 the French delegate in Syria and Lebanon formed a 

committee to re-study and modify existing law in accordance with the 

French law. 167 The French mandate, also, established a system of taxation 

that provided the authorities with much needed revenue.168 Those successive 

development in legislations led to the establishment of Shari’ah court which 

was limited to marriage, divorce and inheritance. House of Parliament, on 

the other hand, assumed the responsibility of making law. 

Legal reformers have developed a number of theoretical props which 

took them away from the traditional modes of juristic expression. They have 

first abandoned school of thought loyalties and later limited Shari’ah 

jurisdiction to certain family affairs. Eventually, they have adopted law-

drafting techniques, borrowed legal and social principles from varieties of 

sources, mostly former colonizer or the country where they received their 

higher education. The adopted political system of the state became the 

driving force of such a law and in turn each decree must embody the 

political system spirit. Since religion is deeply rooted in Islamic societies, 

people more often see the new legal system is simply the bare exercise of 

state coercion. Especially, when the legal system (constitution and the 

election of the legislative body) lacks certain procedural standards such as 

valid election and real representation. 

It is inconceivable to have a society without law. Society inclined to 

look to the law to resolve problems, protect rights, impose duties, and 

establish a framework for the conduct of almost every social, political, and 

economic activity. And the law’s failure to provide a remedy may provoke, 

                                                 
167 Akbar, pp. 141-142. 
168 Germeraad, “Open Space in Human Settlements, the Lesson from the Islamic Tradition” Ph.D. 

Dissertation, Agricultural University: Wageningen, Netherlands: UMI, 1989, p. 71 
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at least, a sense of frustration and anger, or would incite people to break that 

law or even revolt.   
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Appendix – C - 

 

 

Law – 26 

Acquisition Law 

 

The president, the Constitution, the People Assembly 6/12/2000 

 

Article -1 

 Modifies Article -1 from Law – 60 / 1979 as follow: Areas of Urban 

Expansion. 

A- Areas of Residential Expansion and its Necessities: 

Designated public properties and buildings, Law – 9 / 1974, 

which will be marked on the General Organizing Plan Law -

5 / 1982. 

B- Residential Areas which falls in the verified Organizing 

Planned in the date when this law becomes applicable, 

regardless, if those areas have already detailed organizing 

plan or not. The following procedures will be applied on 

those areas: 

1- Within six months from verifying the Detailed Organizing 

Plan or the date this Law becomes applicable, which ever 

gives more time, the Administrative body is permitted to 

apply Chapter Two of Law – 9 / 1974 on these areas. In case 

the AB did not act, the owners have the right to divide their 

properties according to Chapter One of Law – 9 /1974 

within three years starting after the six months period given 

to the AB. 

2- In case neither the AB nor the owners act within the given 

periods, Article – 2 of this law will be applicable on the 

Areas of Urban Expansion. 

3- Areas of Residential Expansion which falls within the 

General Organizing Plans are considered belong to the 

Municipality of Damascus even if those areas were not in 

the Municipality’s jurisdiction. 

 

Article -2 

 Modifies Article -2 from Law – 60 / 1979 as follow:  

Acquisition and organizing of Areas of Residential Expansion in 

Damascus and the center cities of the provinces, exclusively, by the 
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Administrative Bodies, for their needs and the other public entities 

needs…..for the common benefits (Law – 20, Article - 2, 1983). It is 

permissible to treat this matter urgently. It is not permissible for any 

other public entity to acquire a property directly. This law is not 

applicable on worship properties of any faith. 

 

Article -3  

Modifies sub-Article – B, Article -4 from Law – 60 / 1979 as follow: 

It is prohibited for the buyers of new lot (except for individuals and 

bodies whose properties were acquired, in accordance with Law – 3 / 

1976) to sell it before finishing the construction and making the 

building ready for use. In case the lot was put for auction, the AB 

retake the lot and pay back the reimbursed the buyer.  

 

Article -4 

 Modifies Category One, Article -5 from Law – 60 / 1979 as follow: 

 Category One: Residential lots will be treated as follow: 

  

A- Lots with value equals to 60% of the total lots assessed value will 

be sold exclusively to co-operative housing societies. 

B- The rest of the lots will be sold to individuals that their properties 

were acquired with respect to the value of the acquired property. 

 

Article -5 

 Modifies Article -7 from Law – 60 / 1979 as follow:  

A- The AB can collect deposits from the lots buyers according to their 

lots’ values. The collection will be exclusively for the topographic, 

survey, committee compensations and utilities expenses. 

B- The AB can borrow money from specialized public bodies to fund 

the previously mentioned works. 

 

Article -6 

Modifies Article -11 from Law – 60 / 1979 as follow: 

Compensation... 

 

Article -7  

If there were in the Areas of Urban Expansion or within the verified 

plans illegal settlements (squatters), the Municipalities of center cities 

of the provinces can: 

1-Apply the First and Second chapters of Law – 9 / 1974. 
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2-Acquired whatever necessary for streets, squares, parks, public 

building and residential lots according to Law – 20 / 1983, or applying 

this law if the settlement is considered an expansion area according to 

Article -1 

 

Article -8 

 This law is to be published in an official newspaper. 

 

 

 

 

Damascus 11/12/2000 

 

 

 

 

The president 
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Law – 60 

Acquisition Law  

 

The president, the Constitution, the People Assembly 30/6/1979 

 

Article -1 
A- Area of Urban Expansion: All, unorganized and undivided, 

properties and parts of properties which fall within the verified 

General Organizing Plan. 

B- In Damascus Municipality, Area of Urban Expansion: All, 

unorganized and undivided, properties and parts of properties 

which fall within the verified General Organizing Plan, even if 

those properties fall outside its administrative borders. 

 

Article -2 

 Law-9, 1974 is not applicable on Areas of Urban Expansion in 

Damascus and the center cities of the provinces. The Administrative 

Bodies, exclusively, acquire, organize and divide those Areas of 

Urban Expansion for their needs and the other public entities 

needs…for the common benefits. It is permissible to treat this matter 

urgently. It is not permissible for any other public entity to acquire a 

property directly. (Law – 20, Article -4, 1974) 

 

Article -3  

When acquiring and assessing the value of a property, the properties 

and part of properties included in the Area of Urban Expansion 

considered arable land regardless if the property was used for 

plantation or not. The assessment must not exceed ten times the value 

of its agricultural annual production. 

 

Article -4 

A- After acquiring the designated properties, the Administrative 

Bodies plan and divide the properties to lots, ready to build upon, 

and provide the public utilities. The AB sells the, lots at the cost 

price, to any public entity that wish to, co-operative housing 

societies and individuals that their properties were acquired. The 

AB compensates the owners of the acquired properties within five 

years. 

B- According to this law, the buyer is prohibited from selling the lot 

or any part of it before finishing the construction allowed in the 
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Building Permit and ready for use. In case the lot was put for 

public auction, for some reason, the lot will be turned back to the 

AB instead for the same amount was sold. 

 

Article -5 

 The output lots of this law will be categorized as follow: 

First Category: Lots dedicated for housing and to be sold to public 

entities, co-operative housing societies and individuals’ whom their 

properties were acquired, according to guidance set by the Minister of 

Housing. 

 

Second Category: Lots dedicated for public buildings, (Law -9, 

Article -1/1974), given for free. 

 

Third Category: Lots dedicated entirely or partly for shopping, 

commercial offices and etc. It is permissible to sell those lots 

according to the prevailing laws. 

 

Article -6 

The AB in coordination with the other public entities put a technical 

and financial study as well as an execution plan to provide the Area of 

Urban Expansion with the required utilities within a time frame. 

 

Article -7  
 The AB can collect deposits from the buyers on behalf of the utilities 

public entities. 

 

Article -8 

A- The AB set the total cost on the following expenses base: 

1- Total acquiring cost. 

2- Compensation for evictions, uprooting plants, study, 

topography and survey expenses as well as compensation of all 

committees involves. 

3- Public utilities expenses. 

4- Administrative expenses 5% of the above expenses. 

5- Interest charged to the AB from (1, 2, and 3). 

B- The AB forms a committee to assess the value of each lot in 

category one and three (Article -5). The total value must equal the 

total cost, calculated previously. The Council in the AB verified 

the lots assessment. 
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C- The AB must settle the account of the Area within four years, 

taking in consideration the actual cost and expenses. 

 

Article -9 

A- The buyer of the new lot has to apply for a Building Permit within 

six months from the day putting hand on the lot. The building must 

be ready for use in the following time frame: 

1- Within three years for the six or less stories high buildings. 

2- Within four years for more than six-story buildings. 

B- The buyer put his hand on the lot after water and electricity utilities 

are provided and dirt road to the lot is executed. 

 

Article -10-  

The AB in co-ordination with the General Administration of 

Properties Affaires… (Working overtime).  

 

Article -11- … 

 

Article -12- 

Buyer of a new lot must build according to a building permit within 

the time set in Article -9-, violator will be charged, annually, 20% of 

the value of its lot. Part of the year will be considered one year. 

 

Article -13- 

 Acquisition Law and the Law of Building Empty Lots are applicable 

in all cases that were not covered in this law. 

 

Article -14- 

The Minister of Housing set the guidance and rules of selling, the 

buyers’ responsibilities toward the AB and reselling stipulations 

 

Article -15-  

 The Minister of Housing set the instructions of executing this law. 

 

Article -16- 

 This law is to be published in an official newspaper. 

 

Damascus 22/7/1979 

 

The president 
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Appendix – D - 

 

Law – 9 

Dividing, Organizing and Building in cities 
 

The president, the Constitution, the People Assembly 31/12/1973 

Article -1 

Definitions… 

 

Council: The Municipal Council or the Executive Office. 

 Area: The collection of properties and divided part of 

properties, which are the subject of Organizing. 

 Lots: A parcel of land (prepared to be built upon), the output of 

the Organizing procedure. 

General Organizing Plan: The as built plan for a city or a town and 

the proposed future urban development. 

 Detailed Organizing Plan: A plan that includes the necessary 

urban details, integrates with the General Organizing Plan. 

 

Article -2 

Preparing a parcel of land for building will be according to the 

General Organizing Plan and the Detailed Organizing Plan, using 

either one of the following two paths: A- Dividing in response 

to the property owner' desire.  

B- Organizing in response to an administrative body' 

(Municipality) desire. 

 

 

Chapter One 

Dividing 

 

 

Article -3 

When an area owner(s)' wish to divide his/her land to lots –to 

be built upon, the owner must apply to the administrative body in 

charge (Municipality) for approval. The application must include 

the following documents: 

A- Ownership documents including: 
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1- Documents prove the ownership, issued by the Property Deed 

Office. 

2- The owner(s) of the land' affirmation and approval of the 

division and the transference of the rights from the old property' 

deed to the new –will be- lots deed(s) in accordance with their 

rights before and after the division. 

3- The owner(s) of the property' guaranty that there are no 

unregistered (on the property deed) rights, and in case appear some 

rights, the owner(s) of the property are responsible and are to 

compensate. 

B- Division plans providing the following:  

1- Harmony with the General Organizing Plan and the Detailed 

Organizing Plans (if they exist). In addition, the streets emerging 

from the division must take in consideration the potential increase 

in resident numbers, traffic and other related factors in the land 

subject of the division and the surrounding properties. 

2- A third of the Area will be dedicated for streets, squares, parks 

and public buildings. This part will be given for free. In case the 

land abuts an old street, the area of half the width of the street will 

be deducted from that third. 

3- The free third for public use (mentioned previously) could be 

increased to a half if the General Organizing Plan and the Detailed 

Organizing Plan required that. 

4- If the public use area increased beyond the half, the 

Administrative Body' (Municipality) must pay for the exceeded 

area. The price will be assessed according to the Acquisition Law. 

C- A receipt of paying verification fee. The Municipality Council 

determines this fee which must be no more than 10 cents per 

square meter and no less than 100 Syrian Lira.  

Article -4 

A- The Administrative Body' (Municipality) in co-operation with 

the Water and Electricity Establishments estimate the cost of 

providing public utilities (streets, sidewalks, water, sewer and 

power) to the new lots with detailed manifest of every lot' share. 

B- This estimate will be considered as a loan on the new lot and 

will be written down on the new lot’ deed in the Property Deed 

Registry. 

C- Selling the new lot is possible only after paying the utilities 

estimate or getting the buyer’ acceptance to pay it later.  No 

Building Permit will be issued on the new lot until paying a half of 
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the utilities cost estimate.  Issuing a new property deed or selling 

part of the new lot will be allowed only after paying the entire 

utility cost estimate. 

D- If the actual cost of the utilities was different than the estimate, 

the payer will be reimbursed or charged for the difference. 

 

Article -5 

A- Properties whose all sub-divided lots are abutting verified 

planning public streets will be exempted from Article -3 (B) and 

Article -4. 

B- The Minister of Housing may exempt the third and fourth 

degrees municipalities from Article -4 upon the Municipality 

Council’ proposal. 

 

Article -6 

A- The Administrative Body' (Municipality) decides on the 

Division Request and informs the owner(s) of its decision within 

three months from the date of applying. 

B- Upon the Municipal Council’ acceptance, the Executive Office 

will issue an ordinance accepting the division officially. 

 

Article -7  
All Property Departments are prohibited from accepting any 

property division If the division was not accompanied by an 

official ordinance (the previous Article). 

 

Article -8 

A- The owner(s) of a property who divides his property or allow 

his property to be divided not in accordance with this ordinance 

will be fined. The Administrative Body' (Municipality) lays the 

fine, which is 25% of the property value according to the property 

assessment for taxation. The fine will be collected on behalf of the 

Administrative Body' (Municipality). 

B- Buildings, which are erected on illegally divided property, are 

subject to demolition. In case demolition was postponed, the 

Administrative Body' (Municipality) lays an annual fine on the 

users of these buildings. The fine will be equal to one-year rent 

according to the property assessment for taxation. Collecting this 

fine from the users (if they were tenant) will exempt the users from 

any financial responsibility toward the owner(s). 
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Chapter Two 

Organizing 

 

 

Section One 

Providing Organized Areas 

 

Article -9  

The Administrative Bodies can implement Organizing in the 

following cases: 

A- Areas affected by natural disasters such as earthquake, floods, 

or areas destroyed because of wars or fires. 

B- Areas fall within the Administrative Bodies' jurisdiction in the 

General Organizing Plan. 

 

Article -10  

An organized area will be created by a Decree upon a set of 

requirements (folder) including the following:  

A- A new detailed plan from the Survey Trust and Estate 

Improvement showing the outline borders of the organized area 

and all the inner borders of the included sites as well as the 

existing buildings with a table of its floor areas. 

B- A plan prepared by the Administrative Body and approved by 

the Survey Trust and Estate Improvement, showing the new lots' 

borders and the layout of the new streets and the location and 

borders of the designated areas for parks and public buildings. 

C- A building guide determining the setback, open space among 

buildings, building height and the utilities networks distribution.  

D- The Council ordinance of proposing an organized area. 

 

Article -11 

The decree of creating an organized area must be published in an 

official newspaper and in a local newspaper. In case there was no 

local newspaper, the decree will be published in one of the capital 

newspapers. 

 

Article -12 
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All properties within the organized area are communally owned 

among the owners. The share of each owner is equal to the value of 

the original property. 

 

Article -13  

A- In one decree, it is permissible to create more than one 

organized area within one Administrative Body. 

B- It is not permissible to include a site or part of a site created 

from an organized area or division in a new organized area unless a 

special decree is issued to reorganize this property and upon a 

proposal from the Administrative Body where the property falls in 

its jurisdiction. 

C- It is prohibited to do any of the following, on the sites included 

in the organized area: 

1- Division 

2- Unification 

3- Issuing building permit 

 

Article -14 

A- The Administrative Body demarcates all necessary property for 

streets, parks and buildings according to Article -3-, B, 2-3-4 from 

this law. 

B- It is permissible to the Council to change the type of function 

used on the designated public building lots except for lots 

designated as schools or worship. 

 

Section Two 

Initial Assessment 

 

Article -15 

A- In case an organized area is created for one of the reasons listed 

in Article -9-, A, the Administrative Body, within one month from 

the issuing of the decree, call, in a local newspaper, (in case there 

was no local newspaper, the call will be published in one of the 

capital newspapers), all the owners of sites and buildings to declare 

their rights. The owners, their trusties or anyone with a power of 

attorney is to provide to the Administrative Body, within thirty 

days, proof, documents and photos if exist supporting his claim of 

his rights. 
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B- It is permissible for the relative to work on behalf of the rights 

owner. 

 

Article -16 

After issuing the decree. The Administrative Body requests from 

the Property Deed Trusty a list of the owners of the properties, 

buildings & etc. 

  

Article -17 

A- The Administrative Body forms an Initial Committee to assess 

the value of the sites, buildings, trees & etc. (as they are) within the 

new organized area. 

B- This committee consists of three members one of them is an 

engineer (?). The committee makes its decisions by consent or 

majority and announces its decisions while all its members are 

attending. 

C- It is not permissible for any member of this committee to have 

any relationship or relativity with any of the right owners in the 

new organized area. Article (174) from Court Principals Law. 

 

Article -18 
A- The Administrative Body announces, in a local newspaper, in 

case there was no local newspaper, the announcement will be in 

one of the capital newspapers, the conclusion of the initial 

committee. It should be clear where to check up the initial 

assessment. 

B- All right owners mentioned in Article -15- have the right, 

within thirty days from the day after the announcement to: 

1- Dispute the initial assessment and invoke the legal backup that 

supports his argument.  Any assessment without objection during 

the thirty days period considered final.  Objection of one partner in 

a property will be considered as an objection from the rest of 

partners. 

2- Claim ownership or any other right on one or more than one 

site within the new organized area by applying a separate form.  

This form will be directed to the Solving Dispute Committee, 

Article -19-. 

 

Section Three 

Solving Dispute Committee 
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Article -19 

The Administrative Body forms a committee with legislative 

specialty to look into all claims of ownerships and disputes on the 

properties within the new organized area. In addition to all similar 

cases in the new organized area that the judicial system did not 

give them final verdict yet. 

 

Article -20 

Upon a request from the Administrative Body, the Justice Minister 

issues an ordinance to form the Solving Dispute Committee as 

follow: 

A- A judge, Consular, to be named by the Justice Minister. (Head) 

B- A representative of the Properties Affair General 

Administration. License in Law, to be named by the head of this 

institution. (Member) 

C- A representative of the Administrative Body. License in Law, 

to be named by the head of the Administrative Body. (Member) 

D- The members of this committee will be sworn in the present of 

the committee head. 

 

Article -21 

This committee has the power of a special court in settling all cases 

regarding the new organized area… 

 

Article -22 

The Solving Dispute Committee' verdicts are disputable … 

 

Article -23 

The Solving Dispute Committee must conclude its work within 

four months from the day of its formation. Arbitrary is permissible. 

 

Section Four 

Judging Assessment 

 

Article -24 

A- The Judging Assessment Committee consists of: 

1- A judge named by the Justice Minister. 

2- Two experts named by the Administrative Body. 

3- Two experts represent the owners. 
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B- The Administrative Body invites the owners (Article -18- A) to 

elect their two representative experts. Voting of the attendees is 

considered sufficient to conclude the voting process. 

C- In case the owners did not respond to the election invitation, a 

judge names two experts from Experts List produced by the Justice 

Ministry. 

D- In case the owners' experts (one or both) resigned or did not 

attend the sessions any more, the Judge will replace them from the 

same list. In case the resignation and not attending become 

frequent, the committee takes its decision by the majority and the 

head of the committee held the swinging vote. 

E- It is not permissible for any member of this committee and its 

head to have any relationship or relativity with any of the right 

owners in the new organized area. Article (174) from Court 

Principals Law. In addition, he/she was not a member of the Initial 

Assessment Committee. 

All decisions made are final. 

 

Article -25 

The Judging Assessment Committee will be formed by an 

ordinance from the head of the Administrative Body. 

 

Article -26 

The members of this committee will be sworn in the present of the 

committee head (Article -20- ). 

 

Section Five 

Re- Assessment 

 

Article -27 Re-assessment after five years…  

Article -28 … 

Article -29 … 

 

 

 

Section Six 

Mandatory Distribution 

 

Article -30 
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A- The new organized area is considered an entity that replaces all 

the rights owners. 

B-  The Administrative Body represents this entity, uses it 

authority to distribute rights and shares after deducting cost, fees, 

taxes & etc. 

C- Article -4- of this law is applicable at Organizing Areas. 

 

Article -31 

The Administrative Body must use two tables as a base for the 

mandatory Distribution: 

A- Table with the recipients’ shares for each new lot including; 

name of the recipient, his share in the lot and his share from the 

total value of the lot. 

B- Alphabetical table with the name of all the recipients including 

the value of all their shares. 

 

Article -32 

The task of organizing will end by the distribution of the shares 

among the recipients accordingly. 

 

Article -33  

A- The Mandatory Distribution task in done by a committee that 

consists of: 

1- A judge named by the Justice Minister. 

2- Two experts named by the Administrative Body. 

3- Two experts represent the owners. 

B- The members of this committee will be sworn in the present of 

the committee head (Article -20- ). 

C- Selecting the owners' experts according to Article -24- 

D- The head and the members of the committee must meet the 

same criteria for the Initial Assessment Committee. 

E- The Mandatory Distribution Committee will be formed by an 

ordinance from the head of the Administrative Body. 

 

Article -34 

The Mandatory Distribution Committee assesses the value of each 

lot in the new organized area. The total value of the lots must be 

equal to the total share assessed by the Judging Assessment 

Committee. In case of variation, the MDC adjust the share value 

by the same percentage of the difference. 
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Article -35 

The Mandatory Distribution Committee tries its best to assign each 

right owner in lot as close as possible to his/her original property. 

According to the share value, a right owner can get more than one 

lot and more than one right owner can be assigned in one lot. 

 

Article -36 

In case of a difference between the share value and the lot 

assessment value, the right owner can collect or pay the 

difference...  

 

Article -37  

A- The MDC prepares a distribution proposal and informs the 

Administrative Body. The AB invites the rights owners by the 

newspaper. 

B- The rights owners and their representatives have thirty days to 

comment on the proposal in written forms presented to the head of 

the committee through the Administrative Body. 

C- The MDC meets after the thirty-day period for final review and 

pronounces the Final Distribution… 

 

Article -38 

After the MDC pronouncement becomes final, the Administrative 

Body informs the Property Departments so they start the procedure 

of creating new lots deeds. 

 

Article -39 

If the Property Departments found some discrepancies that prohibit 

the creation of new lots deeds procedure; the Property Departments 

sends notes of the discrepancies to the MDC to correct them… 

 

 

 

Section Seven 

Conclusion 

 

Article -40 

It is permissible to the Administrative Body to hold the designated 

public building lots Article -10- B after the Judging Assessment 
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Committee report announcement. If the lot is an arable land or an 

empty land, then the AD can hold the lot before the announcement 

of the JAC report. 

 

Article -41 

Article -42 

Article -43 

Article -44  

Article -45 
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Appendix – E- 

 

Decree -5 

Urban Planning Principals 

 

The president, the Constitution 23/1/1982 

Modified 

Decree -3 13/2/1983 

 

Article -1 

C- Urban planning Principals: the unified principals which organize 

the process of residential urban planning and they include the 

following: 

 The general scientific principles for construction and urban 

planning. 

 The steps and procedures that must be followed in preparing 

the Planning Program for the General Organizing Plan, the 

Detailed Plan and the Building Code in any residential area. 

D- Planning Program: The program that specifies the instant and 

future needs for a residential area according to the Urban Planning 

Principals and (the site, social & economic status of the users). The 

program specifies survey of the population, density, required 

utilities and the needed public buildings. 

E- General Organizing Plan: A plan that shows the future expectation 

of a residential area and its expansion by marking the borders and 

streets network and the land use within it. In addition to the 

Building Guide and Building Code which should not contradict 

with the Urban Planning Principals and the Panning Program. 

F- Detailed Organizing Plan: A plan that specifies all planning details 

for major and side streets networks as well as sidewalks, open 

public spaces. In addition, all lots details and land use without 

contradiction with the General Organizing Plan and the Building 

Code. 

G- Residential Area: A city, town or village and all the villages and 

farms that falls in the Administrative Body’ jurisdiction. 

 Office: The executive office for the AB council. 

 Administrative Body: Municipality or administrative unit. 

 Council: Municipal Council in the municipality, or Local 

Council in the administrative unit. 
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Article -2 

The Housing and Utilities’ Ministry sets the Urban Planning 

principals with the objects of responding to the residential areas needs 

within the available means of each area in the frame of overall 

regional planning in the Syria Arabic Country.  The principals will be 

set by a presidential decree. … 

 

Article -3  

A- In order to provide Building guides, General and Detailed 

Organizing Plans the responsible AB for every residential area 

preparing a Planning Program within the framework of the Urban 

planning Principals. 

B- The specified Planning Program is to be approved by the Housing 

and Utilities’ Ministry, within 20 days from the day it was 

received, or modified upon the Ministry request. If the ministry did 

not respond the set time frame, the Planning Program is to be 

considered approved. 

Article -4 

The AB prepares all General, Detailed Organizing Planes in all phases 

as well as the Building Code without contradiction with the Urban 

planning Principals and the Planning Program of the designated 

residential area. 

 

Article -5 

A- The General, Detailed Organizing Planes as well as the Building 

Code are to be approved and made public by the Council. 

B- The General, Detailed Organizing Planes as well as the Building 

Code will be made public in the main hall of the AB. Owners and 

affected people with the plans will be called personally or by 

newspapers. It is permissible to use other mean of media if the AB 

found that necessary. 

C- Owners and affected people can object within 30 days from the 

day of making the plans public. The objection must be in written 

form stating the objector’ notes. 

D- A regional technical committee formed and headed by the mayor 

includes: 

1- The designated member from the Executive Office. 

2- Head of Technical Services Department. 

3- Head of Archeology department in the province. 
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4- The person in charge of streets network in the Technical 

Services Department. 

5- The person in charge of urban planning in the Technical 

Services Department. 

6- Two experts in the field of City Panning. One chosen by the 

Housing and Utilities’ Minister and the other is chosen by the 

Mayor. 

7- An expert lawyer in the properties affairs chosen by the Mayor. 

E- The head of the committee and the head of the Technical Services 

Department are to attend all meeting and they do not have the right 

to vote. In addition, the head of the committee and more than half 

of the committee members have to attend in order for the meeting 

to be legal. … 

 

Article -6 

Without contradiction with the Urban planning Principals and 

the Planning Program for every residential area: 

A- The minister of Housing and Utilities, upon a proposal from the 

Office, declares the General Organizing Plans, Building Codes and 

their amendments for the city center of the provinces. 

B- Declares the Detailed Organizing Plans and their amendments for 

the city center of the provinces, (except for Damascus) by a decree 

from the Office upon a proposal from the Council. 

C- In Damascus City, declares the Detailed Organizing Plans by a 

decree from the Council upon a proposal from the Office. 

D- Declares the General Organizing Plans, Building Codes and their 

amendments in the rest of administrative bodies by a decree from 

the Office. 

 

Article -7  

A- The Ministry of Housing and Utilities is to be informed by any 

General or Detailed Organizing Plans, Building codes and their 

amendments within 15 days. 

B- The Minister of Housing and Utilities has 45 days to object if there 

was any violation to the Urban Planning Principals or the Planning 

Program. 

C- If there is a conflict in applying the previous section, the Prime 

Ministry will look into the case. 

 

Article -8 
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Without contradicting the Planning Principals or the Planning 

Program, it is permissible to modify the verified General and Detailed 

Organizing Plans as well as the Building Codes as follows: 

D- After one year of the initial announcement, the Plans or Building 

Code could be subject for objections. 

E- Then, the procedure can be repeated once every three years. 

F- The AB can introduce any modifications or amendments for the 

public benefit within the same time frame. 

G- The Mayor is not bound by the time frame restriction to introduce 

modifications or amendments. 

H- This law is the base for judging the objections. 

 

Article -9 

 

Article -10 

 

Article -11 

  

 

Article -12 

 

 

Article -13 

  

 

 

 

The President 
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Glossary & Arabic Terms 

 

A. H. stands for the Islamic Calendar which starts in the year 621 AD, when 

the Prophet migrated from Mecca to Medina. 

Allotment the act of bestowing or allotting a piece of dead land. 

Ath-roo plural of Thiraa arm span or a cubit which is from 46 to 50 cm. 

Authority Housing Ministry and/or Damascus municipality. 

 

Building Code for Damascus City 492 M.T. 3/5/1997. 

Building guidelines used for building regulations in the traditional quarters. 

 

Cadastral survey plan.  

Caliph or Calipha the head of the Islamic state. 

 

Decree followed with the abbreviation M.T. means it is issued by the 

Executive Council of Damascus Municipality. 

Demarcation defining a piece of land by whatever was available of objects 

such as stones, sticks or walls.  

 

Easement the right to buy access and bring/dispose water and utilities 

through the neighbor’s property. 

Extroverted opening toward outside. 

Externality unequal contribution from private sectors to the commonwealth.  

 

Fina has two meanings: The private open space within a property, the 

courtyard, and the space between a private and a public space. 

 

Introverted opening toward inside (courtyard). 

 

Haraa street, alley, pathway and etc. 

Housing policy‘s tools (legislation, planning, Building code and etc.) 

 

Ijma’, the consensus of the entire Islamic jurists. 

 

Jazeereh a block surrounded by streets. 

 

Legislations used for building regulations in the new settlements. 

 

Mahalla or Hay a traditional quarter 
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Madahub plural of Madhab schools of thought (Sunni has four schools of 

thought; Hanafi, Maliki Shafi’I and Hanbali, one Shi’i school of thought 

jaffari) 

Mawat or dead land un-owned and unused land (without trace of building, 

cultivation, or communal use, such as a cemetery). 

Mukatat Wagaeeb Requirements Plan. 

 

New settlement replacing a traditional quarter. 

 

Organizing Law used to build new settlements in Damascus. 

 

Preemption giving joint owners and sometimes abutting landlords the right 

to preempt sale transaction in their favor. 

Planning Law used to replace traditional quarters in Damascus. 

Prescription the right to acquire a property due to use over an extended 

period of time. 

Public hearing the authority invites and consults immediate neighbors at an 

early stage of a new planning application in order to ensure that the public is 

aware of how plans are developing, and every individual weighs his/her 

advantages and disadvantages in the new plan. 

 

Qiyas or Ijtihad the use of the human reason in the elaboration of law 

Qur’an the Islamic book 

 

Rental Law a form of providing shelter to the state’s employees at the 

expense of the private sector. 

Reviving a land investing in a land by building on it or planting it 

 

Sharia Islamic based law 

Shiber – finger span (from 0.20 to 29 cm). 

Sunna the sayings and acts of the prophet Mohammad (peace be upon him) 

Suk market 

 

Traditional quarter old quarter which was established during or before the 

Ottoman Dynasty. 

Tribe kinfolk or clan. 
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Urf is one of the supporting sources in Islamic law (at the local level). It is 

the product of the nature of the people and their culture, inherited by 

generations until a new custom can overrule it. 

Usufruct the right of use and exploit of a property to a person other than the 

owner. 

 

Walk-up building four to five-floor apartment building. 

Waqf giving ownership of a property to God and working to live on that 

property. 
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